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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The major purpose of the Papua New Guinea Agricultural Systems Project is to produce information 
on small holder (subsistence) agriculture at provincial and national levels.  Information is collected 
by field observation, interviews with villagers and reference to published and unpublished 
documents.  The information is entered into a computer database (dBase IV), from where it is 
transferred to a mapping program (ARC/INFO).  Methods are described by Bourke et al. (1993).  
This paper contains a written summary of the information on the Agricultural Systems in this 
Province, maps of selected agricultural features, a complete listing of all information in the database 
in coded form, and lists of villages with National Population Census codes, indexed by Agricultural 
Systems.  This information will eventually be available on disk as a map-linked database suitable 
for use on a personal computer. 
 
Identification of agricultural systems and subsystems 
 
An Agricultural System is identified when a set of similar agricultural crops and practices occur 
within a defined area.  Six criteria are used to distinguish one system from another: 
 
1. Fallow type (the vegetation which is cleared from a garden site before cultivation). 
 
2. Fallow period (the length of time a garden site is left unused between cultivations). 
 
3. Cultivation intensity (the number of consecutive crops planted before fallow). 
 
4. The staple, or most important, crops. 
 
5. Garden and crop segregation (the extent to which crops are planted in separate gardens; in 
separate areas within a garden; or are planted sequentially). 
 
6. Soil fertility maintenance techniques (other than natural regrowth fallows). 
 
Where one or more of these factors differs significantly and the differences can be mapped, then a 
separate system is distinguished. 
 
Where variation occurs, but is not able to be mapped at 1:500 000 scale because the areas in which 
the variation occurs are too small or are widely dispersed within the larger system, a subsystem is 
identified.  Subsystems within an Agricultural System are allocated a separate record in the 
database, identified by the Agricultural System number and a subsystem number. 
 
Sago is a widespread staple food in lowland Papua New Guinea.  Sago is produced from palms 
which are not grown in gardens.  Most of the criteria above cannot be applied.  In this case, systems 
are differentiated on the basis of the staple crops only. 
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Relationship to PNGRIS 
 
The Papua New Guinea Resource Information System (PNGRIS) contains information on the 
natural resources of PNG (Bellamy 1986).  However PNGRIS contains no information on 
agricultural practices, other than an assessment of land use intensity based on air photograph 
interpretation by Saunders (1993), and ECOPHYS which is concerned with predicted crop 
performance in a specific environment (Hackett 1988).  The Agricultural Systems Project is 
designed to provide detailed information on agricultural practices and cropping patterns as part of an 
upgraded PNGRIS geographical information system.  For this reason the Agricultural Systems 
database contains almost no information on the environmental settings of the systems, except for 
altitude and slope.  The layout of the text descriptions, the database code files and the village lists 
are modelled on PNGRIS formats (Cuddy 1987). 
 
The mapping of Agricultural Systems has been carried out on the same map base and scale as 
PNGRIS (Tactical Pilotage Charts, 1:500 000).  It is also done within the areas of agricultural land 
use established by Saunders (1993) from aerial photography.  Except where specifically noted, 
Agricultural Systems boundaries have been mapped without reference to PNGRIS Resource 
Mapping Unit (RMU) boundaries.  Agricultural Systems are defined at the level of the Province 
(following PNGRIS) but their wider distribution is recognised in the database by cross-referencing 
systems which cross provincial borders. 
 
A preliminary view of the relationships between RMUs and the Agricultural Systems in this 
Province can be obtained from the listing of villages by Agricultural System, where RMU numbers 
are appended (Section 6.3). 
 
 
Note for reprinted edition 
 
Most of the fieldwork for this project was conducted over a six year period (late 1990 to late 1996).  
Over this period, a number of minor inconsistencies arose in data classification and presentation.  
As well, some changes occurred in conventions for the text fields and in the definitions of data 
fields, for example, for seasonality, fencing and burning.  These changes were noted in the Preface 
of the Provincial Working Papers (first editions) as they occurred.  One of the more important 
changes was that the cutoff points for the classification of cash earning activities were applied more 
consistently.  Because of these inconsistencies and changes in definitions, it was necessary to revise 
the database so that it was consistent for all 19 provinces and to incorporate changes in agriculture 
systems since the original papers were produced. 
 
Most changes, as distinct from definitional changes, relate to cash income.  The revisions were done 
in late 1998.  The largest number of changes occurred in the first four provincial working papers: 
East Sepik, West Sepik, Western and Gulf Provinces.  Papers for the five Island Region provinces 
required the least number of changes.  Agricultural systems that cross provincial boundaries have 
been adjusted so that the information is identical on both sides of the boundary, apart from some 
minor differences in some of the text fields.  However the notes have not been updated to 
incorporate new publications since the Working Papers were completed. 
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2. DATABASE STRUCTURE, DEFINITIONS AND CODES 
 
Information on agricultural systems is stored in a database, one record per agricultural system (or 
subsystem where identified) and 108 fields per record.  This section lists the field names and their 
database abbreviations [NAMES]. Summary descriptions, explanatory notes and variable codes are 
given for each field. 
 
 
LOCATION AND IDENTIFICATION 
1. Provincial Identification [PROVINCE]:  A two digit National Population Census code.  Eg. code 
14 = East Sepik Province.  Provincial codes are listed in Appendix A.1. 
 
2. System Identification [SYSTIDNO]:  A two digit number identifying the agricultural system within 
this province.  Eg. code 01 = System 01.  Numbers are not assigned to systems within a province in 
any particular order. 
 
3. Agricultural System [AGSYST]:  Systems are also identified by a unique Papua New Guinea-wide 
four digit number.  The first two digits are the National Population Census provincial code and the 
second two digits are the system identification number.  Eg. 1401 = System 01 in the East Sepik 
Province. 
 
4. Agricultural Subsystem [SUSBSYSIDNO]:  Subsystems are identified by a single digit.  When 
referred to in the text they are preceded by the agricultural system number and a hyphen.  Eg. 1418-1 
is Subsystem 1 of System 1418. 
 
5. Number of Subsystems [NUMSUBSYS]:  A single digit specifying the number of subsystems that 
occur within this System. 
 
6. District [DISTRICT]:  The 1990 National Population Census code for the District within which the 
System is located. More than one District may be listed. District codes are listed in Appendix A.2. 
 
7. Census Divisions [CENSUSDIV]:  The 1980 National Population Census code for the Census 
Divisions that occur within the System.  Census Division codes for this Province are listed in 
Appendix A.2. 
 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
8. Lowest Altitude [ALTLOW]:  The lowest altitude, in metres (rounded), to which the System 
extends. 
 
9. Highest Altitude [ALTHIGH]:  The highest altitude, in metres (rounded), to which the System 
extends. 
 
10. Garden Slope [SLOPE]:  The average slope of gardens in the System. 
 
1 Flat (<2o) 
2 Gentle (2-10o) 
3 Steep (10-25o) 
4 Very steep  (>25o) 
5 Multiple classes  
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11. Survey Description [SURVDESC]:  A text description of the areas visited or not visited within the 
system, the length of time spent in different areas, traverses undertaken, the mode of transport used, 
the month and year of the survey, and the sources of any documentary information used.  
 
12. Summary Description [SYSSUMM]:  A concise text description of the agricultural system, and 
subsystems (if any), focussed on the occurrence of the major distinguishing criteria. 
 
13. System Boundary Definitions [BOUNDDEF]:  A brief description of how the boundaries between 
systems were identified and mapped.  The boundaries between agricultural and non-agricultural land 
use were taken from Saunders (1993). 
 
14. Systems Crossing Provincial Borders [OTHPROV]:  A logical field (yes/no) which indicates 
whether the System crosses a provincial border. 
 
15. Same System in Adjacent Province [PROVSYS]:  A listing of AGSYST numbers (see Field 3 
above) of up to two systems in adjacent provinces which are identical to this system, for systems 
which cross provincial borders. 
 
16. Subsystem Extent [SUBSYSEXT]:  An estimate of the proportion of the area of the total system 
occupied by a subsystem.  In the case of there being no subsystems this field is listed as 100 per 
cent. 
 
1 25 per cent 
2 50 per cent 
3 75 per cent 
4 100 per cent 
 
17. Type of Fallow Vegetation Cleared [FALLTYPE]:  The predominant type of vegetation cleared 
from garden sites at the beginning of a new period of cultivation.  Where short fallows are used (see 
Field 18 below), fallow type refers to the vegetation cleared after a long fallow. 
 
1 Short grass (eg. kunai < 1.5 m tall) 
2 Tall grass (eg. Miscanthus or Saccharum  > 1.5 m tall) 
3 Grass and woody regrowth (dense short or tall grass and short woody 
regrowth) 
4 Short woody regrowth (shrubs/trees < 10 m tall) 
5 Tall woody regrowth (trees > 10 m tall) 
6 Forest (no indication of previous use) 
7 No long fallow 
8 Savanna (Scattered woody growth with grass ground cover) 
 
18. Use of Short Fallows [SHORTFALL]:  A presence and significance measure which indicates 
whether short fallows are used.  Short fallows are brief periods of less than 12 months between 
plantings during which land is left fallow. 
 
19. The Long Fallow Period [FALLPER]:  An estimate of the length of time (greater than 12 months) 
land is left to revert to regrowth, before it is cultivated again. Class 0 refers to situations where very 
long cropping intervals (40 plantings or more) make long fallows not significant. 
 
0 Not significant 
1 1 to 4 years 
2 5 to 15 years 
3 Greater than 15 years 
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20. Cropping Intensity [CROPINT]:  The number of times staple crops are planted in the main 
gardens before those gardens are returned to a long fallow. Short fallows of less than 12 months (see 
Field 18 above) are excluded for this purpose: they may occur between plantings without affecting 
the classification.  The class 'More than 40 plantings', refers to situations where land has been 
planted continuously without a long fallow since the Pacific War (1942-45) or longer. In such cases 
Field 19, Long Fallow Period, is classed as 'Long fallow period not significant'. 
 
1 1 planting only 
2 2 plantings 
3 3 to 5 plantings 
4 6 to 14 plantings 
5 15 to 40 plantings 
6 More than 40 plantings 
 
 
CROP COMPONENTS 
21. The Dominant Staple Crops [DOMSTAP]:  The most important staple food crops grown in the 
subsystem.  A major staple is defined as a crop estimated to cover more than one-third of staple 
garden area, and therefore no more than 3 dominant staples may be identified for a system.  An 
important exception occurs when sago is the staple.  Sago is extracted from palms which are not 
cultivated in gardens.  In the text accounts (System Summaries and Notes), dominant staples are 
described as the 'most important crops'. 
 
22. The Subdominant Staple Crops [SUBSTAP]:  Staple food crops of lesser importance grown in the 
subsystem. A subdominant staple is defined as a crop estimated to cover more than 10 per cent of a 
staple garden area; up to six crops may be listed.  An important exception occurs when sago is the 
staple.  Sago is extracted from palms which are not cultivated in gardens.  In the text accounts 
(System Summaries and Notes), subdominant staples are described as 'important crops'. 
 
23. All Staple Crops [ALLSTAP]:  A list of up to 10 staple crops including crops classed as dominant 
and subdominant, as well as other staple crops which occur commonly.  In the text accounts (System 
Summaries and Notes), staple crops which are classified as neither dominant nor subdominant are 
described as 'other crops'. 
 
01 Mixed staple (no dominant staple: a mix of some or all of: banana, taro, sweet potato 
 Chinese taro, yam, cassava and corn)   
02 Banana (Musa cvs) 13 Taro (Colocasia esculenta) 
03 Breadfruit (Artocarpus altilis) 14 Yam (Dioscorea alata) 
04 Cassava (Manihot esculenta) 15 Yam (Dioscorea esculenta) 
05 Chinese taro (Xanthosoma sagittifolium) 16 Yam (Dioscorea pentaphylla) 
06 Coconut (Cocos nucifera) 17 Other 
07 Corn (Zea mays) 18 Queensland arrowroot (Canna 
08 Potato (Solanum tuberosum)  edulis) 
09 Sago (Metroxylon sagu) 19 Taro (Amorphophallus) 
10 Swamp taro (Cyrtosperma  (Amorphophallus paeoniifolius) 
 chamissonis) 20 Yam (Dioscorea bulbifera) 
11 Sweet potato (Ipomoea batatas) 21 Yam (Dioscorea nummularia) 
12 Taro (Alocasia macrorrhiza)   
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24. Other Vegetable Crops [VEG]:  A list of up to 10 important vegetable crops: 
 
01 Aibika (Abelmoschus manihot) 22 Rungia (Rungia klossii) 
02 Amaranthus (Amaranthus spp.) 23 Tulip (Gnetum gnemon) 
03 Bean, common (Phaseolus vulgaris) 24 Valangur (Polyscias spp.) 
04 Bean, lablab (Lablab purpureus) 25 Balbal (Erythrina variegata) 
05 Bean, winged (Psophocarpus 26 Bamboo shoots 
 tetragonolobus) 27 Bean, snake (Vigna unguiculata) 
06 Cabbage (Brassica oleracea 28 Spring onion (Allium cepa var. cepa) 
 var. capitata) 29 Sweet potato leaves (Ipomoea batatas) 
07 Chinese cabbage (Brassica chinensis) 30 Taro leaves (Colocasia esculenta) 
08 Choko tips (Sechium edule)  31 Watercress (Nasturtium officinale) 
09 Corn (Zea mays) 32 Other 
10 Cucumber (Cucumis sativus) 33 Bean, lima (Phaseolus lunatus) 
11 Ferns 34 Bottle gourd (Lagenaria siceraria) 
12 Ginger (Zingiber officinale) 35 Dicliptera (Dicliptera papuana) 
13 Highland pitpit (Setaria palmifolia) 36 Kalava (Ormocarpum orientale) 
14 Kangkong (Ipomoea aquatica) 37 Karakap (Solanum nodiflorum) 
15 Kumu musong (Ficus copiosa) 38 Basil (Ocimum basilicum) 
16 Lowland pitpit (Saccharum edule) 39 Bean leaves (Phaseolus spp.) 
17 Nasturtium (Nasturtium spp.) 40 Cassava leaves (Manihot esculenta) 
18 Oenanthe (Oenanthe javanica) 41 Chilli leaves (Capsicum frutescens) 
19 Peanuts (Arachis hypogaea) 42 Eggplant (Solanum melongena) 
20 Pumpkin fruit (Cucurbita moschata) 43 Pigeon pea (Cajanus cajan) 
21 Pumpkin tips (Cucurbita moschata) 44 Tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum) 
 
25. Fruit Crops [FRUIT]:  A list of up to 8 important fruits grown: 
 
01 Avocado (Persea americana) 21 Granadilla (Passiflora  
02 Banana (Musa cvs)  quadrangularis) 
03 Bukabuk (Burckella obovata) 22 Grapefruit (Citrus paradisi) 
04 Coastal pandanus (Pandanus tectorius) 23 Guava (Psidium guajava) 
05 Malay apple (Syzygium malaccense) 24 Lemon (Citrus limon) 
06 Mandarin (Citrus reticulata) 25 Lime (Citrus aurantifolia) 
07 Mango (Mangifera indica) 26 Parartocarpus (Parartocarpus  
08 Marita pandanus (Pandanus conoideus)  venenosa) 
09 Orange (Citrus sinensis) 27 Pomelo (Citrus maxima) 
10 Passionfruit, banana (Passiflora 28 Pouteria (Pouteria maclayana) 
 mollissima)  29 Raspberry (Rubus spp.) 
11 Passionfruit, other (Passiflora spp.) 30 Soursop (Annona muricata) 
12 Pawpaw (Carica papaya) 31 Tree tomato (Cyphomandra betacea) 
13 Pineapple (Ananas comosus) 32 Watery rose apple (Syzygium 
14 Rambutan (Nephelium lappaceum)  aqueum) 
15 Sugar (Saccharum officinarum) 33 Governor's plum (Flacourtia 
16 Ton (Pometia pinnata)   indica) 
17 Watermelon (Citrullus lanatus) 34 Lovi-lovi (Flacourtia inermis) 
18 Other  35 Mon (Dracontomelon dao) 
19 Custard apple (Annona squamosa) 36 Rukam (Flacourtia rukam) 
20 Golden apple (Spondias cytherea) 37 Ficus (Ficus spp.) 
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26. Nut Crops [NUT]:  A list of up to 5 important nuts grown or collected: 
 
01 Breadfruit (Artocarpus altilis) 09 Karuka, wild (Pandanus brosimos) 
02 Candle nut (Aleurites moluccana) 10 Okari (T. kaernbachii/ T. impediens) 
03 Castanopsis (Castanopsis 11 Sis (Pangium edule) 
  acuminatissima) 12 Pao (Barringtonia spp.) 
04 Coconut (Cocos nucifera) 13 Tulip (Gnetum gnemon) 
05 Finschia (Finschia chloroxantha) 14 Other 
06 Galip (Canarium indicum) 15 Polynesian chestnut (Inocarpus  
07 Java almond (Terminalia catappa)  fagifer) 
08 Karuka, planted (Pandanus 16 Cycad (Cycas spp.) 
 julianettii) 17 Entada (Entada scandens) 
  18 Dausia (Terminalia megalocarpa) 
 
27. Narcotic Crops [NARC]:  A list of up to 5 important narcotics grown: 
 
1 Betel nut, highland  (Areca macrocalyx) 
2 Betel nut, lowland  (Areca catechu) 
3 Betel pepper, highland (Piper gibbilimbum) 
4 Betel pepper, lowland (Piper betle) 
5 Tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum) 
6 Kava (Piper methysticum) 
 
 
FORMS OF GARDEN AND CROP SEGREGATION 
28. Garden Segregation [GARDSEG]:  A presence and significance measure of whether individual 
staple food crops are planted in different gardens.  A garden is a contiguous area of land planted 
with crops under the management of a social unit such as a family or a household.  If some gardens 
are sited in different vegetation zones, and have different fallow periods, cultivation periods or other 
agronomic characteristics, then they are assigned to a separate subsystem. 
 
All presence and significance measures are coded as follows: 
 
0 None 
1 Minor or insignificant 
2 Significant 
3 Very significant 
 
29. Crop Segregation [CROPSEG]:  A presence and significance measure of whether individual 
staple food crops are planted separately in different parts of the same garden. 
 
30. Crop Sequences [CROPSEQU]:  A presence and significance measure of whether the harvesting 
of one crop species is usually followed by the planting of another, eg. yams followed by sweet 
potato, or sweet potato followed by peanuts followed by sweet potato (see also Field 33 below). 
 
31. Mixed Vegetable Gardens [MIXGARD]:  A presence and significance measure of whether mixed 
gardens are used.  A mixed garden is typically a garden which is subsidiary to that containing the 
main staple(s).  It is planted with a wide range of either subdominant staples and/or other vegetables. 
It may or may not be distinguished from the main garden types by different fallow and agronomic 
techniques. 
 
32. Household Gardens [HOUSGARD]:  A presence and significance measure of whether house 
gardens are used.  A house garden is typically a garden that is small relative to the main gardens, is 
located near houses, and which contains a variety of crops. Also known as door yard or kitchen 
gardens. 
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SOIL FERTILITY MAINTENANCE TECHNIQUES 
33. Legume Rotation [LEGUMROT]:  A presence and significance measure of whether a leguminous 
crop (eg. peanuts or winged bean) is grown between plantings of main food crops. 
 
34. Planted Tree Fallow [TREEFALL]:  A presence and significance measure of whether tree species 
(eg. Casuarina oligodon or Parasponia spp.) are planted into gardens or fallows for the stated 
purpose of improving soil quality during subsequent cultivations.  This measure excludes the 
practice of planting fruit tree species into gardens and fallows, but does not exclude the planted trees 
being used for timber or firewood. 
 
35. The Use of Compost [COMPOST]:  A presence and significance measure of whether organic  
matter is placed beneath the surface of the soil. 
 
36. The Use of Animal Manure [MANURE]:  A presence and significance measure of whether 
animal manure is placed on or in the soil. The measure does not include the deposition of manure by 
the animals themselves, eg. pigs tethered in gardens. 
 
37. The Use of Island Beds:  [ISLBED]:  A presence and significance measure of whether island beds 
are used.  Island beds are beds of soil on which crops are planted and which are raised above the 
level of a surrounding area of standing or slowly moving water. 
 
38. The Contribution of Silt from Flooding [SILT]:  A presence and significance measure of 
whether silt from floods is deposited either regularly or sporadically on the soil surface in gardens.  
It is assumed the flooding is of natural causes, but the measure does not exclude deliberate 
manipulation of stream channels in order to enhance the delivery of silt or for the partial control of 
flood waters. 
 
39. The Use of Inorganic Fertiliser [FERT]:  A presence and significance measure of whether 
inorganic fertiliser is applied to gardens.  This measure excludes the use of inorganic fertiliser on 
cash crops, such as coffee or vegetables. 
 
 
OTHER AGRICULTURAL PRACTICES  
40. The Placing of Pigs in Gardens [PIGSIN]:  A presence and significance measure of whether pigs 
are placed in gardens between plantings.  Pigs may be placed in gardens between plantings for a 
number of stated reasons, eg. to eat earthworms, to eat unharvested crops, or to till the soil.  This 
measure excludes the deliberate breaking of fences to allow pigs to forage after the cropping phase. 
 
41. Burning [BURN]:  A presence and significance measure of whether fallow vegetation cleared and 
cut in a new garden site is burnt before the planting of the staple crops.  The measure includes the 
burning of material which has been heaped. Significance takes into account the frequency of burning 
relative to the cropping intensity. So, for example, if the majority of the fallow material cleared from 
the site is burnt at the initial clearing of a garden, and only one or two plantings are made before 
fallowing, burning is Very Significant.  If the same thing occurs at clearing, but a large number of 
plantings are made before the next long fallow, with little or no burning between plantings, burning 
is Minor. 
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42. Soil Tillage [TILL]:  A presence and significance measure of whether soil in the staple food 
gardens is tilled before planting.  Tillage includes the breaking up, or turning over, of the whole or 
the major part of the soil on the garden surface.  The measure includes tillage in either the first 
planting and/or subsequent plantings.  The formation of soil mounds and beds (see Fields 53-58 
below) involves working the soil into a tilth, but in order to distinguish clearly between these 
processes, mounds and beds are not automatically classified as soil tillage. 
 
43. The Use of Deep Holing [HOLE]:  A presence and significance measure of whether deep holing 
is used.  Deep holing is sometimes used in yam cultivation in order to influence the dimensions and 
shape of the tubers.  Deep (> 50 cm) holes are dug, the soil is broken into a fine tilth and the hole re-
filled before planting.  The use of this technique is usually restricted to the cultivation of Dioscorea 
alata. 
 
44. Cutting Fallow Vegetation Onto the Crops [FALLCUT]:  A presence and significance measure of 
whether crops are planted beneath standing fallow vegetation, and the vegetation is later cut down 
onto the growing crops. 
 
45. The Use of Fences [FENCE]:  A presence and significance measure of whether gardens are 
fenced.  Fences are linear barriers made of wood, bamboo, cane grass or stones, and may incorporate 
a ditch or a bank.  The measure excludes low ridges which form between fields when stones are 
thrown to the perimeter during cultivation. In the assessment of the significance of fences, the 
occurrence of fences around every individual garden is given greater significance than one fence 
around a large number of gardens. 
 
46. The Use of Irrigation [IRRIG]:  A presence and significance measure of whether water is applied 
to crops by the use of channels or aqueducts. 
 
47. The Use of Mulch [MULCH]:  A presence and significance measure of whether a mulch is used 
to cultivate the staple crops.  A mulch is organic material which is applied to the soil surface.  If the 
material is placed beneath the soil surface it is defined as a compost (see Field 35 above). 
 
48. The Seasonality of Main Crops [SEASMAJ]:  A presence and significance measure of whether 
the dominant staples (most important food crops) and the subdominant staples (important food 
crops) are planted at about the same time each year. 
 
49. The Seasonality of Other Crops [SEASMIN]:  A presence and significance measure of whether 
other staple crops and vegetable crops are planted at about the same time each year. 
 
50. The Use of Drains [DRAIN]:  A presence and significance measure of whether ditches are used in 
and around gardens to remove surface water or to lower the groundwater table. 
 
51. The Use of Soil Retention Barriers [SOILRET]:  A presence and significance measure of whether 
structures (pegged logs, fences or hurdles, stone walls) are constructed along the contour or below 
individual plants, in order to prevent or reduce the down slope movement of soil. 
 
52. The Use of Staking [STAKE]:  A presence and significance measure of whether crops are trained 
or tied up stakes, trellises or standing dead trees to lift them off the soil surface.  The practice is 
usually applied to yams (Dioscorea spp.), beans, sugarcane, and sometimes gourds, cucumber and 
choko. 
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MOUNDING TECHNIQUES  
In many parts of Papua New Guinea the soil is formed into circular mounds of varying dimensions 
and crops are planted on them.  Mounding should not be confused with composting (see Field 35 
above).  Mounds may or may not contain compost and composting may take place in the absence of 
mounds.  Mounds are usually re-formed at each new planting.  Mound formation usually involves 
extensive soil disturbance.  The effect can be similar to complete soil tillage (see Field 42 above). 
 
The following fields contain presence and significance measures of whether mounds of the specified 
dimensions are used in the system. 
 
53. Very Small Mounds [VSMMOUND]:  Mounds up to 10 cm high. 
 
54. Small Mounds [SMMOUND]:  Mounds 10 to 40 cm high. 
 
55. Medium Sized Mounds [MOUND]:  Mounds 40-70 cm high and between 1 m and 2.5 m in 
diameter. 
 
56. Large Mounds [LRGEMOUND]:  Mounds > 70 cm high and > 2.5 m in diameter. 
 
 
GARDEN BED TECHNIQUES 
In some locations the soil is also raised into beds and crops planted on them. Bed formation usually 
involves extensive soil disturbance.  The effect can be similar to complete soil tillage (see Field 42 
above).  Two shapes of beds are distinguishable: 
 
57. Square Beds [BEDSQ]:  Square beds are constructed by digging shallow ditches typically 2 to 4 
metres apart on a grid layout, and throwing the soil removed onto the surface to form a bed.  The 
outcome is a characteristic chequerboard or gridiron pattern in gardens. 
 
58. Long Beds [BEDLONG]:  Long beds are constructed by digging shallow ditches down slope 
typically 2 to 4 metres apart and over 10 metres in length, and throwing the soil removed to the 
centre to form a bed. 
 
59. Mechanical Soil Tillage [MECHAN]:  The use of tractors or hand-held cultivators in the 
preparation of a garden site for food crops. The measure includes the use of machinery in the 
cultivation of crops for sale. 
 
 
CASH EARNING ACTIVITIES 
A presence and significance measure of the importance of the following common rural cash income 
sources.  The list includes sources related to agricultural or land based production from the farmers' 
own resources. 
 
60. Animal Products [ANSKIN]:  The sale of animal skins, furs and bird plumes, but not fresh meat. 
 
61. Betel Nut [BETEL]:  The sale of betel nuts (Areca catechu or A. macrocalyx) and associated 
items like pepper and lime. 
 
62. Cardamom [CARDAM]:  The sale of cardamom (Elettaria cardamomum). 
 
63. Cattle [CATTLE]:  The sale of cattle as live beasts or as fresh meat. 
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64. Chillies [CHILLIE]:  The sale of dried chillies (Capsicum frutescens). 
 
65. Cocoa [COCOA]:  The sale of cocoa (Theobroma cacao) beans. 
 
66. Copra [CNUT]:  The sale of copra and nuts from coconut palms (Cocos nucifera). 
 
67. Arabica Coffee [COFFARAB]:  The sale of Arabica coffee (Coffea arabica). 
 
68. Robusta Coffee [COFFROB]:  The sale of Robusta coffee (Coffea canephora). 
 
69. Crocodile Products [CROC]:  The sale of freshwater and saltwater crocodile (Crocodylus spp.) 
skins or meat, from managed and wild animals. 
 
70. Firewood [FIREWOOD]:  The sale of firewood. 
 
71. Fish [FISH]:  The sale of fresh or smoked freshwater or saltwater fish, shellfish or crustacea. 
 
72. Fresh Food:  [FOOD]:  The sale of fresh vegetables, fruits, nuts and fresh or smoked meat from 
domesticated or wild animals. 
 
73. Oil Palm [OILPALM]:  The sale of palm oil fruit (Elaeis guineensis). 
 
74. Potato [POTATO]:  The sale of Irish potatoes (Solanum tuberosum). 
 
75. Pyrethrum [PYRETH]:  The sale of dried pyrethrum flowers (Chrysanthemum cinerariaefolium). 
 
76. Rice [RICE]:  The sale of rice (Oryza sativa). 
 
77. Rubber [RUBB]:  The sale of latex from rubber trees (Hevea brasiliensis). 
 
78. Sheep and Wool [SHEEP]:  The sale of sheep as live animals, or meat and the sale of wool. 
 
79. Tea [TEA]:  The sale of unprocessed tea (Camellia sinensis). 
 
80. Tobacco [TOBACCO]:  The sale of the dried tobacco leaf (Nicotiana tabacum). 
 
81-82. Other [OTHER1] [OTHER2]:  Other unlisted sources of cash include the sale of copal gum 
(Agathis sp.), massoi bark (Massoia aromatica), tigasso oil (Campnosperma sp.), salt extracted 
from plants or natural springs and deposits, mineral oil, bêche-de-mer, insects and butterflies, live 
birds, marsupials, pigs and horses, house building materials including thatching and sheets of woven 
cane, canoe hulls, clothing, weapons, string bags, carvings and artefacts.  This category excludes 
other sources of cash income such as wages and salaries, logging or mining royalties, gold mining, 
banditry, gambling and remittances.  These are mentioned in Notes (Field 83) if they are important. 
 
83. Further Notes [NOTES]:  Additional notes on particularly outstanding features of the system and 
further information drawn from published and unpublished documents. 
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SURVEY DETAILS 
Fields 84-101 contain details of dates when observations were made of the system for the purposes 
of this project and the names of the persons who made the observations.  Up to three survey visits 
can be accommodated.  The field names are: 
 
Month of a short visit [SVDATMON]: Eg. 01 = January.  
Year of a short visit [SVDATYR]: Eg. 1992. 
Period of a longer term study [SVPERYRA]: Eg. 1971-72. 
Person making the visit  [SURVNAME]: Initials of person(s). Full names are given in a Key on the 
relevant page in Section 5. 
 
The type of survey [SURVTYPE] 
 
1 Very brief visit to one place (less than an hour), or interviews 
2 Short visit to a few places ( less than 1 day) 
3 Visits to several places (1 to 3 days) 
4 Multiple visits to many places (4 to 15 days) 
5 Multiple visits to many locations over several years ( more than 15 days) 
 
102. Information From the National Nutrition Survey 1982-83 [NNS]:  The National Nutrition 
Survey 1982/83, selected families in villages across most of the country from a sampling frame 
based on environments drawn from PNGRIS classifications.  Amongst other questions, people were 
asked what foods they had eaten during the previous day (NNS 1982/3).  For systems in which more 
than 10 families were interviewed, responses for particular foods are presented as percentages of the 
total number of families interviewed.  Results are presented only for staple foods, fresh fish and 
purchased rice.  The entry includes the number of families and number of villages surveyed, and the 
month and year of survey. 
 
This information is more than 10 years old and is independent of the information collected by the 
Agricultural Systems Project.  It should be used carefully (Smith et al. 1992).  In some Systems the 
sample size is small and villages sampled may be restricted to one part of the System.  It is possible 
that Chinese taro (Xanthosoma sagittifolium) has been included in the general term 'taro', increasing 
the importance of taro (Colocasia esculenta) and decreasing the importance of Chinese taro.  Where 
diets change seasonally, the results may also be unrepresentative. 
 
103. Main References [REF]:  References to published and unpublished documents that contain 
substantial information on agriculture in the System. 
 
104. Other References [REF2]:  References to published and unpublished documents that contain 
additional information directly relevant to the Agricultural System. 
 
105. The Area of the System [AREA]:  The area, in square kilometres, occupied by the System.  The 
figure is calculated by the mapping program ARC/INFO. 
 
106. Total Resident Population 1980 [TOTPOP]:  The total population resident within the area 
covered by the System at the time of the 1980 National Population Census.  The 1990 National 
Population Census figures are not used because of questions over their reliability, but the 1990 
National Population Census maps are used to locate most Census Units. 
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107. The Number of People Living Outside the System [ABSPOPPER]:  An estimate of the 
proportion of the population absent from villages in the system in 1978-79, expressed as a 
percentage of the total population.  The figure is the difference between the 'total' population and the 
'resident' population listed in the 1978-79 Provincial Data System (PDS) Rural Community Register 
for the Province. The 'total' population is the total number of persons listed in the Village Book and 
the 'resident' population the number living in the village, or who have been absent for less than 6 
months at the time of the census.  In some cases 'total' and 'resident' populations in the PDS are the 
same. 
 
108. The Population Density [POPDEN]:  The number of persons per square kilometre in 1980, 
calculated by dividing Field 106 (total population) by Field 105 (area).  There are two situations 
where adjusted figures are given (indicated by "*").  In some systems sago is the staple food and 
there is little or no agriculture or subsistence is based completely on non-agricultural activities (eg. 
fishing or trading) and no agricultural land use can be identified.  For these systems the area has 
been adjusted to include a 5 kilometre buffer strip around the system boundary, or centred on 
settlements where no land use is identified.  The 5 kilometre buffer zone is assumed to be the area of 
non-agricultural land, usually forest, in which wild plants and animals are exploited.  In the latter 
case, settlements are identified with point symbols.  The second kind of adjustment occurs where the 
populations of two adjoining systems, both of which use both systems, are unequally distributed in 
the two system areas due to the locations of the census units.  In such cases, adjusted population 
density figures are shown (for example, Milne Bay Province Systems 0501 and 0502), with 
explanations in Notes (Field 83). 
 
109. The Intensity of Land Use [RVALUE]:  The R value (Ruthenberg 1980, 15) is an estimate of the 
intensity of land use, derived from the ratio of the Cropping Period in years to the length of the 
cultivation cycle in years. Cropping Period is estimated from the number of plantings of the staple 
crops before a long fallow (see Field 20 above).  The cultivation cycle is the sum of the Cropping 
Period and the Long Fallow Period (see Field 19 above). The R value is thus: 
 
Cropping Period x 100 
 
Cropping Period + Long Fallow Period 
 
Because in this survey both the cropping period and the long fallow period are described as classes, 
conversion of the class ranges to single year values is necessary in order to calculate R values.  The 
following conversions are used for most crops: 
 
Cropping period Years  Long fallow period  Years 
1 planting only  1  Not used 0 
2  plantings  2  1-4 years 3 
3-5  plantings 4  5-15 years 10 
6-14  plantings 10  >15 years 20 
>14  plantings 20    
 
Triploid banana or Chinese taro may produce for several years from a single planting.  In systems in 
which these crops are dominant staples or subdominant staples with significant land use, the 
cropping period is adjusted upwards.  The adjustment is based on estimates of how long these crops 
produce from a single planting before a long fallow.  Where there is evidence of a cropping period 
without a long fallow of longer than 20 years, the cropping period is adjusted upwards, to a 
maximum of 50 years. 
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3. AGRICULTURAL SYSTEMS:  TEXT SUMMARIES 
 
Text summaries take two forms: those for the first or only subsystem in an Agricultural System, and 
those for subsequent subsystems. 
 
1. The headers on text summaries for the first or only subsystem in an Agricultural System are as 
follows: 
 
 
 PROVINCE 15 West Sepik AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM No.  1 Subsystem No 1 of 1 
 
 Districts  4 Telefomin  Subsystem Extent 100%   Area (sq km)  1259 
 Population 8,530  Population Density 7 persons/sq km  Population absent  7% 
 
 
This header contains information in the top right hand corner on the number of subsystems 
descriptions which follow. 
 
This header also contains information for the whole Agricultural System on Districts, area, 
population, population density and absenteeism. 
 
2. Headers on text summaries of subsequent subsystems are as follows: 
 
 
 PROVINCE 15 West Sepik AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM No.  3 Subsystem No 2 of 2 
 
 Districts  4 Telefomin Subsystem Extent 25 % 
 
 
They contain information on Districts and subsystem extent only. 
 
Headers on second and subsequent pages of summaries are as follows: 
 
 
PROVINCE 15 West Sepik AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM No.  1 Subsystem No 1 of 1 
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System Summary 
Located on the western end of New Britain between Gloucester airstrip and Laut village. Most gardens follow tall 
woody regrowth fallows, more than 20 years old, but some yam (D. esculenta) gardens are made in short grasslands. 
Fallow vegetation is cut, dried and burnt. Sweet potato and cassava are the most important crops; taro and yam (D. 
esculenta) are important crops; coconuts are used to cook most significant meals; other crops are banana, yam (D. alata) 
and Chinese taro. After taro and yam crops have been harvested, a second planting, of sweet potato and cassava, is 
made. Sweet potato, yams and taro are either planted in separate sections of gardens or in separate gardens. Yams are 
planted between August and October and harvested between May and July. Other crops are not planted seasonally. 
Yam (D. esculenta) are grown on stakes about 2 m high, while yam (D. alata) are not staked. Sweet potato and yams are 
planted in mounds 20-30 cm high and 40-50 cm in diameter. 
Extends across provincial border to System(s) None 
Altitude range (m) 0-200 Slope Flat (<2 degrees) 
 
CROPS 
STAPLES DOMINANT Cassava, Sweet potato 
STAPLES SUBDOMINANT Coconut, Taro (Colocasia), Yam (D. esculenta) 
STAPLES PRESENT Banana, Cassava, Chinese taro, Coconut, Sweet potato, Taro (Colocasia), Yam (D. 
alata), Yam (D. esculenta) 
OTHER VEGETABLES Aibika, Corn, Kangkong, Lowland pitpit, Pumpkin tips, Karakap 
FRUITS Malay apple, Mango, Pawpaw, Pineapple, Sugarcane, Ton, Watermelon, 
Parartocarpus 
NUTS Breadfruit, Galip, Java almond, Pangium edule, Polynesian chestnut 
NARCOTICS Betel nut (lowland), Betel pepper (lowland), Tobacco 
 
FALLOW & CROPPING PERIOD 
FALLOW TYPE Tall woody regrowth 
SHORT FALLOW None 
LONG FALLOW PERIOD >15 years 
CROPPING PERIOD 2 plantings 
R VALUE 9 (very low) 
GARDEN SEGREGATION 
GARDEN SEGREGATION Significant 
CROP SEGREGATION Significant 
CROP SEQUENCES Significant 
MIXED VEGETABLE GARDENS None 
HOUSEHOLD GARDENS None 
SOIL FERTILITY MAINTENANCE 
LEGUME ROTATION None 
PLANTED TREE FALLOW None 
COMPOST None 
ANIMAL MANURE None 
ISLAND BED None 
SILT FROM FLOOD None 
INORGANIC FERTILISER None 
CASH EARNING ACTIVITIES 
1  Coconuts Minor 
2  Fresh food Minor 
  
  
  
  
  
OTHER AGRONOMIC PRACTICES 
Water Management: 
DRAINAGE None 
IRRIGATION None 
Soil Management: 
PIGS PLACED IN GARDENS None 
BURN FALLOW VEGETATION Very significant 
TILLAGE None 
MECHANIZATION None 
DEEP HOLING None 
MULCHING None 
SOIL RETENTION BARRIERS None 
Mounding Techniques: 
VERY SMALL MOUNDS None 
SMALL MOUNDS Significant 
MOUNDS None 
LARGE MOUNDS None 
Garden Bed Techniques: 
BEDS SQUARE None 
BEDS LONG None 
Other Features: 
FENCES Significant 
STAKING OF CROPS Minor 
FALLOW CUT ONTO CROPS None 
SEASONAL MAIN CROPS Minor 
SEASONAL SEC'DARY CROPS Minor 
PROVINCE 19 West New Britain AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM No.  1 Subsystem No. 1 of 1 
 
 Districts 3 Gloucester Subsystem Extent  100 % Area (sq km)  33 
 Population  1,130 Population density 34 persons/sq km Population absent  21 % 
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OTHER DOCUMENTATION 
Survey description 
In November 1984, interviews and garden visits in Potne and Tauali villages (1 day). In February 1990, a walking 
traverse from Kilenge village to Gloucester airstrip with a number of gardens visited (1 day). In May 1993, road 
traverse from Gloucester station to Sagsag village, interviews and garden visits in four villages (1 day). 
 
Boundary definition 
The boundaries with System 1902 were defined on a road traverse between Gloucester station and Sagsag village. The 
southern boundary between Laut and Aimola villages is well defined; the eastern one, east of the Gloucester airstrip, is 
less well defined.  
 
Notes 
The importance of yam (D. esculenta) is the main distinguishing feature of the system and forms a basis for the system's 
boundaries. The southern boundary, between Laut and Aimola villages, coincides with the language boundary between 
Kilenge and Maleu speakers. To some degree this system coincides with soils derived from thick sandy volcanic ash, 
but the coincidence is only partial. It is most likely that yam (D. esculenta) are grown for cultural reasons rather than 
environmental ones. 
 
Taro and yam (D. esculenta) were previously the most important foods, but sweet potato and cassava now occupy more 
garden area and provide more food. Sweet potato and cassava were introduced in the 19th century and were 
contributing much food to the diet by the early 1980s, especially between October and March (Grant and Zelenietz 
1982). Taro beetle is a severe constraint to taro production. 
 
Taro gardens tend to be located at inland locations where the soil is moister and fallows longer. In contrast, yam 
gardens tend to be located nearer the beach and on better drained soils. In yam gardens, made after short grass fallows, 
the soil is tilled completely. Sweet potato, yam (D. esculenta) and taro are generally planted in different parts of 
gardens, but they may be interplanted. Cassava is interplanted with sweet potato; bananas are interplanted with taro. 
Tobacco is an important crop in gardens. 
 
Sweet potato and cassava are planted after yam (D. esculenta) and taro have been harvested. Grant and Zelenietz (1982, 
12) state that a second, and sometimes a third, sweet potato planting may be made before fallowing. Villagers state that 
up to four plantings of sweet potato may be made before fallowing. Sweet potato, cassava and banana are not planted 
seasonally. Yam (D. esculenta) and taro are planted between August and October and harvested between May and July. 
Pigs are generally excluded from gardens by natural barriers, but garden fences are sometimes made particularly near 
villages. Hunting remains an important activity. 
 
Maleu people participated in the Vitiaz Strait trade networks, supplying vegetable food, dogs, pigs, obsidium and shell 
beads. Coconuts, which were previously a rarity in West New Britain, were traded in from the Siassi Islands (Harding 
1967, 131-132). 
 
Cash income is limited. Some copra is produced and sold. A little fresh food is sold at Kilenge mission, Gloucester 
station and to passengers on the ship 'Kimbe Express'. Very small quantities of cocoa are sold. Trochus shell provides a 
minor source of cash income. Chillies were previously planted, but are no longer being produced. 
 
National Nutrition Survey 1982/83 
35 families from 2 villages were asked in September 1982 or February 1983 what they had eaten the previous day. 74 
per cent reported eating coconut, 54 per cent sweet potato, 49 per cent yam, 31 per cent cassava, 14 per cent banana, 6 
per cent Chinese taro, 6 per cent sago and 6 per cent taro. 26 per cent reported eating rice. 17 per cent reported eating 
fresh fish. This is similar to the cropping pattern, except for the lower than expected taro consumption and the 
consumption of sago. 
 
Main References 
Grant, J. and M. Zelenietz 1982 Horticulture in the Kilenge area: potential for development. In Murray, G. (ed), 
Proposed Kaliai Cattle Project Report, West New Britain Province. Kimbe, Department of Primary Industry, 11-15. 
Hide, R.L. 1985 Notes on subsistence agriculture (farming systems) in West New Britain and New Ireland Provinces: 
report of a field trip to Papua New Guinea 14 November 1984 to 14 December 1984. Unpublished report, Division of 
Water and Land Resources, Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization, Canberra. 
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Other References 
Grant, J. 1987 The impacts of dependent development on community and resources in Kilenge, Papua New Guinea. 
Human Ecology 15, 2, 243-260. 
Grant, J. 1988 The effects of new land use patterns on resources and food production in Kilenge, West New Britain. 
Food and Foodways 3, 99-117. 
Grant, J., H. Saito and M. Zelenietz 1986 Where development never comes: business activities in Kilenge, Papua New 
Guinea. Journal of the Polynesian Society 95, 2, 195-219. 
Harding, T.G. 1967 Voyagers of the Vitiaz Strait: A Study of a New Guinea Trade System. Seattle, University of 
Washington. 
Zelenietz, M. and J. Grant 1982 Pig husbandry in the Kilenge/Lolo area: some implications for cattle projects. In 
Murray, G. (ed), Proposed Kaliai Cattle Project Report, West New Britain Province. Kimbe, Department of Primary 
Industry, 16-19. 
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System Summary 
Located along the north coast of New Britain from west of the Willaumez Peninsula to the western end of the island, 
and from west of the Arawe Islands along the south coast. Fallow vegetation is tall woody regrowth, usually more than 
20 years old, but sometimes 10-20 years old. Fallow vegetation is cut, dried and burnt. Sweet potato is the most 
important crop; cassava and taro are important crops; coconuts are used to cook most significant meals; other crops are 
banana, Chinese taro and sago. Usually only one planting is made before fallowing. Sweet potato and cassava are 
usually interplanted. They are grown in separate sections of gardens from taro, or less often, in separate gardens. Sweet 
potato is planted in mounds 15-20 cm high. 
Extends across provincial border to System(s) None 
Altitude range (m) 0-400 Slope Gentle (2-10 degrees) 
 
CROPS 
STAPLES DOMINANT Sweet potato 
STAPLES SUBDOMINANT Cassava, Coconut, Taro (Colocasia) 
STAPLES PRESENT Banana, Cassava, Chinese taro, Coconut, Sago, Sweet potato, Taro (Colocasia) 
OTHER VEGETABLES Aibika, Corn, Cucumber, Ferns, Kumu musong, Lowland pitpit, Pumpkin tips, 
Taro leaves, Karakap 
FRUITS Malay apple, Mango, Pawpaw, Pineapple, Sugarcane, Ton, Parartocarpus 
NUTS Breadfruit, Galip, Java almond, Pangium edule, Polynesian chestnut 
NARCOTICS Betel nut (lowland), Betel pepper (lowland), Tobacco 
 
FALLOW & CROPPING PERIOD 
FALLOW TYPE Tall woody regrowth 
SHORT FALLOW None 
LONG FALLOW PERIOD >15 years 
CROPPING PERIOD 1 planting 
R VALUE 5 (very low) 
GARDEN SEGREGATION 
GARDEN SEGREGATION Minor 
CROP SEGREGATION Significant 
CROP SEQUENCES Minor 
MIXED VEGETABLE GARDENS None 
HOUSEHOLD GARDENS None 
SOIL FERTILITY MAINTENANCE 
LEGUME ROTATION None 
PLANTED TREE FALLOW None 
COMPOST None 
ANIMAL MANURE None 
ISLAND BED None 
SILT FROM FLOOD None 
INORGANIC FERTILISER None 
CASH EARNING ACTIVITIES 
1  Coconuts Minor 
2  Fish Minor 
3  Fresh food Minor 
  
  
  
  
OTHER AGRONOMIC PRACTICES 
Water Management: 
DRAINAGE None 
IRRIGATION None 
Soil Management: 
PIGS PLACED IN GARDENS None 
BURN FALLOW VEGETATION Very significant 
TILLAGE None 
MECHANIZATION None 
DEEP HOLING None 
MULCHING None 
SOIL RETENTION BARRIERS None 
Mounding Techniques: 
VERY SMALL MOUNDS None 
SMALL MOUNDS Significant 
MOUNDS None 
LARGE MOUNDS None 
Garden Bed Techniques: 
BEDS SQUARE None 
BEDS LONG None 
Other Features: 
FENCES Significant 
STAKING OF CROPS None 
FALLOW CUT ONTO CROPS None 
SEASONAL MAIN CROPS Minor 
SEASONAL SEC'DARY CROPS Minor 
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 Districts 2 Kimbe, 3 Gloucester, Subsystem Extent  100 % Area (sq km)  690 
  4 Kandrian 
 Population  9,189 Population density 13 persons/sq km Population absent  19 % 
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OTHER DOCUMENTATION 
Survey description 
In November 1984, road traverse from Gloucester station with interviews and garden visits at Potpotpua and 
Mangailapua villages (2 half days). In February 1990, a road traverse from Gloucester station to Airagilpua village and 
a walking traverse to Gilinit village (2 days); aerial inspection of land use on a flight from Gloucester to Kandrian. In 
February 1990, canoe traverse down the Aria River from Bagai village to Iboki logging camp; a walking traverse to 
Laubore village, discussions and garden visits; boat to Taveliai village, discussions and garden visits (2 days). In May 
1993, travel by workboat from the Arawe Islands to Anepmete village, Gilinit village, Aulo logging camp, Gloucester 
station, Tamuniai Island, Kandoka village (Kaliai CD), Nukakau Island and Silavuti logging camp. Meetings of 
approximately two hours duration at each location, but no garden visits (4 days). Helicopter flight over the south coast 
part of the system. In May 1993, vehicle traverse from Gloucester station to Sagsag village, meetings and garden visits 
at two villages; vehicle traverse from Gloucester station to Airagilpua village and garden visits (2 days). 
 
Boundary definition 
The boundaries with System 1901 were defined on a road traverse between Gloucester station and Sagsag village. The 
boundary with System 1903 was defined on a road traverse inland from the Iboki logging camp, a boat traverse on the 
Aria River, vegetation classes of Saunders (1993) and interviews. The boundary with System 1905 was defined on a 
boat traverse on the New Britain south coast. Land use on the Willaumez Peninsula was allocated to a separate system 
(1910) after visits to three villages there. 
 
Notes 
This system is distinguished from System 1901 in the Kilenge area where yams are an important crop and some gardens 
are made in grasslands. It is distinguished from that used in the Aria Valley and other inland locations (System 1903) 
where cassava is generally a more important food; and from System 1905, east of Sauren village, where fallow periods 
are shorter. 
 
The significance of the staples sweet potato, cassava and taro varies somewhat between locations. For example, at Vem 
village near Gloucester station, sweet potato is the most important crop with taro and cassava somewhat less significant; 
at Sagsag village on the western end of the island, sweet potato, cassava and taro are all said to be important; in the 
Silavuti logging camp area, sweet potato and cassava are more important than taro. 
 
All informants state that taro was previously the most important food. Chowning (n.d.), writing on the north coast part 
of the system, states that a shift from taro occurred in the 1960s because of the affects of taro blight which reached New 
Britain in about 1960. This shift was accelerated by the 1972 drought. At Kandoka village (Kaliai CD) on the north 
coast, taro was the most important food in the mid 1960s when Counts (1968, 40-42) was doing fieldwork. She states 
that a taro blight epidemic killed or stunted taro plants in 1966/67 and that taro beetle infested many of the surviving 
plants. 
 
Sago is consumed occasionally on the north coast between Iboki and Silavuti logging camps and at most south coast 
locations, but not in the Gloucester-Sagsag area. Here some yam (D. esculenta) are planted in gardens, but they are 
nowhere as numerous as in the Kilenge area (System 1901). In the Kove language area, sago was eaten as often as taro 
in the mid 1960s to late 1970s (Chowning n.d.). Elsewhere it is eaten less often and is mainly used when garden food is 
scarce. Alocasia taro is a minor garden crop in the Gilinit village area on the south coast. 
 
Other minor vegetables grown include sweet potato leaves (in Gilinit village), tulip, amaranthus, spring onion and 
highland pitpit. Okari nut are eaten on the north coast. Tobacco is grown in significant quantities in some villages near 
Gloucester township. According to Chowning (n.d.), coconuts were a rarity and delicacy until the Australian 
administration encouraged planting of large groves for copra production. Now there are significant areas of coconuts in 
all coastal locations and significant meals are almost always cooked in coconut cream. Coconuts are also frequently 
eaten as snacks. 
 
For Kove people in the Silavuti area, the traditional diet was notably high in animal protein; usually everyone ate 
seafood daily (Chowning n.d., 7). Fish and shellfish are eaten at all coastal locations, but are not a particularly 
important food source. At Mangailapua village east of Gloucester station, villagers stated in 1984 that wild pigs were 
hunted in both the wet and dry seasons and cassowaries in the dry season. The Kove people grew almost no greens, 
apart from taro leaves, and rarely ate them (Chowning n.d.). In the Sagsag and Airagilpua villages area, food is said to 
be scarce in the wet season each year (January to April). 
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Notes continued 
Seed of both Pangium edule and cycads require treatment to remove toxic elements before consumption. The treatments 
used vary slightly from place to place, but that used for Pangium edule at Vem village is typical for this nut. Here the 
seeds are boiled, broken by women and the kernel removed. These are placed in a basket which is left in fresh water 
overnight. The kernels are then eaten without further cooking or are cooked in a stone oven. Cycad seeds are only eaten 
during periods of food shortage but are still eaten occasionally. At Vem village, fruit are broken, placed in a basket and 
then soaked in fresh water for a month. They are then removed, cooked and eaten. Elsewhere, for example, at 
Anepmete village, seeds are boiled both before and after soaking for a month. 
 
Fallows are generally greater than 20 years with some in the range of 10-20 years. In the Sagsag-Airagilpua-Aumo 
area, where the soil is derived from volcanic ash, people claim that they plant sweet potato and cassava after taro has 
been harvested. It is likely that this is done only in very small areas as no cases were noted during fieldwork. In the 
Aimaga village area, a planting of tobacco followed by sweet potato and cassava was noted. In the Gloucester area, 
yam (D. esculenta) are grown on stakes 2 m high. 
 
People still trade with Siassi islanders. South coast people provide pigs, dogs, taro, sweet potato and betel nut and 
receive clay pots and wooden bowls in return. The small islands off the north coast, such as Tamuniai, Nukakau and 
Nutanuvua, are used as dormitory islands. Food gardens and coconut groves are located on the New Britain mainland. 
People commute daily via canoe to the mainland to work in their gardens and collect food, firewood and water. 
Villagers claim that they live on these small barren islands to escape sorcery, but it is almost certainly to avoid malaria 
attacks, which may be interpreted as caused by sorcery. 
 
Small to moderately large payments for timber royalties are received by some individuals. Otherwise, cash income is 
limited. Copra was produced and sold at most locations off the New Britain north coast, in the Gloucester area and 
inland from Gloucester. Transport costs and availability constrain the amount produced and now copra is only made in 
the east Kove area on the north coast. People on the islands off the north coast and at a few south coast locations sell or 
barter fish. A little fresh food is sold at Gloucester station, Kilenge mission and to logging contractors. Some betel nut 
is sold at Gloucester to highlanders and others who come from Lae specifically to buy it. Previously, a few villagers 
took betel nut to Lae for sale, but New Britain people no longer do this because of criminal activity in Lae. People in 
the eastern part of the system sell a little betel nut in Kimbe. Small quantities of trochus shell are sold irregularly. Minor 
quantities of tobacco are sold from several north coast locations. Some cocoa is planted in a few villages, but it is not 
harvested and processed. 
 
National Nutrition Survey 1982/83 
160 families from 12 villages were asked in August or September 1982 what they had eaten the previous day. 87 per 
cent reported eating coconut, 82 per cent sweet potato, 33 per cent cassava, 25 per cent sago, 24 per cent taro, 16 per 
cent Chinese taro, 15 per cent banana and none yam. 40 per cent reported eating rice. 39 per cent reported eating fresh 
fish. This is similar to the crop pattern, except for the higher than expected consumption of sago. 
 
Main References 
Chowning, A. n.d. Changes in staple crops in West New Britain (Papua New Guinea). Unpublished paper, Department 
of Anthropology and Maori Studies, Victoria University of Wellington, Wellington. 
 
Other References 
Counts, D.E.A. 1968 Political transition in Kandoka village, West New Britain. PhD thesis, Southern Illinois 
University, Carbondale. 
Hide, R.L. 1985 Notes on subsistence agriculture (farming systems) in West New Britain and New Ireland Provinces: 
report of a field trip to Papua New Guinea 14 November 1984 to 14 December 1984. Unpublished report, Division of 
Water and Land Resources, Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization, Canberra. 
Swadling, P. and A. Chowning 1981 Shellfish gathering at Nukakau Island, West New Britain Province, Papua New 
Guinea. Journal de la Société des Océanistes 37, 72-73, 159-167. 
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System Summary 
Located in the interior of western New Britain, inland of Iboki logging camp, along the Aria River and at higher 
altitudes east and west of the river. Gardens are made in tall woody regrowth, generally more than 20 years old, with 
some in the range 10-20 years especially near the Aria River. Fallow vegetation is cut, dried and burnt. Cassava, sweet 
potato and taro are important crops; other crops are banana and Chinese taro. Generally, only one planting is made 
before fallowing. Taro is planted in separate sections in gardens or in separate gardens from sweet potato and cassava. 
Sweet potato is planted in mounds 10-20 cm high. 
Extends across provincial border to System(s) None 
Altitude range (m) 0-600 Slope Gentle (2-10 degrees) 
 
CROPS 
STAPLES DOMINANT None 
STAPLES SUBDOMINANT Cassava, Sweet potato, Taro (Colocasia) 
STAPLES PRESENT Banana, Cassava, Chinese taro, Sweet potato, Taro (Colocasia) 
OTHER VEGETABLES Aibika, Amaranthus spp., Chinese cabbage, Corn, Ferns, Kumu musong, Lowland 
pitpit, Pumpkin tips, Taro leaves, Karakap 
FRUITS Malay apple, Mango, Pawpaw, Pineapple, Sugarcane, Ton, Parartocarpus 
NUTS Breadfruit, Coconut, Galip, Okari, Pangium edule 
NARCOTICS Betel nut (lowland), Betel pepper (lowland), Tobacco 
 
FALLOW & CROPPING PERIOD 
FALLOW TYPE Tall woody regrowth 
SHORT FALLOW None 
LONG FALLOW PERIOD >15 years 
CROPPING PERIOD 1 planting 
R VALUE 5 (very low) 
GARDEN SEGREGATION 
GARDEN SEGREGATION Significant 
CROP SEGREGATION Significant 
CROP SEQUENCES Minor 
MIXED VEGETABLE GARDENS None 
HOUSEHOLD GARDENS None 
SOIL FERTILITY MAINTENANCE 
LEGUME ROTATION None 
PLANTED TREE FALLOW None 
COMPOST None 
ANIMAL MANURE None 
ISLAND BED None 
SILT FROM FLOOD None 
INORGANIC FERTILISER None 
CASH EARNING ACTIVITIES 
1  Fresh food Minor 
2  Tobacco Minor 
  
  
  
  
  
OTHER AGRONOMIC PRACTICES 
Water Management: 
DRAINAGE None 
IRRIGATION None 
Soil Management: 
PIGS PLACED IN GARDENS None 
BURN FALLOW VEGETATION Very significant 
TILLAGE None 
MECHANIZATION None 
DEEP HOLING None 
MULCHING None 
SOIL RETENTION BARRIERS None 
Mounding Techniques: 
VERY SMALL MOUNDS None 
SMALL MOUNDS Significant 
MOUNDS None 
LARGE MOUNDS None 
Garden Bed Techniques: 
BEDS SQUARE None 
BEDS LONG None 
Other Features: 
FENCES Significant 
STAKING OF CROPS None 
FALLOW CUT ONTO CROPS None 
SEASONAL MAIN CROPS Minor 
SEASONAL SEC'DARY CROPS Minor 
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 Districts 3 Gloucester, 4 Kandrian Subsystem Extent  100 % Area (sq km)  886 
 Population  2,117 Population density 2 persons/sq km Population absent  23 % 
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OTHER DOCUMENTATION 
Survey description 
In February 1990, travel by helicopter to Gigina and Kwako villages and a walking traverse to Bagai and Robos 
villages with meetings and garden visits in each village; travel by canoe down the Aria River to Iboki base camp (3 
days). In May 1993, a road traverse and garden visits from Iboki logging camp along logging roads; discussions at 
Salke village (half day); a boat traverse from Iboki logging camp up the Aria River with interviews at Upmadung and 
Bagai villages (half day). 
 
Boundary definition 
The boundary with System 1902 was defined on a road traverse from the Iboki logging camp, a boat traverse on the 
Aria River, vegetation classes of Saunders (1993) and interviews. Land use inland from Kandrian was allocated to 
System 1906 on the basis of surveys along the Kandrian-Eseli road. 
 
Notes 
This system is very similar to System 1906, but is distinguished from it because cassava is more important here, relative 
to sweet potato and taro. It is also very similar to that on the nearby north and south coasts (System 1902), but is 
distinguished because of the greater importance of sweet potato and coconuts as food in the coastal system. 
 
The relative importance of different staple crops varies somewhat between locations. Near the Aria River, taro, cassava 
and sweet potato are all important and coconuts are more common. At Gigina village at a higher altitude, sweet potato 
is less important than cassava and taro. Sago is eaten during food shortages. Hunting is common. People hunt pigs, 
cassowary, 'cuscus', lizards, bandicoots, bats and birds. Those living near the Aria River also catch fish and crayfish. 
 
A little fresh food is sold at Iboki logging camp and is sold or bartered in coastal villages. Minor quantities of tobacco 
and betel nut is sold locally and in Kimbe. The sale of wild pig meat is a minor cash income source. Since 1992, 
logging royalties have provided some income to some people. 
 
National Nutrition Survey 1982/83 
51 families from 3 villages were asked in October 1982 what they had eaten the previous day. 78 per cent reported 
eating sweet potato, 67 per cent cassava, 65 per cent coconut, 43 per cent taro, 8 per cent banana, 4 per cent sago, 4 per 
cent yam and none Chinese taro. 24 per cent reported eating rice. 14 per cent reported eating fresh fish. This is similar 
to the crop pattern, except for the higher than expected consumption of coconut. 
 
Main References 
None. 
 
Other References 
None.
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System Summary 
Located on the Arawe Islands and part of the nearby Amulut Peninsula on the New Britain mainland. The most 
common fallow type is short grass growing with short woody regrowth up to 4 m tall, but some gardens follow short 
grass only or short woody regrowth only. Fallow periods are typically 3-6 years. Fallow vegetation is cut, dried and 
burnt. Sweet potato is the most important crop; cassava and taro are important crops; coconuts are used to cook most 
significant meals; other crops are banana, Chinese taro and yam (D. alata). Two plantings are typically made before 
fallowing, but up to 5 plantings of sweet potato may be made. Where taro is planted, it is the first crop in the sequence, 
with sweet potato and cassava planted after the taro harvest. Taro and sweet potato are generally planted in separate 
sections within gardens and sometimes in separate gardens. Taro and yam are planted seasonally. Sweet potato is 
planted in mounds 20-30 cm high. 
Extends across provincial border to System(s) None 
Altitude range (m) 0-40 Slope Flat (<2 degrees) 
 
CROPS 
STAPLES DOMINANT Sweet potato 
STAPLES SUBDOMINANT Cassava, Coconut, Taro (Colocasia) 
STAPLES PRESENT Banana, Cassava, Chinese taro, Coconut, Sweet potato, Taro (Colocasia), Yam (D. 
alata) 
OTHER VEGETABLES Aibika, Amaranthus spp., Corn, Cucumber, Ferns, Kumu musong, Pumpkin tips, 
Bean (snake), Taro leaves, Karakap 
FRUITS Malay apple, Mango, Orange, Pawpaw, Pineapple, Sugarcane, Watermelon, 
Guava 
NUTS Breadfruit, Galip, Java almond, Pao, Polynesian chestnut 
NARCOTICS Betel nut (lowland), Betel pepper (lowland), Tobacco 
 
FALLOW & CROPPING PERIOD 
FALLOW TYPE Grass/woody regrowth 
SHORT FALLOW None 
LONG FALLOW PERIOD 1-4 years 
CROPPING PERIOD 2 plantings 
R VALUE 40 (medium) 
GARDEN SEGREGATION 
GARDEN SEGREGATION Minor 
CROP SEGREGATION Significant 
CROP SEQUENCES Significant 
MIXED VEGETABLE GARDENS None 
HOUSEHOLD GARDENS None 
SOIL FERTILITY MAINTENANCE 
LEGUME ROTATION None 
PLANTED TREE FALLOW None 
COMPOST None 
ANIMAL MANURE None 
ISLAND BED None 
SILT FROM FLOOD None 
INORGANIC FERTILISER None 
CASH EARNING ACTIVITIES 
1  Fish Minor 
2  Fresh food Minor 
  
  
  
  
  
OTHER AGRONOMIC PRACTICES 
Water Management: 
DRAINAGE None 
IRRIGATION None 
Soil Management: 
PIGS PLACED IN GARDENS None 
BURN FALLOW VEGETATION Very significant 
TILLAGE None 
MECHANIZATION None 
DEEP HOLING None 
MULCHING None 
SOIL RETENTION BARRIERS None 
Mounding Techniques: 
VERY SMALL MOUNDS None 
SMALL MOUNDS Significant 
MOUNDS None 
LARGE MOUNDS None 
Garden Bed Techniques: 
BEDS SQUARE None 
BEDS LONG None 
Other Features: 
FENCES None 
STAKING OF CROPS Minor 
FALLOW CUT ONTO CROPS None 
SEASONAL MAIN CROPS Minor 
SEASONAL SEC'DARY CROPS Minor 
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 Districts 4 Kandrian Subsystem Extent  100 % Area (sq km)  11 
 Population  1,066 Population density 97 persons/sq km Population absent  22 % 
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OTHER DOCUMENTATION 
Survey description 
In February 1990, a walking traverse from Meselia village to Demgalu village and Amulut plantation; discussions and 
12 gardens visited on Kumbun and Pililo Islands (2 days). In May 1993, low altitude inspection of land use from a 
helicopter; travel by boat along the south coast of New Britain; discussions and visits to 15 gardens on Pililo and 
Kumbun Islands (2 days). 
 
Boundary definition 
The boundary with System 1905 was defined on a walking traverse from Demgalu village to Amulut plantation and 
confirmed by low level aerial observations. 
 
Notes 
This system is clearly distinguished from other nearby systems (1902, 1905 and 1906) because of the fallow vegetation, 
shorter fallow periods and longer cropping periods in this system. 
 
Population pressure on these islands is very high. Yields of sweet potato and taro are reported to be low because of soil 
fertility depletion. 
 
Gardens are located on the inhabited and uninhabited islands and on the southern part of the Amulut Peninsula on an 
old coconut plantation. Arawe Island people have extensive gardens at nearby locations on the mainland (System 1905) 
and these provide much of their food. Gosden (1989, 50) suggests that this is a recent development with mainland 
groups either selling or granting the islanders garden land in the period after colonial peace. People still engage in trade 
with Siassi islanders. Siassi people visit the Arawe Islands during the local dry season to obtain taro, yams and pigs for 
feasts which take place around Christmas (Gosden 1989, 50). They provide pots and bowls to the Arawe islanders. 
 
In the recent past, both sweet potato and taro were important foods, but taro has declined in importance since the 1970s. 
The fallow period for taro gardens tends to be longer (up to 10 years) than for sweet potato gardens. Fish is commonly 
eaten. Numerous pigs are kept on small islands where there are no gardens. Both the flesh and seed of breadfruit are 
eaten. Other minor crops grown include valangur, soursop, mandarin and Pangium edule seed from the mainland. 
 
On Kumbun Island, food is reported to be scarce between May and September (the wettest months) each year and 
plentiful by December. Taro is planted between October and April; yams and watermelon between November and 
February. Yams are grown on stakes 2 m high. 
 
A little fresh food and fish is sold to timber contractors and their employees. Some bêche-de-mer was sold occasionally. 
Copra was sold in Kandrian and sometimes in Lae up till 1993, but marketing arrangements had collapsed by 1995. 
Some cocoa has been planted, but it is not being harvested. People previously sold betel nut in Lae, but they no longer 
do this because of criminal activity there and transport constraints. 
 
National Nutrition Survey 1982/83 
No villages from this system were included in the survey. 
 
Main References 
None. 
 
Other References 
Gosden, C. 1989 Prehistoric social landscapes of the Arawe Islands, West New Britain Province, Papua New Guinea. 
Archaeology in Oceania 24, 2, 45-58. 
Harding, T.G. 1967 Voyagers of the Vitiaz Strait: A Study of a New Guinea Trade System. Seattle, University of 
Washington.
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System Summary 
Located along the south coast of New Britain and adjacent islands. This system extends from the Arawe Islands in the 
west to the Amgen River (Lindenhafen plantation) in the east. Gardens are made in tall woody regrowth, 8-15 years 
old. Fallow vegetation is cut, dried and burnt. Sweet potato is the most important crop; cassava, Chinese taro and taro 
are important crops; coconuts are used to cook most significant meals; bananas are also grown. Usually only one 
planting is made before fallowing, but sometimes a second planting of sweet potato is made after taro or sweet potato. 
Sweet potato and taro are planted in separate sections of gardens or sometimes in separate gardens. Taro and yam (D. 
alata) are planted in the wetter months (May to August). Sweet potato is planted in small mounds approximately 20 cm 
high. 
Extends across provincial border to System(s) None 
Altitude range (m) 0-150 Slope Gentle (2-10 degrees) 
 
CROPS 
STAPLES DOMINANT Sweet potato 
STAPLES SUBDOMINANT Cassava, Chinese taro, Coconut, Taro (Colocasia) 
STAPLES PRESENT Banana, Cassava, Chinese taro, Coconut, Sweet potato, Taro (Colocasia) 
OTHER VEGETABLES Aibika, Amaranthus spp., Corn, Ferns, Kangkong, Kumu musong, Lowland pitpit, 
Pumpkin tips, Taro leaves, Karakap 
FRUITS Malay apple, Mango, Pawpaw, Pineapple, Sugarcane, Ton, Parartocarpus, Pomelo 
NUTS Breadfruit, Galip, Java almond, Pangium edule, Polynesian chestnut 
NARCOTICS Betel nut (lowland), Betel pepper (lowland), Tobacco 
 
FALLOW & CROPPING PERIOD 
FALLOW TYPE Tall woody regrowth 
SHORT FALLOW None 
LONG FALLOW PERIOD 5-15 years 
CROPPING PERIOD 1 planting 
R VALUE 9 (very low) 
GARDEN SEGREGATION 
GARDEN SEGREGATION Minor 
CROP SEGREGATION Very significant 
CROP SEQUENCES Minor 
MIXED VEGETABLE GARDENS None 
HOUSEHOLD GARDENS None 
SOIL FERTILITY MAINTENANCE 
LEGUME ROTATION None 
PLANTED TREE FALLOW None 
COMPOST None 
ANIMAL MANURE None 
ISLAND BED None 
SILT FROM FLOOD None 
INORGANIC FERTILISER None 
CASH EARNING ACTIVITIES 
1  Fresh food Minor 
  
  
  
  
  
  
OTHER AGRONOMIC PRACTICES 
Water Management: 
DRAINAGE None 
IRRIGATION None 
Soil Management: 
PIGS PLACED IN GARDENS None 
BURN FALLOW VEGETATION Very significant 
TILLAGE None 
MECHANIZATION None 
DEEP HOLING None 
MULCHING None 
SOIL RETENTION BARRIERS None 
Mounding Techniques: 
VERY SMALL MOUNDS None 
SMALL MOUNDS Significant 
MOUNDS None 
LARGE MOUNDS None 
Garden Bed Techniques: 
BEDS SQUARE None 
BEDS LONG None 
Other Features: 
FENCES None 
STAKING OF CROPS None 
FALLOW CUT ONTO CROPS None 
SEASONAL MAIN CROPS Minor 
SEASONAL SEC'DARY CROPS None 
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 Districts 4 Kandrian Subsystem Extent  100 % Area (sq km)  386 
 Population  7,367 Population density 19 persons/sq km Population absent  18 % 
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OTHER DOCUMENTATION 
Survey description 
In February 1990, a walking traverse from Eseli base camp to the Anu River; travel by boat to Aulo, Wasum, Murien 
and Meselia villages; a walking traverse from Meselia to Demgalu village and Amulut plantation; discussions and 
garden visits at five villages (3 days). In February 1990, interviews at Kandrian of villagers from the Gasmata and 
Fulleborn areas. In May 1993, travel by boat from Kandrian to Aulo, Wasum and Sara villages; interviews and garden 
visits at three villages; low level observations on a helicopter flight from Wasum village along the south coast as far 
west as Anepmete village (2 days). In June 1995, garden visits on Akanglo Island; travel by boat to Rengreng village 
with garden visits en route; helicopter flight from Kandrian to Alevo logging camp and Kimbe (2 days). In July 1995, 
interviews in Kimbe with Kandrian Gloucester Integrated Development Project (KGIDP) staff who had visited coastal 
locations between Kandrian and Amio village. 
 
Boundary definition 
The boundary with System 1904 was defined on a walking traverse from Demgalu village to Amulut plantation and 
confirmed by low level aerial observations. The boundary with System 1906 was determined on boat traverses on the 
Anu and Pulie Rivers, and vegetation classes in Saunders (1993). The boundary with System 1907/1801 was based on 
vegetation classes in Saunders (1993). The boundary with System 1908/1802 was based on interviews at Kandrian and 
Uvol mission and is not precise. The boundary with System 1902 was defined on a boat traverse from Kandrian to 
Gloucester along the south coast of New Britain. 
 
Notes 
This system is distinguished from that in the Arawe Islands (System 1904) because of the more intensive land use there. 
It is distinguished from other nearby coastal (1902) and inland (1903, 1906 and 1907/1801) systems because of the 
shorter fallow periods in this system. It is similar to the coastal system to the east (System 1908/1802), but sweet potato 
is a more important crop in this system. 
 
During food shortages, people eat the pith of a wild palm ('limbum'), sago, Pangium edule seeds and wild yams. Todd 
(1934/35, 193), who conducted fieldwork near Kandrian in 1933/34, stated that breadfruit and galip nut supplemented 
the diet during food shortages in the southeast wet season. Maschio (1994, 170-171) recorded the Rauto lunar calendar 
in 1985/86 and 1990 at Wasum village (in this system) and at the nearby inland villages of Ipuk and Giring (System 
1906). He reported that the main taro crop was planted in January-February and was harvested the following 
December-January. The rainy season (May-August) is sometimes a period of severe food shortages (Maschio 1994, 
176-177). The flowering pattern of certain trees is used to mark the different agricultural and meteorological seasons 
(Maschio 1994, 179). 
 
Logging royalties provide the main source of cash, but most people only receive a very modest income. By 1995, many 
people in the coastal area west of Kandrian were no longer receiving any income from logging because timber cutting 
had moved inland. Other income sources associated with logging (stevedoring, compensation payments and trans-
shipment royalties) provide some cash income. A little fresh food is sold to logging contractors and their employees. In 
1994, some villagers west of Kandrian sold galip nuts to the Kandrian Gloucester Integrated Development Project. 
Some copra was sold in Kandrian and a little in Lae, but this had ceased by 1995 because of the collapse of marketing 
arrangements in Kandrian and transport constraints. Cocoa, and a little Robusta coffee and vanilla has been planted, but 
none is being harvested. 
 
National Nutrition Survey 1982/83 
97 families from 5 villages were asked in November or December 1982 or January 1983 what they had eaten the 
previous day. 81 per cent reported eating sweet potato, 36 per cent taro, 21 per cent coconut, 16 per cent cassava, 11 per 
cent banana and none Chinese taro, sago or yam. 25 per cent reported eating rice. 24 per cent reported eating fresh fish. 
This is similar to the crop pattern, except for the lack of the consumption of Chinese taro. 
 
Main References 
None. 
 
Other References 
Maschio, T. 1994 To Remember the Faces of the Dead: The Plenitude of Memory in Southwestern New Britain. 
Madison, The University of Wisconsin Press. 
Todd, J.A. 1934/35 Report on research work in south-west New Britain, Territory of New Guinea. Oceania 5, 1-2, 80-
101, 193-213.
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System Summary 
Located inland from Kandrian. Gardens follow tall woody regrowth, generally more than 15 years old, but 10-15 years 
old in some locations. Fallow vegetation is cut, dried and burnt. Sweet potato and taro are the most important crops; 
cassava is an important crop; other crops are banana, Chinese taro, yam (D. alata) and Amorphophallus taro. Generally, 
only one planting is made before fallowing. Taro is sometimes grown in separate sections of gardens or in separate 
gardens from sweet potato and cassava. Sweet potato is planted in mounds 10-30 cm high. 
Extends across provincial border to System(s) None 
Altitude range (m) 0-400 Slope Gentle (2-10 degrees) 
 
CROPS 
STAPLES DOMINANT Sweet potato, Taro (Colocasia) 
STAPLES SUBDOMINANT Cassava 
STAPLES PRESENT Banana, Cassava, Chinese taro, Sweet potato, Taro (Colocasia), Yam (D. alata), 
Taro (Amorphophallus) 
OTHER VEGETABLES Aibika, Amaranthus spp., Corn, Cucumber, Ferns, Kumu musong, Lowland pitpit, 
Pumpkin tips, Taro leaves, Karakap 
FRUITS Malay apple, Mango, Pawpaw, Sugarcane, Ton, Watermelon, Parartocarpus 
NUTS Breadfruit, Coconut, Galip, Pangium edule, Polynesian chestnut 
NARCOTICS Betel nut (lowland), Betel pepper (lowland), Tobacco 
 
FALLOW & CROPPING PERIOD 
FALLOW TYPE Tall woody regrowth 
SHORT FALLOW None 
LONG FALLOW PERIOD >15 years 
CROPPING PERIOD 1 planting 
R VALUE 5 (very low) 
GARDEN SEGREGATION 
GARDEN SEGREGATION Minor 
CROP SEGREGATION Minor 
CROP SEQUENCES None 
MIXED VEGETABLE GARDENS None 
HOUSEHOLD GARDENS None 
SOIL FERTILITY MAINTENANCE 
LEGUME ROTATION None 
PLANTED TREE FALLOW None 
COMPOST None 
ANIMAL MANURE None 
ISLAND BED None 
SILT FROM FLOOD None 
INORGANIC FERTILISER None 
CASH EARNING ACTIVITIES 
1  Cocoa Minor 
2  Fresh food Minor 
3  Tobacco Minor 
  
  
  
  
OTHER AGRONOMIC PRACTICES 
Water Management: 
DRAINAGE None 
IRRIGATION None 
Soil Management: 
PIGS PLACED IN GARDENS None 
BURN FALLOW VEGETATION Very significant 
TILLAGE None 
MECHANIZATION None 
DEEP HOLING None 
MULCHING None 
SOIL RETENTION BARRIERS None 
Mounding Techniques: 
VERY SMALL MOUNDS None 
SMALL MOUNDS Significant 
MOUNDS None 
LARGE MOUNDS None 
Garden Bed Techniques: 
BEDS SQUARE None 
BEDS LONG None 
Other Features: 
FENCES Very significant 
STAKING OF CROPS None 
FALLOW CUT ONTO CROPS None 
SEASONAL MAIN CROPS None 
SEASONAL SEC'DARY CROPS Minor 
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 Districts 4 Kandrian Subsystem Extent  100 % Area (sq km)  1161 
 Population  5,016 Population density 4 persons/sq km Population absent  18 % 
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OTHER DOCUMENTATION 
Survey description 
In November 1984, interviews and garden visits at Senemsi and Pomugu villages (1 day). In February 1990, road 
traverse from Kandrian to Eseli base camp; discussions and garden visits at six villages; walking traverse from Eseli to 
the Anu River and garden visits near the Anu River (one and a half days). In May 1993, road traverse from Kandrian to 
Senemsi village, with discussions and garden visits en route (1 day). In June 1995, road traverse from Kandrian to Aka, 
Pinah and Utkumbu villages with discussions and garden visits at three villages (1 day). 
 
Boundary definition 
The boundary with System 1905 was defined on boat traverses on the Anu and Pulie Rivers, and vegetation classes in 
Saunders (1993). The boundary with System 1907/1801 was determined on a walking traverse from Iombon to Moi-ia, 
Pomalal and Aka villages; and on a road traverse from Kandrian to Aka and Utkumbu villages. Land inland from Iboki 
logging camp and along the Aria River was allocated to System 1903 after surveys in those areas. 
 
Notes 
This system is distinguished from the nearby coastal system (1905) because of the longer fallow periods and greater 
importance of taro here. It is similar to System 1903, but cassava is a more important crop relative to taro and sweet 
potato and there is less cash cropping there. It is also similar to System 1907/1801, but sweet potato has become more 
important in this system, while taro is still the most important crop there. 
 
Large ceremonial gardens, striking when viewed from the air, are a feature of this area. Gardens are divided into plots, 
some circular and some rectangular. Special taro cultivars are grown in some plots, but no further details are known. 
Most gardens are surrounded by stout fences. Both the flesh and seed of breadfruit are eaten. Other minor foods eaten 
include snake bean, valangur, watercress, highland pitpit, choko tips, tomato, Nasturtium sp. and the pith of fishtail 
palm (Caryota). The seed of Pangium edule, known locally as 'solomon', is an important seasonal food. 
 
Despite the very high rainfall, food supply is vulnerable to dry periods and occasionally drought. During the annual dry 
period, taro yields are poor and the people depend more on sweet potato and cassava. At Senemsi village, taro gardens 
are made on well drained soils, overlying limestone, during the wetter season. In the drier season they are planted in 
poorly drained, swampy sites. Major droughts affected food production in 1972 and 1982. In 1972, people survived on 
the pith of a wild palm ('limbum'), taro corms, cassava, planted Alocasia taro and wild yams. The 1982 drought was less 
severe and people survived on garden food, the pith of 'limbum' palm and wild yams. 
 
Maschio (1994, 170-171) recorded the Rauto lunar calendar in 1985/86 and 1990 at Wasum village (in System 1905) 
and at the nearby inland villages of Ipuk and Giring (this system). He reported that the main taro crop was planted in 
January-February and was harvested the following December-January. The rainy season (May-August) is sometimes a 
period of severe food shortages (Maschio 1994, 176-177). Watermelon, cucumber and corn are planted in January and 
harvested in February-March, March-April and April-May respectively. Yams (D. alata) are planted in September and 
harvested in July and August. The flowering pattern of certain trees is used to mark the different agricultural and 
meteorological seasons (Maschio 1994, 179). 
 
Minor amounts of cocoa are produced and sold, mainly by people living along the Kandrian-Eseli road. Some fresh 
food is sold in Kandrian station. A little tobacco is sold. Minor quantities of betel nut are sent to Lae and to Kimbe, and 
highlanders and others come to buy it when betel nut is scarce in the Markham Valley. Some galip nut was sold to the 
Kandrian Gloucester Integrated Development Project in 1994. Copra was a moderately important cash crop and was 
sold in Kandrian, but this had ceased by 1995 because of the collapse of marketing arrangements. Cardamom was 
trialed, but failed to produce well because the altitude is too low. Robusta coffee was planted, but has not been sold 
since the late 1970s. Chilli was a minor cash crop in the late 1970s and early 1980s, but is no longer grown because of 
the lack of marketing outlets. 
 
National Nutrition Survey 1982/83 
87 families from 7 villages were asked in November and December 1982 what they had eaten the previous day. 55 per 
cent reported eating sweet potato, 54 per cent taro, 16 per cent sago, 15 per cent cassava, 9 per cent banana, 2 per cent 
Chinese taro, 2 per cent coconut and 2 per cent yam. 8 per cent reported eating rice. None reported eating fresh fish. 
This is similar to the crop pattern, except for the consumption of sago. 
 
Main References 
None. 
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Other References 
Goodale, J.C. 1995 To Sing with Pigs is Human: The Concept of Person in Papua New Guinea. Seattle, University of 
Washington Press. 
Hide, R.L. 1985 Notes on subsistence agriculture (farming systems) in West New Britain and New Ireland Provinces: 
report of a field trip to Papua New Guinea 14 November 1984 to 14 December 1984. Unpublished report, Division of 
Water and Land Resources, Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization, Canberra. 
Maschio, T. 1994 To Remember the Faces of the Dead: The Plenitude of Memory in Southwestern New Britain. 
Madison, University of Wisconsin Press. 
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System Summary 
Located in the interior of New Britain northeast of Kandrian and northwest of Uvol mission. Fallow vegetation is tall 
woody regrowth, more than 20 years old. Fallow vegetation is cut, dried and burnt. Taro is the most important crop; 
cassava and sweet potato are important crops; other crops are banana, Chinese taro and yam (D. alata). Only one 
planting is made before fallowing. Crops are usually interplanted within gardens. 
Extends across provincial border to System(s) 1801 
Altitude range (m) 50-600 Slope Gentle (2-10 degrees) 
 
CROPS 
STAPLES DOMINANT Taro (Colocasia) 
STAPLES SUBDOMINANT Cassava, Sweet potato 
STAPLES PRESENT Banana, Cassava, Chinese taro, Sweet potato, Taro (Colocasia), Yam (D. alata) 
OTHER VEGETABLES Aibika, Amaranthus spp., Corn, Cucumber, Ferns, Highland pitpit, Kumu musong, 
Lowland pitpit, Pumpkin tips, Taro leaves 
FRUITS Malay apple, Mango, Pawpaw, Sugarcane, Ton, Parartocarpus 
NUTS Breadfruit, Coconut, Galip, Pangium edule 
NARCOTICS Betel nut (lowland), Betel pepper (lowland), Tobacco 
 
FALLOW & CROPPING PERIOD 
FALLOW TYPE Tall woody regrowth 
SHORT FALLOW None 
LONG FALLOW PERIOD >15 years 
CROPPING PERIOD 1 planting 
R VALUE 5 (very low) 
GARDEN SEGREGATION 
GARDEN SEGREGATION Minor 
CROP SEGREGATION Minor 
CROP SEQUENCES None 
MIXED VEGETABLE GARDENS None 
HOUSEHOLD GARDENS None 
SOIL FERTILITY MAINTENANCE 
LEGUME ROTATION None 
PLANTED TREE FALLOW None 
COMPOST None 
ANIMAL MANURE None 
ISLAND BED None 
SILT FROM FLOOD None 
INORGANIC FERTILISER None 
CASH EARNING ACTIVITIES 
1  Tobacco Minor 
2  Pigs Minor 
  
  
  
  
  
OTHER AGRONOMIC PRACTICES 
Water Management: 
DRAINAGE None 
IRRIGATION None 
Soil Management: 
PIGS PLACED IN GARDENS None 
BURN FALLOW VEGETATION Very significant 
TILLAGE None 
MECHANIZATION None 
DEEP HOLING None 
MULCHING None 
SOIL RETENTION BARRIERS None 
Mounding Techniques: 
VERY SMALL MOUNDS None 
SMALL MOUNDS Minor 
MOUNDS None 
LARGE MOUNDS None 
Garden Bed Techniques: 
BEDS SQUARE None 
BEDS LONG None 
Other Features: 
FENCES Significant 
STAKING OF CROPS None 
FALLOW CUT ONTO CROPS None 
SEASONAL MAIN CROPS None 
SEASONAL SEC'DARY CROPS Minor 
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 Districts 2 Kimbe, 4 Kandrian Subsystem Extent  100 % Area (sq km)  1384 
 Population  2,087 Population density 2 persons/sq km Population absent  9 % 
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OTHER DOCUMENTATION 
Survey description 
In February 1990, flight from Kandrian to Iombon village, walking traverse from Iombon to Moi-ia, Pomalal and Aka 
villages with garden observations (2 days). In June 1995, road traverse from Kandrian to Aka and Utkumbu villages, 
discussions and garden visits (1 day); road traverse on the trans-New Britain logging road (Galai settlement to Amio 
village) to Ru and Umua villages, discussions and garden visits (1 day). 
 
Boundary definition 
The western boundary with System 1906 was determined on a walking traverse from Iombon to Moi-ia, Pomalal and 
Aka villages; and on a road traverse from Kandrian to Aka and Utkumbu villages. The southern boundaries with 
System 1905 was based on vegetation classes in Saunders (1993). The southern boundary with System 1908/1802 was 
defined after interviews in the Uvol mission area and aerial observations of fallow vegetation in the Ania Valley. The 
northern boundary with System 1911 was determined on a walking traverse by W. Kupo (KGIDP) from the south coast 
(Johanna River) to Sarakolok Land Settlement Scheme. The northern boundary with System 1916 was based on maps 
of Tamba Land Settlement Schemes. This system is distinguished from System 1915/1803 to the east on the basis of a 
traverse on the Galai-Amio road and visits to the Melkoi River and Mamusi areas. 
 
Notes 
This system is distinguished from nearby coastal ones (Systems 1905, 1908/1802 and 1911) where fallows are shorter 
in length. It is similar to System 1906 to the west, except in that system sweet potato has become a more important crop 
and there is more cash cropping. This system is very different from System 1915/1803 to the east. There, fallow 
vegetation is short woody regrowth, only 3-10 years old. This system is very similar to the agricultural system used in 
much of New Britain before new staple crops were adopted, fallow lengths shortened and cash crops planted over the 
past 30-35 years. 
 
Taro was the dominant staple until recently. Bananas were the only other staple food grown in any quantity in food 
gardens. In the western part of this system (Eastern Kaulong/Asengseng), some cassava and a little sweet potato is now 
grown. In the eastern part, Manseng people have adopted other staples since 1990, when the north coast to south coast 
(Galai-Amio) logging road was built. The estimated proportion of staple foods by area in the eastern part of this system 
in 1995 was: taro 30 per cent; cassava 25 per cent; sweet potato 20 per cent; Chinese taro 15 per cent; and banana 10 
per cent. Taro blight became a problem in the Kaulong speaking region in 1963-64 (Goodale 1995). 
 
Other minor garden crops include Amorphophallus taro, Chinese taro, choko tips, ginger, pawpaw, peanuts, snake 
bean, valangur and watermelon. Self-sown foods include Polynesian chestnut, fishtail palm, karakap and ficus fruit. 
The most important self-sown foods are breadfruit, Pangium edule and wild yam. Much Pangium edule seed is eaten 
during the harvest season in June-July. 
 
Irregular food shortages occur when older gardens have finished producing and new ones have not yet commenced. 
When garden food was scarce in the past, people ate wild yams and other food including Pangium edule seed, 
Polynesian chestnut seed and self-sown greens such as kumu musong. Now they are more likely to depend on cassava 
and sweet potato. 
 
All gardens in the Eastern Kaulong/Asengseng area have stout fences. In the Manseng language area, previously all 
gardens were fenced, but are now usually not fenced. Throughout the system, yams are planted seasonally; and sweet 
potato is sometimes planted in mounds 20-30 cm high. 
 
Chowning (1984) reported that after steel tools were introduced, the Asengseng people cleared larger gardens. She 
claimed that as much as 50 per cent of vegetable food was obtained from self-sown plants, the most important being 
wild yam, supplemented by the pith of certain palms and various fruit and nuts, particularly breadfruit. No indication 
was obtained during the 1990-95 fieldwork that yam, breadfruit, Pangium edule and Polynesian chestnut were so 
important in people's diets. Rather, villagers stated that wild yams were emergency foods eaten when taro and other 
foods were scarce. The situation among the Asengseng appears to be similar to other groups in the inland and along the 
south coast of New Britain between Kandrian station and the Warangoi River in ENB. This part of New Britain is 
subject to extremely high rainfall (4000-7000 mm/year). The adverse effect of high rainfall during the southeast season 
on garden production is presumably the cause of the frequent resort to wild yams, breadfruit and Polynesian chestnut as 
emergency foods. 
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Notes continued 
Sweet potato, cassava, Chinese taro and pumpkin are post-European (post-1870) introductions, but the Asengseng had 
obtained cassava before any direct contact with Europeans and believe it to be a traditional food (Chowning n.d.). 
Sweet potato was just beginning to be grown in the interior villages in 1962-66 when Chowning did her fieldwork in 
the Asengseng area. 
 
Kaulong speaking people at Umbi village divide the year into thirds (Goodale 1995, 21, 67-69). These are identified as 
the time of rains (June-September), the hungry time when taro is scarce (October-January) and the time of good 
weather and abundant food (February-May). During the rainy period, only quick trips are made to gardens to harvest 
food. This is the prime time for hunting wild pigs. The second period (time of hunger) is the time for clearing new 
gardens, for trading and travelling. Because little garden food is available, people depend on hunting, gathering wild 
vegetables and collecting insects, snails and other small game. Pangium edule nuts and the roasted trunk of a wild palm 
are eaten at this time. 
 
The third period identified by Goodale (1995) is the time for weeding mature taro gardens and clearing new ones; 
catching fish, eels and shrimps; hunting pigs and trapping cassowaries; and eating wild fruits and nuts. Towards the end 
of this period Kaulong people conduct major taro harvests and replant gardens. Goodale's fieldwork was done mainly in 
1963-64 and 1967-68 before cassava and sweet potato were adopted as important foods. It is likely that these seasonal 
differences have been reduced since the more widespread adoption of sweet potato and cassava. Goodale (1995) 
estimated that approximately 60 per cent of food was gathered, as compared with cultivated sources, in the more remote 
Umbi village and approximately 70 per cent at Angelek village nearer Kandrian. 
 
Cash income is very limited in the Eastern Kaulong/Asengseng area. Manseng people now receive substantial income 
from timber royalties. Prior to 1990, when timber extraction commenced, their income was also very limited. The main 
source of cash income is the sale of live pigs. Sale of tobacco provides some cash and very minor amounts of fresh food 
are sold at Kandrian station. A little cocoa has been planted and very limited quantities are sold from the northeast 
corner of the system. There is also some oil palm in Bereme village in that part of the system. 
 
National Nutrition Survey 1982/83 
22 families from 3 villages were asked in December 1982 what they had eaten the previous day. 100 per cent reported 
eating taro, 68 per cent sweet potato, 18 per cent banana, 9 per cent cassava and none Chinese taro, coconut, sago or 
yam. None reported eating rice. None reported eating fresh fish. This is similar to the crop pattern, except for the low 
consumption of cassava. 
 
Main References 
Chowning, A. n.d. Changes in staple crops in West New Britain (Papua New Guinea). Unpublished paper, Department 
of Anthropology and Maori Studies, Victoria University of Wellington, Wellington. 
Goodale, J.C. 1995 To Sing with Pigs is Human: The Concept of Person in Papua New Guinea. Seattle, University of 
Washington Press. 
 
Other References 
Chowning, A. 1984 Culture and biology among the Sengseng of New Britain. Journal of the Polynesian Society 89, 1, 
7-31. 
WS Atkins International-Touche Ross Services 1984 Pomio-Bainings area study, East New Britain Province. Draft 
final report. 
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System Summary 
Located on the south coast of New Britain between Lula River in the west and the Torlu River in the east and centred 
on Uvol mission in ENB. Fallow vegetation is tall woody regrowth, typically 8-12 years old. Fallow vegetation is cut, 
dried and burnt. Sweet potato, cassava and taro are important crops; coconuts are used to cook most significant meals; 
other crops are banana and yam (D. alata). Only one planting is made before land is fallowed. Taro, sweet potato and 
yam are planted in separate gardens, interplanted with cassava. Sweet potato is planted in mounds approximately 30 cm 
high. Breadfruit (seed and flesh eaten) and Polynesian chestnut are consumed in significant quantities when garden 
food is scarce during the wettest months. 
Extends across provincial border to System(s) 1802 
Altitude range (m) 0-300 Slope Gentle (2-10 degrees) 
 
CROPS 
STAPLES DOMINANT None 
STAPLES SUBDOMINANT Cassava, Coconut, Sweet potato, Taro (Colocasia) 
STAPLES PRESENT Banana, Cassava, Coconut, Sweet potato, Taro (Colocasia), Yam (D. alata) 
OTHER VEGETABLES Aibika, Corn, Cucumber, Ferns, Kumu musong, Lowland pitpit, Tulip, Valangur, 
Bean (snake), Taro leaves 
FRUITS Coastal pandanus, Malay apple, Mango, Pawpaw, Sugarcane, Watermelon, 
Parartocarpus 
NUTS Breadfruit, Galip, Java almond, Pao, Polynesian chestnut 
NARCOTICS Betel nut (lowland), Betel pepper (lowland), Tobacco 
 
FALLOW & CROPPING PERIOD 
FALLOW TYPE Tall woody regrowth 
SHORT FALLOW None 
LONG FALLOW PERIOD 5-15 years 
CROPPING PERIOD 1 planting 
R VALUE 9 (very low) 
GARDEN SEGREGATION 
GARDEN SEGREGATION Significant 
CROP SEGREGATION None 
CROP SEQUENCES None 
MIXED VEGETABLE GARDENS None 
HOUSEHOLD GARDENS None 
SOIL FERTILITY MAINTENANCE 
LEGUME ROTATION None 
PLANTED TREE FALLOW None 
COMPOST None 
ANIMAL MANURE None 
ISLAND BED None 
SILT FROM FLOOD None 
INORGANIC FERTILISER None 
CASH EARNING ACTIVITIES 
1  Cocoa Minor 
2  Fresh food Minor 
  
  
  
  
  
OTHER AGRONOMIC PRACTICES 
Water Management: 
DRAINAGE None 
IRRIGATION None 
Soil Management: 
PIGS PLACED IN GARDENS None 
BURN FALLOW VEGETATION Very significant 
TILLAGE None 
MECHANIZATION None 
DEEP HOLING None 
MULCHING None 
SOIL RETENTION BARRIERS None 
Mounding Techniques: 
VERY SMALL MOUNDS None 
SMALL MOUNDS Significant 
MOUNDS None 
LARGE MOUNDS None 
Garden Bed Techniques: 
BEDS SQUARE None 
BEDS LONG None 
Other Features: 
FENCES None 
STAKING OF CROPS None 
FALLOW CUT ONTO CROPS None 
SEASONAL MAIN CROPS None 
SEASONAL SEC'DARY CROPS Minor 
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 Districts 4 Kandrian Subsystem Extent  100 % Area (sq km)  58 
 Population  1,093 Population density 19 persons/sq km Population absent  5 % 
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OTHER DOCUMENTATION 
Survey description 
In June 1995, travel by air from Palmalmal to Uvol and to Hoskins; interviews and garden visits at two villages near 
Uvol mission; road traverse from Uvol mission to Maso village, discussions and garden visits (2 days). 
 
Boundary definition 
The boundary with System 1907/1801 was based on interviews in the Uvol mission area and aerial observations of 
fallow vegetation in the Ania Valley. The boundary with System 1905 was determined after interviews at Kandrian and 
Uvol mission and is not precise. The boundary with System 1915/1803 was taken as the 300 m contour. This was based 
on interviews in the Uvol mission area and by analogy with the System 1915/1803 boundary on the north coast. The 
boundary with System 1804 in ENB (the Toriu River) was based on interviews in the Uvol mission area, interviews in 
the Jacquinot Bay area and aerial observations of land use on the south coast. 
 
Notes 
This system contrasts with the nearby inland system (1915/1803) where the fallow vegetation is short woody regrowth 
and fallow periods are shorter. It is somewhat different from the adjacent coastal systems (1905 and 1804) where sweet 
potato has displaced taro as the most important food. It is similar to System 1907/1801 where the fallow periods tend to 
be longer. 
 
More taro gardens, interplanted with cassava, were seen than sweet potato gardens. However, all villagers interviewed 
stated that sweet potato, cassava and taro are all important foods, with some claiming that sweet potato and cassava are 
more important than taro. No one claimed that Chinese taro was a significant food source and no stands of Chinese taro 
were observed. 
 
During very wet periods, garden food can be scarce. People depend on Polynesian chestnut and breadfruit for food if 
they are in season at the time. Other minor foods eaten include amaranthus, ginger, oranges, pomelo, coastal pandanus 
and introduced pao nuts (Barringtonia procera). Fish are eaten, but consumption is low. 
 
Yam, cucumber, watermelon and tobacco are planted in September-October. Lowland pitpit is planted in April-May. 
When the palolo worm (Palolo viridis) appears on the sea surface each October or November, people collect and eat 
them. They also place them on the soil surface to reduce crop disease. Garden sites with limestone outcrops are 
preferred by some people as damage from taro beetle is said to be less at these sites. 
 
Previously, copra was the main source of cash income, but only a limited number of people now make and sell it 
because of transport costs and constraints. The local community government at Uvol purchases small quantities of 
cocoa, copra and Robusta coffee with estimated values of K2200, K1300 and K1300 respectively in 1994. A little fresh 
food, fish, betel nut and tobacco is sold locally. In the western part of the system in the Fulleborn-Amio area, people 
receive some royalty payments from logging. Timber extraction will commence in the central and eastern parts of the 
system in 1996. 
 
National Nutrition Survey 1982/83 
No villages from this system were included in the survey. 
 
Main References 
None. 
 
Other References 
Rohatynskyj, M. 1992 A study of minor ethnic groups in East New Britain. Unpublished report, Department of East 
New Britain, Rabaul. 
WS Atkins International-Touche Ross Services 1984 Pomio-Bainings area study, East New Britain Province. Draft 
final report. 
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System Summary 
Located on Unea (Bali), Garove (Witu) and the Mundua Islands north of New Britain. Coconut plantations, village 
coconut groves and triploid banana stands occupy most land in these islands. Fallow vegetation is short woody 
regrowth, typically 1-3 years old. Fallow vegetation is cut, dried and burnt. Banana, Chinese taro, cassava and sweet 
potato are important foods; coconuts are used to cook most significant meals; other crops are yam (D. alata and D. 
esculenta), Amorphophallus taro and taro. Two plantings are usually made before fallowing, with yam (D. alata and D. 
esculenta), Chinese taro, banana and some sweet potato in the first year followed by sweet potato and cassava in the 
second year. Crops are usually segregated within gardens with Chinese taro, banana and often cassava planted on the 
edge. New gardens are planted between June and September, but second year gardens are not planted seasonally. Yams 
are grown on stakes approximately 2 m high; sweet potato is planted in small mounds. 
Extends across provincial border to System(s) None 
Altitude range (m) 0-300 Slope Gentle (2-10 degrees) 
 
CROPS 
STAPLES DOMINANT None 
STAPLES SUBDOMINANT Banana, Cassava, Chinese taro, Coconut, Sweet potato 
STAPLES PRESENT Banana, Cassava, Chinese taro, Coconut, Sweet potato, Taro (Colocasia), Yam (D. 
alata), Yam (D. esculenta), Taro (Amorphophallus) 
OTHER VEGETABLES Aibika, Amaranthus spp., Corn, Ferns, Kumu musong, Lowland pitpit, Pumpkin 
tips, Valangur, Bean (snake), Karakap 
FRUITS Malay apple, Mango, Orange, Pawpaw, Pineapple, Sugarcane, Ton, Parartocarpus 
NUTS Breadfruit, Galip, Java almond, Pao, Polynesian chestnut 
NARCOTICS Betel nut (lowland), Betel pepper (lowland), Tobacco 
 
FALLOW & CROPPING PERIOD 
FALLOW TYPE Short woody regrowth 
SHORT FALLOW None 
LONG FALLOW PERIOD 1-4 years 
CROPPING PERIOD 2 plantings 
R VALUE 40 (medium) 
GARDEN SEGREGATION 
GARDEN SEGREGATION Minor 
CROP SEGREGATION Very significant 
CROP SEQUENCES Very significant 
MIXED VEGETABLE GARDENS None 
HOUSEHOLD GARDENS None 
SOIL FERTILITY MAINTENANCE 
LEGUME ROTATION None 
PLANTED TREE FALLOW None 
COMPOST None 
ANIMAL MANURE None 
ISLAND BED None 
SILT FROM FLOOD None 
INORGANIC FERTILISER None 
CASH EARNING ACTIVITIES 
1  Coconuts Very significant 
2  Cocoa Significant 
3  Betel nut Minor 
4  Fish Minor 
5  Fresh food Minor 
  
  
OTHER AGRONOMIC PRACTICES 
Water Management: 
DRAINAGE None 
IRRIGATION None 
Soil Management: 
PIGS PLACED IN GARDENS None 
BURN FALLOW VEGETATION Very significant 
TILLAGE None 
MECHANIZATION None 
DEEP HOLING None 
MULCHING Minor 
SOIL RETENTION BARRIERS None 
Mounding Techniques: 
VERY SMALL MOUNDS None 
SMALL MOUNDS Significant 
MOUNDS None 
LARGE MOUNDS None 
Garden Bed Techniques: 
BEDS SQUARE None 
BEDS LONG None 
Other Features: 
FENCES Minor 
STAKING OF CROPS Minor 
FALLOW CUT ONTO CROPS None 
SEASONAL MAIN CROPS Significant 
SEASONAL SEC'DARY CROPS Significant 
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 Districts 2 Kimbe Subsystem Extent  100 % Area (sq km)  73 
 Population  8,017 Population density 110 persons/sq km Population absent  12 % 
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OTHER DOCUMENTATION 
Survey description 
In November 1984, discussions and garden visits in four villages on Unea Island and two villages on Garove Island (3 
days). In June 1995, discussions and garden visits in six villages on Unea Island, in three villages on Garove Island and 
on Ningau and Silenge Islands in the Mundua group (4 days). 
 
Boundary definition 
This system is distinguished from those on the New Britain mainland because of the intensity of land use in this island 
group. 
 
Notes 
This system is one of the most distinctive in the province and is clearly different from all mainland systems. It is 
characterised by high population densities (estimated 12,500 people in 1995), intensive land use and degraded fallow 
vegetation. The mean population density on agricultural land is estimated at about 170 persons per square kilometre in 
1995. The highest population density (about 200 persons per square kilometre) is on Unea Island where about two-
thirds of the island group population resides. Garden land is particularly scarce on Ningau Island and most gardens are 
made on nearby Goru Island. A significant proportion of all major islands (Unea, Garove and Ningau) are devoted to 
coconut plantations. Village coconut groves and stands of triploid bananas cover much of the remainder of Unea. 
 
Small areas of land near villages are reserved for food gardens. On Unea Island, gardens are also located on the slopes 
of Mt Kumbu. Food gardens are very small, with each nuclear family having two or three plots, typically 6-8 m wide 
and 30-50 m long. Some plots are as small as 2 by 15 m. Because of population pressure, many people took up oil palm 
settlement blocks on the New Britain mainland from the late 1960s onwards. Timber for building is scarce on Unea 
Island. Coastal people barter fish for timber, bamboo and vines from people living in the centre of the island. Coconut 
trunks are used to construct houses because of the shortage of other timber. 
 
The relative importance of food crops varies somewhat between locations. The estimated proportion of land devoted to 
staple food crops is: banana 25 per cent (the range between locations is 20-33 per cent); Chinese taro 25 per cent (range 
10-40 per cent); cassava 22 per cent (range 10-40 per cent); sweet potato 12 per cent (range 5-15 per cent); yam (D. 
alata) 8 per cent (range 5-10 per cent); yam (D. esculenta) 8 per cent (range 5-20 per cent). Chinese taro is most 
important on Garove Island and least important in the north of Unea. Cassava and sweet potato are most important in 
the north of Unea Island. Bananas are planted in food gardens and within, or adjacent to, coconut plots. 
 
Prior to the Pacific War, the main foods were yam (D. esculenta and D. alata) with some taro and banana. These were 
supplemented by various foods and nuts, particularly breadfruit, Polynesian chestnut, galip, mango and ton. Sweet 
potato was introduced before the Pacific War. The new crops of cassava and Chinese taro and new cultivars of banana 
and sweet potato were adopted in the 1950s and 1960s. Other introductions during this period include pao (Barringtonia 
procera) from the Gazelle Peninsula in ENB, amaranthus and kangkong. Other minor foods include cucumber, 
watermelon, lowland pitpit and seaweed. The last named is gathered from the lagoon on Garove Island, washed and 
eaten without cooking. 
 
Fruit and nut trees are abundant on the islands. Mango is particularly common, and the fruit are so plentiful in the 
harvesting season that they are left to rot. Other common species include breadfruit (seed and flesh eaten), galip, 
Polynesian chestnut and pawpaw. Other fruit and nut trees are less common and many have been cut down to plant 
coconuts and cocoa. Fruit and nut trees have been cut down in the 1990s to make land available for food gardens. Other 
fruit and nut trees include Malay apple, orange, ton, Java almond, pao (Barringtonia procera), Parartocarpus ('deku'), 
bukabuk ('natubu'), 'buruke' (probably Pouteria maclayana), Pangium edule ('marai'), pomelo, guava and marita 
(Pandanus sp., not Pandanus conoideus). 
 
Fish is said to be eaten daily by many households. Some tobacco is grown, but it is mostly purchased from settlers on 
oil palm blocks on the New Britain mainland. Wild betel nut is eaten in July-September when cultivated betel nut is out 
of season. 
 
After land is cleared from fallow vegetation, yam (D. alata and D. esculenta), Chinese taro, banana and some sweet 
potato are planted. After the yams have been harvested, cassava or sweet potato are planted. Occasionally cassava and 
sweet potato are replanted again. Chinese taro, banana and cassava are usually planted on the edge of gardens. Within 
gardens, sweet potato is planted in separate sections from yams. Yam (D. alata and D. esculenta) are often grown on 
bamboo stakes. Some yam vines are grown on the remains of woody regrowth on Unea Island. 
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Notes continued 
Food shortages are caused by drought from time to time. There were major food shortages in 1972 and in 1982 and a 
lesser one in 1993. In 1993 people purchased rice to subsist using income from the sale of copra. They also ate sago, a 
food that is not normally eaten in these islands. Island people, and others, who had oil palm blocks on the mainland also 
sent food, as did the WNB Provincial Government. At the start of the 1993 food shortage, people ate galip nut and 
Polynesian chestnut which were then in season. These ceased bearing as the drought progressed. Other foods that 
sustained villagers were cassava and coconuts. 
 
Previously, garden food (yams and banana) was scarce after new gardens had been planted but before they started to 
bear (July-February). During this period people ate breadfruit, Polynesian chestnut, galip nut and mango. Now they 
depend more on imported rice plus the new garden foods of cassava, sweet potato and Chinese taro. Famine foods used 
in the past included Amorphophallus taro, Alocasia taro and wild yams (D. pentaphylla and other species). 
 
Copra is the main source of cash income and is sold at the Copra Marketing Board depot on Unea. Virtually all 
households in the island group derive income from copra sales, with average household income estimated at K300-
K600 per year. A lot of cocoa has been planted on Unea Island and some on Garove Island. However, yields are 
reported to be poor and only some people sell cocoa. There are nine operating cocoa fermentaries on Unea, giving an 
average estimated household income of K80-K120 per year on Unea Island. Other sources of cash income include fresh 
food, fish, betel nut, chicken, pigs and a little trochus and blacklip shell on Garove. 
 
National Nutrition Survey 1982/83 
55 families from 2 villages were asked in August 1982 what they had eaten the previous day. 87 per cent reported 
eating coconut, 40 per cent banana, 27 per cent Chinese taro, 18 per cent sweet potato, 5 per cent taro, 4 per cent sago, 
2 per cent cassava and none yam. 38 per cent reported eating rice. 31 per cent reported eating fresh fish. This is similar 
to the crop pattern, except for the low consumption of cassava. 
 
Main References 
None. 
 
Other References 
Hide, R.L. 1985 Notes on subsistence agriculture (farming systems) in West New Britain and New Ireland Provinces: 
report of a field trip to Papua New Guinea 14 November 1984 to 14 December 1984. Unpublished report, Division of 
Water and Land Resources, Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization, Canberra. 
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System Summary 
Located on the Willaumez Peninsula of New Britain, centred on Talasea station. Fallow vegetation is tall woody 
regrowth, typically 10-15 years old. Fallow vegetation is cut, dried and burnt. Cassava and Chinese taro are the most 
important crops; taro and sweet potato are important crops; coconuts are used to cook most significant meals; bananas 
are also grown. Two plantings are made before fallowing. Chinese taro, cassava, taro with some sweet potato and 
bananas are planted in first year gardens; Chinese taro and cassava are planted in the second year. 
Extends across provincial border to System(s) None 
Altitude range (m) 0-300 Slope Gentle (2-10 degrees) 
 
CROPS 
STAPLES DOMINANT Cassava, Chinese taro 
STAPLES SUBDOMINANT Coconut, Sweet potato, Taro (Colocasia) 
STAPLES PRESENT Banana, Cassava, Chinese taro, Coconut, Sweet potato, Taro (Colocasia) 
OTHER VEGETABLES Aibika, Cucumber, Ferns, Kumu musong, Lowland pitpit, Pumpkin tips, Valangur, 
Taro leaves, Karakap 
FRUITS Malay apple, Mango, Pawpaw, Sugarcane, Guava, Parartocarpus 
NUTS Breadfruit, Galip, Java almond, Pao, Polynesian chestnut 
NARCOTICS Betel nut (lowland), Betel pepper (lowland) 
 
FALLOW & CROPPING PERIOD 
FALLOW TYPE Tall woody regrowth 
SHORT FALLOW None 
LONG FALLOW PERIOD 5-15 years 
CROPPING PERIOD 2 plantings 
R VALUE 17 (low) 
GARDEN SEGREGATION 
GARDEN SEGREGATION Minor 
CROP SEGREGATION Minor 
CROP SEQUENCES Significant 
MIXED VEGETABLE GARDENS None 
HOUSEHOLD GARDENS None 
SOIL FERTILITY MAINTENANCE 
LEGUME ROTATION None 
PLANTED TREE FALLOW None 
COMPOST None 
ANIMAL MANURE None 
ISLAND BED None 
SILT FROM FLOOD None 
INORGANIC FERTILISER None 
CASH EARNING ACTIVITIES 
1  Coconuts Very significant 
2  Betel nut Significant 
3  Cocoa Minor 
4  Fresh food Minor 
5  Oil Palm Minor 
6  Seaweed Minor 
  
OTHER AGRONOMIC PRACTICES 
Water Management: 
DRAINAGE None 
IRRIGATION None 
Soil Management: 
PIGS PLACED IN GARDENS None 
BURN FALLOW VEGETATION Very significant 
TILLAGE None 
MECHANIZATION None 
DEEP HOLING None 
MULCHING None 
SOIL RETENTION BARRIERS None 
Mounding Techniques: 
VERY SMALL MOUNDS None 
SMALL MOUNDS None 
MOUNDS None 
LARGE MOUNDS None 
Garden Bed Techniques: 
BEDS SQUARE None 
BEDS LONG None 
Other Features: 
FENCES None 
STAKING OF CROPS None 
FALLOW CUT ONTO CROPS None 
SEASONAL MAIN CROPS Minor 
SEASONAL SEC'DARY CROPS None 
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 Districts 2 Kimbe Subsystem Extent  100 % Area (sq km)  183 
 Population  4,794 Population density 26 persons/sq km Population absent  18 % 
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OTHER DOCUMENTATION 
Survey description 
In July 1995, discussions and garden visits in Garile, Worou and Waganakai villages (1 day). 
 
Boundary definition 
Land used to the west of the peninsula was allocated to a separate system (1902) after visits to the peninsula and four 
locations on the north coast. The boundary with System 1911 was determined on a road traverse between Kimbe and 
Talasea station. The boundary with System 1916 is the Kavugara Land Settlement Scheme's boundary. 
 
Notes 
This system is distinguished from nearby systems by the importance of Chinese taro and cassava and, in particular, by 
the use of two plantings before fallowing. Population densities are highest in the southeast of the peninsula and many 
gardens here are located under mature coconuts where fallow vegetation is low woody regrowth growing under 
coconuts over 15 years old. Elsewhere, tall woody regrowth is the fallow vegetation, typically 10-15 years old, with a 
range of 5-20 years. On the west coast of the peninsula, where densities are lower, taro is the most important crop in a 
few villages. On the northern tip of the peninsula, agriculture is less important. There people sell fish and turtles for 
cash income and use the cash to buy rice in Kimbe. 
 
Taro, together with some bananas, was the most important food until the 1970s. Because of shorter fallows, people 
have adopted cassava, Chinese taro and sweet potato and intensified land use with two plantings now being made 
before fallowing. The estimated proportion of land devoted to the staple crops is cassava 33 per cent; Chinese taro 33 
per cent; taro 20 per cent; and sweet potato 15 per cent. Crops planted in first year gardens are Chinese taro, cassava, 
taro, and some bananas and sweet potato. In the second year, Chinese taro and cassava are planted, either following the 
same crop or following other crops. In some gardens, cassava is planted as individual plants are harvested. Elsewhere, 
the second year cassava plantings are made at the same time. Other fruit and nut trees grown include a few Pouteria 
maclayana, traditional pao nut (Barringtonia novae-hiberniae), introduced pao nut (Barringtonia procera), carambola, 
pomelo and breadfruit (flesh and nuts eaten). Very little tobacco is grown. 
 
Chinese taro, cassava and taro are usually interplanted within gardens. Occasionally separate gardens are made for 
Chinese taro and bananas. Sweet potato plantings are concentrated during the drier months because plantings made 
during the wetter season (December-March) result in very poor yields. Other crops are not planted seasonally. Garu 
villagers on the southwestern part of the peninsula have access to wildfowl eggs (Megapodius) between April and 
December (Liem 1977). Turtle and turtle eggs are eaten between December and June. Wild pigs and fish are also 
readily available throughout the year. Liem estimated that the annual wildlife harvest in the village was 14.3 tonnes per 
year in 1973-74, consisting mainly of wild pig, turtle, fish and wildfowl eggs. This would have provided 240 g of 
wildlife (including bone and offal) per person per day. Fish are also eaten in other villages. 
 
Copra is the main source of cash income with most households involved in copra production. Income from copra sales 
was estimated as K500-K2000 per household per year. Coconuts were still being planted in 1995. Significant quantities 
of betel nut are sold in Kimbe. Some cocoa is grown and sold but yields are said to be poor. There is some fresh food 
sold locally and in Kimbe; and some villagers have planted oil palm southwest of Talasea station. People from 6-8 
villages sell seaweed in Kimbe and people from the northern end of the peninsula sell some fish and turtles. 
 
National Nutrition Survey 1982/83 
51 families from 2 villages were asked in September 1982 what they had eaten the previous day. 90 per cent reported 
eating coconut, 49 per cent taro, 41 per cent Chinese taro, 39 per cent sweet potato, 25 per cent cassava, 8 per cent 
banana and none sago or yam. 82 per cent reported eating rice. 37 per cent reported eating fresh fish. This is similar to 
the crop pattern, except for the somewhat lower than expected consumption of cassava and the higher than expected 
consumption of taro. 
 
Main References 
None. 
 
Other References 
Liem, D.S. 1977 Wildlife utilisation in the proposed Garu Wildlife Management Area. In Winslow, J.H. (ed), The 
Melanesian Environment. Canberra, Australian National University Press, 285-292.
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System Summary 
Located on the north coast of New Britain from Kimbe in the west to Bialla in the east. Fallow vegetation is tall woody 
regrowth, typically 8-12 years old with a range of five to over 20 years. Fallow vegetation is cut, dried and burnt. Taro, 
Chinese taro, sweet potato and cassava are important crops; coconuts are used to cook most significant meals; other 
crops are banana and sago. Usually only one planting is made before fallowing, but some minor replanting of sweet 
potato, cassava and Chinese taro occurs. Sweet potato, Chinese taro and taro are segregated within gardens and 
occasionally separate taro gardens are made. 
Extends across provincial border to System(s) None 
Altitude range (m) 0-300 Slope Flat (<2 degrees) 
 
CROPS 
STAPLES DOMINANT None 
STAPLES SUBDOMINANT Cassava, Chinese taro, Coconut, Sweet potato, Taro (Colocasia) 
STAPLES PRESENT Banana, Cassava, Chinese taro, Coconut, Sago, Sweet potato, Taro (Colocasia) 
OTHER VEGETABLES Aibika, Corn, Ferns, Kumu musong, Lowland pitpit, Pumpkin tips, Tulip, 
Valangur, Taro leaves, Karakap 
FRUITS Malay apple, Mango, Pawpaw, Sugarcane, Ton, Guava, Parartocarpus, Pomelo 
NUTS Breadfruit, Galip, Java almond, Polynesian chestnut 
NARCOTICS Betel nut (lowland), Betel pepper (lowland), Tobacco 
 
FALLOW & CROPPING PERIOD 
FALLOW TYPE Tall woody regrowth 
SHORT FALLOW None 
LONG FALLOW PERIOD 5-15 years 
CROPPING PERIOD 1 planting 
R VALUE 9 (very low) 
GARDEN SEGREGATION 
GARDEN SEGREGATION Minor 
CROP SEGREGATION Significant 
CROP SEQUENCES Minor 
MIXED VEGETABLE GARDENS None 
HOUSEHOLD GARDENS None 
SOIL FERTILITY MAINTENANCE 
LEGUME ROTATION None 
PLANTED TREE FALLOW None 
COMPOST None 
ANIMAL MANURE None 
ISLAND BED None 
SILT FROM FLOOD None 
INORGANIC FERTILISER None 
CASH EARNING ACTIVITIES 
1  Oil Palm Very significant 
2  Betel nut Minor 
3  Cocoa Minor 
4  Coconuts Minor 
5  Fish Minor 
6  Fresh food Minor 
  
OTHER AGRONOMIC PRACTICES 
Water Management: 
DRAINAGE None 
IRRIGATION None 
Soil Management: 
PIGS PLACED IN GARDENS None 
BURN FALLOW VEGETATION Very significant 
TILLAGE None 
MECHANIZATION None 
DEEP HOLING None 
MULCHING None 
SOIL RETENTION BARRIERS None 
Mounding Techniques: 
VERY SMALL MOUNDS None 
SMALL MOUNDS Minor 
MOUNDS None 
LARGE MOUNDS None 
Garden Bed Techniques: 
BEDS SQUARE None 
BEDS LONG None 
Other Features: 
FENCES None 
STAKING OF CROPS None 
FALLOW CUT ONTO CROPS None 
SEASONAL MAIN CROPS None 
SEASONAL SEC'DARY CROPS None 
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 Districts 1 Bialla, 2 Kimbe Subsystem Extent  100 % Area (sq km)  269 
 Population  8,061 Population density 30 persons/sq km Population absent  9 % 
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OTHER DOCUMENTATION 
Survey description 
In July 1995, a road traverse and garden observations on the north coast road between Ulamona mission, Bialla, 
Salelubu DPI station, Kapiura River, Kimbe and Talasea township; interviews and garden visits at four villages (3 
days). 
 
Boundary definition 
The boundaries with adjacent coastal systems (1910, 1912 and 1913) were determined on road traverses, interviews and 
garden visits between Ulamona mission and Talasea township. The boundary with System 1907/1801 was based on a 
walking traverse by W. Kupo (KGIDP) from the south coast (Johanna River) to the Sarakolok Land Settlement 
Scheme. The boundary with System 1915/1803 is the 300 m contour and was determined from vehicle and walking 
traverses south from Salelubu DPI station. The boundaries with Systems 1916, 1917 and 1918 are those of the Land 
Settlement Schemes. 
 
Notes 
This system is distinguished from System 1907/1801 where taro is the most important food and fallow periods are 
longer; from System 1910 where cassava and Chinese taro are the most important foods and two plantings are usually 
made before fallowing; from Systems 1912 and 1913 where cassava is the most important food and fallow periods are 
shorter; and from System 1915/1803 where fallow vegetation is short woody regrowth and fallow periods are shorter. It 
is also distinguished from Systems 1916, 1917 and 1918 which are the land settlement schemes. 
 
Previously, the staple food was taro, together with some bananas. Taro is still grown, but it has declined in importance 
as Chinese taro, sweet potato and cassava have been adopted. Previously, some sago was eaten when taro was scarce, 
but this has now been replaced by rice. Some fish are eaten. Only a limited amount of tobacco is grown by villagers. 
 
A lot of land has been alienated for oil palm settlement blocks and some oil palm plantations (Valentine and Valentine 
1979, 55-56). In 1953-54, 1000 Nakanai, Mamusi and Wase speaking villagers moved from inland locations to Silanga 
on the coastal plain (van Rijswijck 1966). The migration was initiated by the Catholic Church. Motives for the move 
were both religious and a desire for cash cropping, initially with cocoa. Up to 1959, cash crops tried without success 
were coconuts, peanuts, rice and sweet potato. Between 1958 and 1964, cocoa became the main cash crop. Spontaneous 
migration also occurred from inland locations to the Uasilau area, where cocoa production was established (van 
Rijswijck 1966). 
 
In the western part of the system, cash income derived from urban employment and businesses is high. People there 
consume significant quantities of rice and other foods, particularly in the peri-urban villages near Kimbe. Village oil 
palm is the main source of cash income with significant plantings in most parts of the system. New plantings are 
continuing in the mid-1990s. Plots are 2 ha or 4 ha per grower and provide large cash returns. However, in any one 
village, only some families have oil palm so that the income distribution within a village is very different from the other 
export tree crops. Oil palm plots are established after food gardens. 
 
Copra provides significant cash income in the western part of the system (Kimbe area), but not in the eastern part. Some 
cocoa has been planted but not a lot is currently being sold. The Silanga mission area was a significant cocoa producing 
region. There were 20 fermentaries in the early 1980s, but now only six fermentaries operate. Much cocoa is now 
overgrown and is being replanted with oil palm. The change from cocoa to oil palm as the main cash crop is occurring 
because of poor prices for cocoa, lack of support for cocoa growers and good support for oil palm producers. Some 
betel nut is sold to settlers on blocks and in Kimbe, Bialla and Lae. Some fresh food is sold in Bialla, Silanga and 
Kimbe, particularly coconuts. A little fish is sold in Bialla. Other minor sources of cash income include sales of canoes 
and pig meat. 
 
National Nutrition Survey 1982/83 
142 families from 8 villages were asked in September 1982 what they had eaten the previous day. 64 per cent reported 
eating coconut, 58 per cent Chinese taro, 58 per cent taro, 49 per cent sweet potato, 17 per cent cassava, 14 per cent 
banana, 1 per cent sago and 1 per cent yam. 46 per cent reported eating rice. 20 per cent reported eating fresh fish. This 
is similar to the crop pattern. 
 
Main References 
None. 
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Other References 
Bourke, R.M. 1972 Food crop survey - West New Britain. Unpublished report, Lowlands Agricultural Experiment 
Station, Department of Primary Industry, Keravat. 
Valentine, C.A. and B. Valentine 1979 Nakanai: villagers, settlers, workers and the Hoskins Oil Palm Project (West 
New Britain Province). In Valentine, C.A. and B. Valentine (eds), Going Through Changes. Port Moresby, Institute of 
Papua New Guinea Studies, 48-71. 
van Rijswijck, O. 1966 The Silanga resettlement project. New Guinea Research Bulletin No. 10, Australian National 
University, Port Moresby and Canberra. 
Zijsvelt, M.F.W. 1977 Soil survey and land use potential of the Kapiura-Dagi area, West New Britain, Papua New 
Guinea. Research Bulletin No. 19, Department of Primary Industry, Port Moresby. 
Zijsvelt, M.F.W. and D.A. Torlach 1975 Soil survey and land use potential of the Ala-Kapiura area, West New Britain, 
Papua New Guinea. Research Bulletin No. 17, Department of Agriculture, Stock and Fisheries, Port Moresby. 
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System Summary 
Located on the Hoskins Peninsula east of Hoskins township. The most common fallow type is short woody regrowth, 6-
8 m tall and 5-10 years old. Fallow vegetation is cut, dried and burnt. Cassava is the most important crop; taro and 
sweet potato are important crops; coconuts are used to cook most significant meals; other crops are Chinese taro, 
banana and Alocasia taro. Generally, only one planting is made before fallowing, but a second planting is sometimes 
made. Cassava, taro, sweet potato and Chinese taro are usually planted in separate sections of gardens. Sweet potato is 
occasionally planted in mounds 10-15 cm high.  
Extends across provincial border to System(s) None 
Altitude range (m) 0-300 Slope Flat (<2 degrees) 
 
CROPS 
STAPLES DOMINANT Cassava 
STAPLES SUBDOMINANT Coconut, Sweet potato, Taro (Colocasia) 
STAPLES PRESENT Banana, Cassava, Chinese taro, Coconut, Sweet potato, Taro (Alocasia), Taro 
(Colocasia) 
OTHER VEGETABLES Aibika, Amaranthus spp., Corn, Ferns, Kumu musong, Lowland pitpit, Pumpkin 
tips, Valangur, Taro leaves, Karakap 
FRUITS Malay apple, Mango, Pawpaw, Sugarcane, Golden apple, Guava, Parartocarpus, 
Pomelo 
NUTS Breadfruit, Galip, Java almond, Polynesian chestnut 
NARCOTICS Betel nut (lowland), Betel pepper (lowland), Tobacco 
 
FALLOW & CROPPING PERIOD 
FALLOW TYPE Short woody regrowth 
SHORT FALLOW None 
LONG FALLOW PERIOD 5-15 years 
CROPPING PERIOD 1 planting 
R VALUE 9 (very low) 
GARDEN SEGREGATION 
GARDEN SEGREGATION Minor 
CROP SEGREGATION Significant 
CROP SEQUENCES Minor 
MIXED VEGETABLE GARDENS None 
HOUSEHOLD GARDENS None 
SOIL FERTILITY MAINTENANCE 
LEGUME ROTATION None 
PLANTED TREE FALLOW None 
COMPOST None 
ANIMAL MANURE None 
ISLAND BED None 
SILT FROM FLOOD None 
INORGANIC FERTILISER None 
CASH EARNING ACTIVITIES 
1  Oil Palm Very significant 
2  Coconuts Significant 
3  Betel nut Minor 
4  Cocoa Minor 
5  Fish Minor 
6  Fresh food Minor 
7  Wildfowl eggs Minor 
OTHER AGRONOMIC PRACTICES 
Water Management: 
DRAINAGE None 
IRRIGATION None 
Soil Management: 
PIGS PLACED IN GARDENS None 
BURN FALLOW VEGETATION Very significant 
TILLAGE None 
MECHANIZATION None 
DEEP HOLING None 
MULCHING None 
SOIL RETENTION BARRIERS None 
Mounding Techniques: 
VERY SMALL MOUNDS None 
SMALL MOUNDS Minor 
MOUNDS None 
LARGE MOUNDS None 
Garden Bed Techniques: 
BEDS SQUARE None 
BEDS LONG None 
Other Features: 
FENCES None 
STAKING OF CROPS None 
FALLOW CUT ONTO CROPS None 
SEASONAL MAIN CROPS None 
SEASONAL SEC'DARY CROPS None 
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 Districts 2 Kimbe Subsystem Extent  100 % Area (sq km)  95 
 Population  5,582 Population density 59 persons/sq km Population absent  14 % 
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OTHER DOCUMENTATION 
Survey description 
In November 1984, interviews and garden visits at two villages (1 day). In June and July 1995, road traverse from 
Hoskins township on the coastal and inland roads; garden visits and discussions in eight villages (3 days). 
 
Boundary definition 
The boundaries with System 1911 were determined on road traverses between Hoskins township and Kimbe and 
between Kimbe and Salelubu DPI station. The boundary with System 1916 is that of the Tabai Rikau Land Settlement 
Scheme. 
 
Notes 
This system is distinguished from System 1911 where cassava is a less important food, the fallow vegetation is tall 
woody regrowth and fallow periods are somewhat longer. It is distinguished from System 1916 where land use is more 
intensive on the settlement blocks. 
 
Taro was previously the staple food. It is now important in inland gardens, where fallow periods tend to be longer. The 
estimated proportion of land devoted to staple food crops is: cassava 40 per cent; taro 20 per cent; sweet potato 20 per 
cent; Chinese taro 10 per cent; banana 5 percent; Alocasia taro less than 5 per cent. Following the arrival of taro blight 
in New Britain, in about 1960, hardly any taro was available in this area in 1962 (Chowning n.d.). The blight lead to an 
increase in the importance of sweet potato, according to Chowning. The widespread adoption of cassava has occurred 
more recently, probably since the early-mid 1980s. 
 
People eat a lot of fish and some wild pig are still hunted. Other minor foods eaten include sweet potato leaves, orange 
and pineapple. According to Chowning (n.d.), coconuts were something of a rarity and a delicacy until the Australian 
government encouraged the planting of large groves for copra production. Coconuts are used to cook fish and cassava. 
During food shortages, some people still harvest wild yams. When food was scarce in 1994, people lived on galip, 
mango, breadfruit and java almond, as well as purchased rice. 
 
There is some population pressure because land was previously sold for resettlement blocks (Valentine and Valentine 
1979, 55-56). Village oil palm plantings are being made on land cleared from previously unused forest, previously 
logged forest, tall woody regrowth and, very occasionally, from grasslands. After clearing, food gardens are generally 
made before oil palm is planted. Short woody regrowth, 5-10 years old, is the most common fallow vegetation. 
Significant garden areas, particularly taro gardens, also follow tall woody regrowth over 20 years old or previously 
unused forest. Some gardens are made in short grasslands; and some follow old cocoa/leucaena plantings, more than 15 
years old. Generally, only one planting is made before fallowing, but taro is sometimes followed by sweet potato and 
cassava; and sometimes sweet potato is replanted. Cassava and Chinese taro are occasionally replanted in the same area 
after harvest and they sometimes follow sweet potato. 
 
Approximately half of all households have planted village oil palm, usually 2 ha per household. Some are bearing, but 
many plantings are immature. Village oil palm is the most important source of cash income in the system. Copra 
remains the main source of cash income in those villages with little or no oil palm. A small amount of cocoa is 
produced and sold and there are three fermentaries operating. Betel nut and betel pepper contribute to cash incomes, as 
do fresh food, fish and tobacco, mainly near Hoskins township. Particular villages have access to wildfowl eggs and 
harvest and sell these regularly. 
 
National Nutrition Survey 1982/83 
224 families from 7 villages were asked in August or September 1982 what they had eaten the previous day. 48 per cent 
reported eating cassava, 31 per cent sweet potato, 29 per cent coconut, 19 per cent Chinese taro, 19 per cent taro, 5 per 
cent banana, 1 per cent sago and none yam. 53 per cent reported eating rice. 15 per cent reported eating fresh fish. This 
is similar to the crop pattern, except for the somewhat higher than expected consumption of Chinese taro. 
 
Main References 
Chowning, A. n.d. Changes in staple crops in West New Britain (Papua New Guinea). Unpublished paper, Department 
of Anthropology and Maori Studies, Victoria University of Wellington, Wellington. 
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Other References 
Bourke, R.M. 1972 Food crop survey - West New Britain. Unpublished report, Lowlands Agricultural Experiment 
Station, Department of Primary Industry, Keravat. 
Hide, R.L. 1985 Notes on subsistence agriculture (farming systems) in West New Britain and New Ireland Provinces: 
report of a field trip to Papua New Guinea 14 November 1984 to 14 December 1984. Unpublished report, Division of 
Water and Land Resources, Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization, Canberra. 
Valentine, C.A. and B. Valentine 1979 Nakanai: villagers, settlers, workers and the Hoskins Oil Palm Project (West 
New Britain Province). In Valentine, C.A. and B. Valentine (eds), Going Through Changes. Port Moresby, Institute of 
Papua New Guinea Studies, 48-71. 
Zijsvelt, M.F.W. 1977 Soil survey and land use potential of the Kapiura-Dagi area, West New Britain, Papua New 
Guinea. Research Bulletin No. 19, Department of Primary Industry, Port Moresby. 
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System Summary 
Located on the north coast of New Britain near Ulamona mission and on Lolobau Island. Two subsystems are 
distinguished on the basis of fallow type, fallow length and the important crops grown. For the entire system cassava is 
the most important crop; taro and sweet potato are important crops; coconuts are used to cook most significant meals; 
other crops are Chinese taro, banana and sago. This subsystem occupies an estimated 75 per cent of land use. Fallow 
vegetation is short woody regrowth, 1-4 years old. Fallow vegetation is cut, dried and burnt. In this subsystem, the most 
important crop is cassava; sweet potato and coconuts are important crops; other crops are taro, Chinese taro, banana and 
sago. Only one planting is made before fallowing. Cassava, sweet potato and Chinese taro are generally planted in 
separate sections of gardens. 
Extends across provincial border to System(s) None 
Altitude range (m) 0-300 Slope Flat (<2 degrees) 
 
CROPS 
STAPLES DOMINANT Cassava 
STAPLES SUBDOMINANT Coconut, Sweet potato 
STAPLES PRESENT Banana, Cassava, Chinese taro, Coconut, Sago, Sweet potato, Taro (Colocasia) 
OTHER VEGETABLES Aibika, Cucumber, Ferns, Kumu musong, Lowland pitpit, Peanuts, Valangur, Taro 
leaves, Watercress, Karakap 
FRUITS Malay apple, Mango, Pawpaw, Sugarcane, Ton, Guava, Parartocarpus, Pomelo 
NUTS Breadfruit, Galip, Java almond, Polynesian chestnut 
NARCOTICS Betel nut (lowland), Betel pepper (lowland) 
 
FALLOW & CROPPING PERIOD 
FALLOW TYPE Short woody regrowth 
SHORT FALLOW None 
LONG FALLOW PERIOD 1-4 years 
CROPPING PERIOD 1 planting 
R VALUE 25 (low) 
GARDEN SEGREGATION 
GARDEN SEGREGATION Minor 
CROP SEGREGATION Very significant 
CROP SEQUENCES Minor 
MIXED VEGETABLE GARDENS None 
HOUSEHOLD GARDENS None 
SOIL FERTILITY MAINTENANCE 
LEGUME ROTATION None 
PLANTED TREE FALLOW None 
COMPOST None 
ANIMAL MANURE None 
ISLAND BED None 
SILT FROM FLOOD None 
INORGANIC FERTILISER None 
CASH EARNING ACTIVITIES 
1  Coconuts Significant 
2  Oil Palm Significant 
3  Betel nut Minor 
4  Cocoa Minor 
5  Fresh food Minor 
  
  
OTHER AGRONOMIC PRACTICES 
Water Management: 
DRAINAGE None 
IRRIGATION None 
Soil Management: 
PIGS PLACED IN GARDENS None 
BURN FALLOW VEGETATION Very significant 
TILLAGE None 
MECHANIZATION None 
DEEP HOLING None 
MULCHING None 
SOIL RETENTION BARRIERS None 
Mounding Techniques: 
VERY SMALL MOUNDS Minor 
SMALL MOUNDS None 
MOUNDS None 
LARGE MOUNDS None 
Garden Bed Techniques: 
BEDS SQUARE None 
BEDS LONG None 
Other Features: 
FENCES Minor 
STAKING OF CROPS None 
FALLOW CUT ONTO CROPS None 
SEASONAL MAIN CROPS None 
SEASONAL SEC'DARY CROPS None 
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 Districts 1 Bialla Subsystem Extent  75 % Area (sq km)  52 
 Population  1,352 Population density 26 persons/sq km Population absent  26 % 
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OTHER DOCUMENTATION 
Survey description 
In June 1995, garden visits and discussions in the Ulamona mission area (half day). In July 1995, discussion and garden 
visits at one village (half day). 
 
Boundary definition 
The boundary with System 1918 is that of the Land Settlement Scheme. This system was distinguished from System 
1911 on a road traverse from Ulamona mission to Bialla. The eastern boundary with System 1914/1806 (the Pandi 
River) was based on interviews in the Ulamona mission area and with DPI staff based at Open Bay.  
 
Notes 
This system is distinguished from nearby coastal systems (Systems 1911 and 1914/1806) because of the short fallow 
periods, the short woody regrowth fallow vegetation and the importance of cassava as food here. 
 
Cassava is the most important food crop. Taro is also important, with taro gardens more common in inland locations 
(Subsystem 2). On Lolobau Island, the most important foods are reported to be sweet potato and Chinese taro, with 
cassava and taro of lesser importance. 
 
Taro leaves are a very common green vegetable. A little tobacco is grown, but most is acquired from Mengen and Kol 
speakers in the interior of the island. Watermelon is a minor food, planted seasonally in November-December. Some 
fish are eaten. Other animal foods include sago larvae, other larvae and shellfish. 
 
The most common fallow vegetation type is short woody regrowth, 1-4 years old, because most forest is reserved by 
villagers for logging by locally owned companies. Some areas of tall woody regrowth, 5-15 years old, are also used. 
 
Food shortages, caused by drought, occur irregularly. The most recent was in 1994 when people lived on rice bought 
using cash from the sale of copra, sago, breadfruit and Polynesian chestnut. The 1973 eruption of Mt Ulawun is 
reported to have caused a long term depression of taro, betel nut and banana yield. 
 
Copra is the main source of cash income for most people. Extensive plots of coconuts were being planted in 1995. 
Copra is particularly important on Lolobau Island. The estimated income in the Ulamona area is about K70 per 
household per year. In 1995, there were about 50 village oil palm blocks (100 ha) with a further 80 blocks being 
established in the Noau and Bakada areas with the support of the Oil Palm Industry Corporation. Some cocoa is 
harvested and sold. People say that trees bear reasonably well initially, but then cease bearing. Some fresh food and 
betel nut are sold. In the Ulamona area, timber royalties provide some cash income. 
 
National Nutrition Survey 1982/83 
No villages from this system were included in the survey. 
 
Main References 
None. 
 
Other References 
None.
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System Summary 
This subsystem occupies an estimated 25 per cent of land area. Gardens do not contain many other crops. Gardens 
follow previously unused forest made accessible by logging roads, or tall woody regrowth more than 15 years old. 
Fallow vegetation is cut, dried and burnt. Taro is the most important crop; coconuts are used to cook most significant 
meals; other crops are sweet potato, banana and cassava. Only one planting is made before fallowing. 
Extends across provincial border to System(s) None 
Altitude range (m) 0-300 Slope Flat (<2 degrees) 
 
CROPS 
STAPLES DOMINANT Taro (Colocasia) 
STAPLES SUBDOMINANT Coconut 
STAPLES PRESENT Banana, Cassava, Coconut, Sweet potato, Taro (Colocasia) 
OTHER VEGETABLES Ferns, Karakap, Tomato 
FRUITS Malay apple, Mango, Pawpaw, Sugarcane, Ton, Guava, Parartocarpus, Pomelo 
NUTS Breadfruit, Coconut, Galip, Java almond, Polynesian chestnut 
NARCOTICS Betel nut (lowland), Betel pepper (lowland) 
 
FALLOW & CROPPING PERIOD 
FALLOW TYPE Forest 
SHORT FALLOW None 
LONG FALLOW PERIOD >15 years 
CROPPING PERIOD 1 planting 
R VALUE 5 (very low) 
GARDEN SEGREGATION 
GARDEN SEGREGATION None 
CROP SEGREGATION Minor 
CROP SEQUENCES None 
MIXED VEGETABLE GARDENS None 
HOUSEHOLD GARDENS None 
SOIL FERTILITY MAINTENANCE 
LEGUME ROTATION None 
PLANTED TREE FALLOW None 
COMPOST None 
ANIMAL MANURE None 
ISLAND BED None 
SILT FROM FLOOD None 
INORGANIC FERTILISER None 
CASH EARNING ACTIVITIES 
1  Coconuts Significant 
2  Oil Palm Significant 
3  Betel nut Minor 
4  Cocoa Minor 
5  Fresh food Minor 
  
  
OTHER AGRONOMIC PRACTICES 
Water Management: 
DRAINAGE None 
IRRIGATION None 
Soil Management: 
PIGS PLACED IN GARDENS None 
BURN FALLOW VEGETATION Very significant 
TILLAGE None 
MECHANIZATION None 
DEEP HOLING None 
MULCHING None 
SOIL RETENTION BARRIERS None 
Mounding Techniques: 
VERY SMALL MOUNDS Minor 
SMALL MOUNDS None 
MOUNDS None 
LARGE MOUNDS None 
Garden Bed Techniques: 
BEDS SQUARE None 
BEDS LONG None 
Other Features: 
FENCES None 
STAKING OF CROPS None 
FALLOW CUT ONTO CROPS None 
SEASONAL MAIN CROPS None 
SEASONAL SEC'DARY CROPS None 
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Districts 1 Bialla Subsystem Extent  25 % 
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OTHER DOCUMENTATION 
Notes 
This subsystem is located on the volcanic ash plains surrounding Mt Ulawun. Gardens are usually made in previously 
unused forest that is being logged, particularly on the lower slopes of Mt Ulawun. Some tall woody regrowth is also 
used. 
 
The dominant form of land use is large, almost monocrop, taro gardens. Roadside edges are planted with cassava and 
sweet potato. Sweet potato is planted adjacent to this in a band and the sweet potato merges with the main taro gardens. 
It is possible that taro gardens are cleared and planted during the drier months (June-November), but no information is 
available. 
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System Summary 
Located in the eastern Baining Mountains of the Gazelle Peninsula of East New Britain; on a coastal strip from the 
Warangoi River, south to the Rak River (Owen Point); and on a coastal strip west from Masava Bay to Cape Lambert 
and south to Open Bay and the Pandi River in WNB. Fallow vegetation is tall woody regrowth, typically 10-15 years 
old. Fallow vegetation is cut, dried and burnt. Cassava, Chinese taro, sweet potato and taro are important crops; 
coconuts are used to cook most significant meals in coastal locations; bananas are also grown. The relative importance 
of these crops varies between locations. Only one planting is made before fallowing. Chinese taro is usually grown in 
separate gardens from other crops. Sweet potato and taro are grown in separate sections of gardens. Sweet potato is 
planted in very small mounds and sometimes in mounds up to 20 cm high. 
Extends across provincial border to System(s) 1806 
Altitude range (m) 0-600 Slope Steep (10-25 degrees) 
 
CROPS 
STAPLES DOMINANT None 
STAPLES SUBDOMINANT Cassava, Chinese taro, Coconut, Sweet potato, Taro (Colocasia) 
STAPLES PRESENT Banana, Cassava, Chinese taro, Coconut, Sweet potato, Taro (Colocasia) 
OTHER VEGETABLES Aibika, Choko tips, Corn, Ferns, Kumu musong, Lowland pitpit, Pumpkin tips, 
Tulip, Bean (snake) 
FRUITS Malay apple, Mango, Pawpaw, Sugarcane, Ton, Parartocarpus 
NUTS Breadfruit, Galip, Pao, Polynesian chestnut 
NARCOTICS Betel nut (lowland), Betel pepper (lowland), Tobacco 
 
FALLOW & CROPPING PERIOD 
FALLOW TYPE Tall woody regrowth 
SHORT FALLOW None 
LONG FALLOW PERIOD 5-15 years 
CROPPING PERIOD 1 planting 
R VALUE 9 (very low) 
GARDEN SEGREGATION 
GARDEN SEGREGATION Significant 
CROP SEGREGATION Minor 
CROP SEQUENCES None 
MIXED VEGETABLE GARDENS None 
HOUSEHOLD GARDENS None 
SOIL FERTILITY MAINTENANCE 
LEGUME ROTATION None 
PLANTED TREE FALLOW None 
COMPOST None 
ANIMAL MANURE None 
ISLAND BED None 
SILT FROM FLOOD None 
INORGANIC FERTILISER None 
CASH EARNING ACTIVITIES 
1  Cocoa Minor 
2  Coconuts Minor 
3  Fresh food Minor 
  
  
  
  
OTHER AGRONOMIC PRACTICES 
Water Management: 
DRAINAGE None 
IRRIGATION None 
Soil Management: 
PIGS PLACED IN GARDENS None 
BURN FALLOW VEGETATION Very significant 
TILLAGE None 
MECHANIZATION None 
DEEP HOLING None 
MULCHING None 
SOIL RETENTION BARRIERS None 
Mounding Techniques: 
VERY SMALL MOUNDS Significant 
SMALL MOUNDS Minor 
MOUNDS None 
LARGE MOUNDS None 
Garden Bed Techniques: 
BEDS SQUARE None 
BEDS LONG None 
Other Features: 
FENCES Minor 
STAKING OF CROPS None 
FALLOW CUT ONTO CROPS None 
SEASONAL MAIN CROPS None 
SEASONAL SEC'DARY CROPS Minor 
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 Districts 1 Bialla Subsystem Extent  100 % Area (sq km)  10 
 Population  165 Population density 17 persons/sq km Population absent  25 % 
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OTHER DOCUMENTATION 
Survey description 
In 1971 and 1972, walking traverses, with interviews and garden visits, from the western (Lassul) Baining Mountains 
to the north coast, throughout the eastern (Sinivit) Baining Mountains, and from the Warangoi River to Putput 
plantation. In June 1995, traverse on the Vudal-Vunapaladig-Lassul Bay road; interviews and garden visits at one 
village (1 day). In June 1995, road traverse from Toma patrol post to the Warangoi River and the east coast; interviews 
and garden visits at two villages (1 day). Interviews with villagers at Waterfall Bay (System 1804) and Ulamona 
mission area (System 1913) and with DPI staff based at Pomio and Open Bay. 
 
Boundary definition 
The western boundary with System 1913 (the Pandi River) was based on interviews in the Ulamona mission area and 
with DPI staff based at Open Bay. This system was distinguished from that in the western Baining Mountains (System 
1807) after extensive walking traverses throughout those mountains. The boundaries with System 1808 were based on 
road traverses from Vudal College to Lassul Bay, road traverses through the Warangoi and Sigute Settlement Schemes, 
and walking traverses through the eastern Baining Mountains. The boundary with System 1809 (Warangoi River) was 
determined from road traverses from Toma patrol post to Sumsum plantation on the east coast of the Gazelle Peninsula. 
The boundary with System 1804 was based on interviews in the Waterfall Bay area and at Palmalmal. 
 
Notes 
This system is distinguished from System 1913, where fallow periods are very short and cassava is the most important 
crop; from System 1807, where Chinese taro is the most important crop and there is little burning of fallow vegetation; 
from System 1808, 1809 and 1810, where land use is more intensive and bananas are the most important crop; and from 
System 1804, where sweet potato is the most important crop and there is very little cash cropping. 
 
Prior to the 1960s, taro was previously the most important crop throughout this system. It has been displaced by 
cassava, sweet potato and Chinese taro. The relative importance of the staple foods varies between locations. On the 
west coast of the Gazelle Peninsula (Cape Lambert to the Pandi River), cassava and sweet potato are the main food 
crops and taro is of minor importance; on the northern coast (Lassul Bay area), taro and Chinese taro are the most 
important crops, sweet potato is an important crop, cassava and bananas are minor crops; in the eastern (Sinivit) 
Baining Mountains, taro, Chinese taro and cassava are important crops, while sweet potato and bananas are minor 
crops; on the eastern coast of the Peninsula, sweet potato, cassava and Chinese taro are important crops, while taro, 
banana and yam (D. alata and D. esculenta) are minor crops; in the Wide Bay area, sweet potato and Chinese taro are 
more important than cassava, taro, banana and yam (D. alata and D. esculenta). 
 
Taro blight arrived in the Baining Mountains in 1957 and resulted in a major decline in taro cultivation. Taro continues 
to be important on the north coast Bainings, but Fajans (1985, 37) reports that yields have been reduced by the disease. 
In the western Baining Mountains (System 1807), Chinese taro has been adopted as a replacement for taro. Chinese taro 
is afflicted by a root rot in the Sinivit Baining Mountains. This disease has been present for many years. In the nearby 
coastal area, the disease was first noted only in 1991. 
 
Yam (D. alata and D. esculenta) are reasonably important crops from Waterfall Bay (in System 1804), along the coast 
to about Tol plantation (this system) and inland east of the Esis River (System 1805). Yam (D. esculenta) is usually 
grown on stakes and both species are planted in mounds 10-15 cm high. In the Wide Bay area, yams (D. alata and D. 
esculenta) are planted seasonally in separate gardens from other crops. Schneider (1954) reported that the Sulka people 
in the Wide Bay area planted 32 named types of yam (D. alata), more than 20 named types of yam (D. esculenta) and a 
number of other wild and cultivated yam species. 
 
Other minor foods include kangkong, valangur, self-sown karakap, amaranthus, taro leaves, golden apple, Pangium 
edule, Java almond and tulip seed. Coconuts are commonly used to cook food on the north coast (Lassul Bay area), but 
elsewhere this is less common. Both the flesh and seed of breadfruit are eaten. Choko tips are eaten in the mountains, 
but not in the coastal part of this system. 
 
The east coast of the Gazelle Peninsula receives a very high rainfall, with May-September being the wettest months. As 
elsewhere on the south coast of New Britain, this resulted in food shortages when taro was the most important food. 
When taro was unavailable, people ate other foods including breadfruit, Parartocarpus fruit and Polynesian chestnut. 
Cassava, Chinese taro and sweet potato are now available throughout the year and there is less dependence on these tree 
crops. 
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Notes continued 
In the eastern Gazelle Peninsula, people divide the year into a number seasons: the lowland pitpit harvesting period 
(January-February); the post-pitpit period when Polynesian chestnut is harvested and the weather is a mix of wet and 
less wet (March-May); the galip nut harvesting season and the wettest part of the year (June-August); and the drier 
period when breadfruit is harvested (September-December). Crops were previously not planted in the very wettest part 
of the year, known as 'kargingel' (about July). Since sweet potato, cassava and Chinese taro have displaced taro as the 
main crop, this restriction is no longer followed. 
 
Garden fences are rarely used in this system. This is in marked contrast with other locations on the New Britain south 
coast, including the adjacent system (System 1804) where stout fences are the norm. Villagers say that fences are not 
necessary where the coastal strip is narrow because wild pigs do not thrive on steep land. The abandoned coconut 
plantations elsewhere on the south coast provide abundant coconuts for wild pigs to eat. Thus pigs are common near 
abandoned plantations. 
 
People still hunt cassowaries, wild pigs and other game in the Sinivit Baining Mountains, but hunting is now 
uncommon in the coastal parts of the system. On the eastern coast of the Gazelle Peninsula, some people still trap fish, 
wild pigs, birds and flying foxes. 
 
Cocoa, copra and fresh food are the main cash crops with their significance varying between locations. Cocoa is most 
important on the Lassul Baining north coast and on the west coast of the Gazelle Peninsula as far south as Poinaku 
village (near Stockholm plantation). Significant areas of new plantings are still being established in these locations. In 
the Wide Bay area, cocoa is sold as far south as Milim village. Copra is the main source of cash income on the Gazelle 
Peninsula east coast and in the Wide Bay area. Here buffalo drawn carts are sometimes used to transport coconuts for 
processing. 
 
Some fresh food is sold from the north coast Bainings and the eastern (Sinivit) Bainings. Food is sold at Kokopo 
market and to workers at logging camps. Some betel nut is sold, particularly to timber workers in the Wide Bay area. 
Some tobacco is sold from the eastern Baining Mountains. Some people receive minor amounts of income from logging 
royalties. This is most significant in the Open Bay area. On the east coast, villagers purchased Sumsum plantation using 
timber royalty payments. Their landowner company was named 'Maden' (mad person) reflecting their ambiguity about 
allowing foreign contractors to log their forest. 
 
People in the eastern Baining Mountains participated in the Kivung cargo cult movement in the 1980s (Whitehouse 
1995). One of the effects of the cult was discouragement of agricultural work, which lead to a temporary decline in 
food production (pp 122, 161-162). To supplement the inadequate subsistence food supply, villagers sold cocoa and 
bought rice and tinned fish with the money. Eventually, people responded to the food shortage by investing 
considerable labour in clearing and planting new gardens. Sinivit Baining villagers, who also adhered to the Kivung 
beliefs, discouraged cash cropping believing that ritual instead would produce economic development. Those who did 
not participate in the movement, for example people in Suman village, emphasised cocoa production as the means to 
economic development (Whitehouse 1989; 1995). 
 
National Nutrition Survey 1982/83 
No villages from this system were included in the survey. 
 
Main References 
None. 
 
Other References 
Bourke, R.M. 1976 Food crop farming systems used on the Gazelle Peninsula of New Britain. In Willson, K. and R.M. 
Bourke (eds), 1975 Papua New Guinea Food Crops Conference Proceedings. Port Moresby, Department of Primary 
Industry, 81-100. 
Fajans, J. 1985 They make themselves: life cycle, domestic cycle and ritual among the Baining. PhD thesis, Stanford 
University, Stanford. 
Fajans, J. 1993 The alimentary structures of kinship: food and exchange among the Baining of Papua New Guinea. In 
Fajans, J. (ed), Exchanging Products: Producing Exchange. Sydney, University of Sydney, 59-75. 
Hesse, K. and T. Aerts 1982 Baining Life and Lore. Port Moresby, Institute of Papua New Guinea Studies. 
Laufer, P.C. 1965-67 Der Ackerbau der Baining. Leipzig Museum für Völkerkunde Jahrbuch 23, 7-25. 
Rohatynskyj, M. 1992 A study of minor ethnic groups in East New Britain. Unpublished report, Department of East 
New Britain, Rabaul. 
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Schneider, J. 1954 Über den Feldbau der Sulka auf Neubritannien. Anthropos 49, 276-289. 
Whitehouse, H. 1989 The oscillating equilibrium of production among the Mali Bainings. Research in Melanesia 13, 
62-67. 
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Press. 
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System Summary 
Located in the centre of New Britain in the Melkoi River, Mamusi Plateau and Torlu River areas, between Silanga 
mission on the north coast and Uvol mission on the south coast. Fallow vegetation is short woody regrowth, typically 8-
10 m tall and 3-10 years old. Some tall woody regrowth is also used. Fallow vegetation is cut, dried and burnt. The 
most important crops are taro and sweet potato, cassava is an important crop; other crops are Chinese taro and banana. 
Only one planting is made before fallowing. Sweet potato and taro are generally interplanted, but they are sometimes 
segregated within gardens or planted in separate gardens. Sweet potato is planted without mounding. Tree branches are 
laid around the contours, 4-5 m apart, to delineate plots within gardens and these have some soil retention effect. 
Extends across provincial border to System(s) 1803 
Altitude range (m) 300-1200 Slope Steep (10-25 degrees) 
 
CROPS 
STAPLES DOMINANT Sweet potato, Taro (Colocasia) 
STAPLES SUBDOMINANT Cassava 
STAPLES PRESENT Banana, Cassava, Chinese taro, Sweet potato, Taro (Colocasia) 
OTHER VEGETABLES Aibika, Amaranthus spp., Cabbage, Chinese cabbage, Corn, Ferns, Highland 
pitpit, Lowland pitpit, Spring onion, Karakap 
FRUITS Mango, Orange, Sugarcane, Ton 
NUTS Breadfruit 
NARCOTICS Betel nut (highland), Betel nut (lowland), Betel pepper (lowland), Tobacco 
 
FALLOW & CROPPING PERIOD 
FALLOW TYPE Short woody regrowth 
SHORT FALLOW None 
LONG FALLOW PERIOD 5-15 years 
CROPPING PERIOD 1 planting 
R VALUE 9 (very low) 
GARDEN SEGREGATION 
GARDEN SEGREGATION Minor 
CROP SEGREGATION Minor 
CROP SEQUENCES None 
MIXED VEGETABLE GARDENS None 
HOUSEHOLD GARDENS None 
SOIL FERTILITY MAINTENANCE 
LEGUME ROTATION None 
PLANTED TREE FALLOW None 
COMPOST None 
ANIMAL MANURE None 
ISLAND BED None 
SILT FROM FLOOD None 
INORGANIC FERTILISER None 
CASH EARNING ACTIVITIES 
1  Tobacco Minor 
  
  
  
  
  
  
OTHER AGRONOMIC PRACTICES 
Water Management: 
DRAINAGE None 
IRRIGATION None 
Soil Management: 
PIGS PLACED IN GARDENS None 
BURN FALLOW VEGETATION Very significant 
TILLAGE None 
MECHANIZATION None 
DEEP HOLING None 
MULCHING None 
SOIL RETENTION BARRIERS Significant 
Mounding Techniques: 
VERY SMALL MOUNDS None 
SMALL MOUNDS None 
MOUNDS None 
LARGE MOUNDS None 
Garden Bed Techniques: 
BEDS SQUARE None 
BEDS LONG None 
Other Features: 
FENCES Minor 
STAKING OF CROPS None 
FALLOW CUT ONTO CROPS None 
SEASONAL MAIN CROPS None 
SEASONAL SEC'DARY CROPS None 
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 Districts 1 Bialla Subsystem Extent  100 % Area (sq km)  84 
 Population  1,474 Population density 18 persons/sq km Population absent  9 % 
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OTHER DOCUMENTATION 
Survey description 
In July 1995, helicopter flight from Kimbe to Worali village (in the Melkoi River area) and Pelin village (Mamusi 
Plateau); discussions and garden visits (half day). Road traverse from Kimbe to Salelubu DPI station, garden visits and 
discussions in Umu village (1 day). 
 
Boundary definition 
The boundaries with Systems 1911 and 1908/1802 were taken as the 300 m contour. This was based on a walking 
traverse in the vicinity of Umu village for the northern boundary, and interviews with villagers in the Uvol mission area 
for the southern boundary. This system was distinguished from System 1907/1801 to the west and System 1805 to the 
east following visits to other inland locations. The boundaries with 1917 are those of the Land Settlement Scheme. 
 
Notes 
Agriculture here is distinctive for a number of reasons. The first is the short woody regrowth fallow vegetation and 
relatively short fallow periods. The extensive use of plot markers laid around the slopes is also characteristic. 
Vegetables are common in gardens and are often planted in ash, where the fallow vegetation was burnt. The paucity of 
fruit and nut trees also contrasts with the nearby lowlands. In the rugged Melkoi River area, there are extensive areas of 
forest on very steep slopes which are not used for food gardens. The gardens are located on less steep slopes where the 
vegetation is short woody regrowth. 
 
Taro is more important than sweet potato at lower altitude locations (300-600 m) in the northern and southern parts of 
this system. Sweet potato is more important above an altitude of 600 m. Minor foods include snake bean, kumu musong 
leaves, watercress and pumpkin tips. At lower altitudes, minor foods include valangur, kangkong, Malay apple, guava, 
galip, Polynesian chestnut, Pangium edule and coconut. Breadfruit is commonly eaten in lower altitude parts of the 
system. An unidentified nut, possibly Elaeocarpus pullenii, is eaten at higher altitude locations. 
 
Logs and branches are laid around the slope 4-5 m apart. Villagers say that these are only to delineate plots within 
gardens, not to reduce soil erosion. However, some soil build-up occurs on the upper side of the barriers and soil 
erosion reduction is probably an unintended benefit. 
 
In 1953-54, some people moved from this system to Silanga (System 1911) on the north coast plain (van Rijswijck 
1966). The migration was initiated by the Catholic mission. Motives for the move were both religious and a desire for 
cash cropping, initially with cocoa. Up to 1959, cash crops tried without success were coconuts, peanuts, rice and sweet 
potato. Between 1958 and 1964, cocoa became the main cash crop. Spontaneous migration also occurred from inland 
locations to the Uasilau area, where cocoa production was established (van Rijswijck 1966). 
 
Cash income is very limited. Some tobacco is sold on the north and south coasts. A few men work as labourers on oil 
palm settlement blocks in the Silanga area on the north coast. In the north of the system, some people in three villages 
use this system for food production and have oil palm and a little cocoa below 300 m in System 1911. Small quantities 
of cardamom are sold from some villages south of Salelubu DPI station. 
 
National Nutrition Survey 1982/83 
38 families from 2 villages were asked in September 1982 or February 1983 what they had eaten the previous day. 84 
per cent reported eating sweet potato, 63 per cent coconut, 42 per cent taro, 18 per cent Chinese taro, 16 per cent 
cassava, 3 per cent yam and none banana or sago. 42 per cent reported eating rice. None reported eating fresh fish. This 
is similar to the crop pattern, except for the somewhat higher than expected consumption of coconut and Chinese taro. 
 
Main References 
None. 
 
Other References 
van Rijswijck, O. 1966 The Silanga resettlement project. New Guinea Research Bulletin No. 10, Australian National 
University, Port Moresby and Canberra. 
WS Atkins International-Touche Ross Services 1984 Pomio-Bainings area study, East New Britain Province. Draft 
final report.
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System Summary 
Located on the Buvussi, Galai, Kapore, Kavui, Sarakolok and Tamba Land Settlement Schemes southeast of Kimbe; on 
the Kavugara Land Settlement Scheme on the Willaumez Peninsula; and on the Tabai Rikau Land Settlement Scheme 
southeast of Hoskins township. Two subsystems are distinguished on the basis of fallow type and length. This 
subsystem occupies an estimated 80 per cent of garden area. Fallow vegetation is short woody regrowth, typically 3-5 
years old, but as short as 18 months. Fallow vegetation is usually cut, dried and burnt. Chinese taro, banana and sweet 
potato are important crops; other crops are cassava, taro and yam (D. alata and D. esculenta). Generally, only one 
planting is made before fallowing. Some second plantings are made, especially after yam and taro crops, and where 
peanuts and sweet potato are grown in a rotation. Sweet potato, Chinese taro, taro and yam are usually planted in 
separate sections in gardens. 
Extends across provincial border to System(s) None 
Altitude range (m) 0-150 Slope Gentle (2-10 degrees) 
 
CROPS 
STAPLES DOMINANT None 
STAPLES SUBDOMINANT Banana, Chinese taro, Sweet potato 
STAPLES PRESENT Banana, Cassava, Chinese taro, Sweet potato, Taro (Colocasia), Yam (D. alata), 
Yam (D. esculenta) 
OTHER VEGETABLES Aibika, Amaranthus spp., Corn, Kumu musong, Lowland pitpit, Peanuts, Pumpkin 
tips, Bean (snake), Karakap, Tomato 
FRUITS Malay apple, Mango, Pawpaw, Pineapple, Sugarcane, Ton, Watermelon, Guava 
NUTS Breadfruit, Coconut, Pao 
NARCOTICS Betel nut (lowland), Betel pepper (lowland), Tobacco 
 
FALLOW & CROPPING PERIOD 
FALLOW TYPE Short woody regrowth 
SHORT FALLOW Minor 
LONG FALLOW PERIOD 1-4 years 
CROPPING PERIOD 1 planting 
R VALUE 25 (low) 
GARDEN SEGREGATION 
GARDEN SEGREGATION Minor 
CROP SEGREGATION Significant 
CROP SEQUENCES Minor 
MIXED VEGETABLE GARDENS None 
HOUSEHOLD GARDENS Minor 
SOIL FERTILITY MAINTENANCE 
LEGUME ROTATION Minor 
PLANTED TREE FALLOW None 
COMPOST None 
ANIMAL MANURE None 
ISLAND BED None 
SILT FROM FLOOD None 
INORGANIC FERTILISER None 
CASH EARNING ACTIVITIES 
1  Oil Palm Very significant 
2  Fresh food Significant 
3  Betel nut Minor 
4  Cocoa Minor 
5  Tobacco Minor 
  
  
OTHER AGRONOMIC PRACTICES 
Water Management: 
DRAINAGE None 
IRRIGATION None 
Soil Management: 
PIGS PLACED IN GARDENS None 
BURN FALLOW VEGETATION Significant 
TILLAGE None 
MECHANIZATION None 
DEEP HOLING None 
MULCHING None 
SOIL RETENTION BARRIERS None 
Mounding Techniques: 
VERY SMALL MOUNDS None 
SMALL MOUNDS Minor 
MOUNDS None 
LARGE MOUNDS None 
Garden Bed Techniques: 
BEDS SQUARE None 
BEDS LONG None 
Other Features: 
FENCES None 
STAKING OF CROPS Minor 
FALLOW CUT ONTO CROPS None 
SEASONAL MAIN CROPS None 
SEASONAL SEC'DARY CROPS None 
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 Districts 2 Kimbe Subsystem Extent  75 % Area (sq km)  178 
 Population  12,052 Population density 68 persons/sq km Population absent  0 % 
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OTHER DOCUMENTATION 
Survey description 
In October 1972, garden visits and interviews in the Kavui, Buvussi, Kapore and Sarakolok subdivisions (3 days). In 
July 1995, interviews and garden visits on 12 settlement blocks in the Kavui and Sarakolok subdivisions (2 half days). 
 
Boundary definition 
The system boundaries are those of the Land Settlement Schemes. 
 
Notes 
This system is restricted to blocks in land settlement schemes in the Stettin Bay area on the New Britain north coast. 
There are seven subdivisions, established between 1968 and 1972, primarily to grow oil palm. The Kauvagara 
subdivision is currently abandoned because of land disputes with the original landowners. Settlers come from Chimbu 
Province, the Gazelle Peninsula of East New Britain, East and West Sepik Province, Morobe Province and elsewhere in 
PNG, including the Bali-Witu Island group off New Britain. The Dagi cocoa and coconut land settlement scheme is 
also included in the system. This was established in the early 1960s and was settled by people suffering from land 
pressure in the Bali-Witu Island group and the Gazelle Peninsula. 
 
Settlement blocks are 6.3-9.3 ha in area. They are divided into three sections. The first two sections of 2-2.5 ha were 
planted with oil palm and the third was devoted to food gardens and fallow land. Because of their very rapid growth, 
palms are poisoned about 20 years after planting. The third portion of the block is planted with oil palm prior to those 
in the first third being poisoned. Food gardens are then restricted to smaller areas on the block not planted with oil 
palm; or gardens are established on the first portion where the oldest palms have been poisoned (Subsystem 2). 
 
There is considerable variation in the fallow type, crop rotations and food crops amongst block holders. People from 
East and West Sepik Provinces grow most of the yams (D. esculenta). Settlers from the Highlands region, mostly from 
Chimbu Province, grow significantly more sweet potato that other settlers. Tolai people tend to have larger banana 
blocks. Minor foods eaten include winged bean, oenanthe, tulip leaves, cucumber, choko, spring onion, ginger, ferns, 
valangur, avocado, marita pandanus, limes, carambola and soursop. 
 
Chinese taro gardens are sometimes planted on steep sides of gullies. According to Benjamin and Wapi (1982, 170), 
sweet potato is commonly followed by a second sweet potato planting or a crop of peanuts interplanted with corn. 
Sweet potato or Chinese taro are sometimes planted after taro and yam crops have been harvested. There are some 
household gardens containing crops such as aibika, tulip, pineapple, watermelon and banana. Yam (D. esculenta), snake 
bean and sugarcane tend to be grown on stakes. Sweet potato and yams are occasionally planted in mounds. 
 
Changes in land use on the settlement blocks have been documented in a series of studies over the last 25 years. In 
October 1972, Bourke (1972) surveyed 16 gardens on four subdivisions, 1-4 years after blocks were first settled. Food 
gardens were then located on small areas adjacent to vehicle roads or at the back of blocks. Gardens followed 
previously unused forest or tall woody regrowth. Chinese taro, sweet potato and taro were the most important crops. 
 
In August-October 1975, Benjamin (1977a; 1977b) surveyed food gardens on 10 per cent of all settlement blocks. She 
recorded the average garden area as 0.42 ha/block or 0.058 ha/person/year. She calculated average fallow lengths 
would become 6-9 years for larger blocks and 4-6 years for the smaller blocks, when the entire back section of blocks 
had been used for gardening once. The main crops grown were sweet potato, particularly by settlers from Chimbu and 
Morobe Provinces (average of 0.123 ha/block); Chinese taro (0.086 ha/block); taro (0.060 ha/block); peanuts, 
particularly by Chimbu settlers (0.055 ha/block); and yam (D. alata and D. esculenta), mainly by Sepik settlers (0.048 
ha/block). A second survey, a few months later by female Vudal Agricultural College students, recorded similar 
findings with an average garden area of 0.49 ha/block or 0.066 ha/person/year (Benjamin 1977a; 1977b). 
 
By 1980 the oldest palms were becoming too tall to harvest easily and the back portions of blocks were planted with oil 
palm seedlings (Benjamin and Wapi 1982, 173-174). People were encouraged to interplant oil palm seedlings with food 
crops (Benjamin and Wapi 1982), a reversal of the policy that prevailed in the earlier years of the scheme (Bourke 
1972). When the newly planted palms started bearing, the original ones were poisoned and food gardens located 
amongst the dead palms. After a further period, the palms in the middle portion of the block are poisoned and food 
gardens located there. Thus, land use is rotated between the three sections of each block with food gardens located 
amongst recently killed palms or newly planted seedlings. On larger blocks, gardens are more likely to be located on 
the remaining land not devoted to oil palm. 
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Notes continued 
Oil palm is the main source of cash income and household incomes are amongst the highest for rural people in PNG. 
Significant amounts of fresh food are sold. Some income is derived from betel nut. Tobacco is sold, particularly by 
settlers from the Sepik provinces. Settlers on the Dagi scheme produce cocoa and some copra. 
 
The presence of large number of settlers in the Hoskins-Kimbe area has influenced food markets. Benjamin (1985) 
surveyed four food markets in February, March and June 1977. She found that local villagers were the main suppliers 
of coconuts, betel nut, meat, shellfish and fish; whereas the settlers were the major suppliers of root crops, vegetables, 
fruit and nuts. People from different parts of PNG concentrated more on certain food crops, for example Tolai settlers 
sold more bananas, Chinese taro and peanuts than any other group. 
 
Adamson et al. (1984, 124-130) surveyed settlers in the Kapore subdivision in 1982. They concluded that income from 
marketing food provided 42 per cent of mean household income and oil palm provided 58 per cent. Oil palm prices 
were very low in 1982. The proportion of income from oil palm will vary with the oil palm price. 
 
National Nutrition Survey 1982/83 
No villages from this system were included in the survey. 
 
Main References 
Benjamin, C. 1977a A survey of food gardens in the Hoskins Oil Palm Scheme. Papua New Guinea Agricultural 
Journal 28, 2-4, 57-71. 
Benjamin, C. and I. Wapi 1982 Subsistence gardening on the Hoskins Oil Palm Scheme. In Bourke, R.M. and V. 
Kesavan (eds), Proceedings of the Second Papua New Guinea Food Crops Conference: Part One. Port Moresby, 
Department of Primary Industry, 168-175. 
 
Other References 
Adamson, E., L. Fett, A. Huntsman and G. Scarlett 1984 West Nakanai (Kimbe) Oil Palm Scheme, Papua New Guinea: 
social, economic and environmental aspects. Environmental Report No. 20, Graduate School of Environmental Science, 
Monash University, Melbourne. 
Benjamin, C. 1977b Implications of further cash cropping on the settlement blocks of the Hoskins Oil Palm Scheme. In 
Enyi, B.A.C. and T. Varghese (eds), Agriculture in the Tropics. Port Moresby, University of Papua New Guinea, 46-53. 
Benjamin, C. 1985 Some food market influences of a large-scale small-holder development in the West New Britain 
area of Papua New Guinea. Papua New Guinea Journal of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 33, 3-4, 133-141. 
Bourke, R.M. 1972 Food crop survey - West New Britain. Unpublished report, Lowland Agricultural Experiment 
Station, Department of Primary Industry, Keravat. 
Grieve, R.B. 1986 The oil palm industry of Papua New Guinea. Australian Geographer 17, 72-76. 
Hulme, D. 1983 An economic appraisal of the Hoskins Oil Palm Scheme. Australian Geographer 15, 330-334. 
Landell Mills 1991 Smallholder Oil Palm Productivity Study (ADB TA No. 790-PNG). Port Moresby, Department of 
Agriculture and Livestock. 
Ploeg, A. 1972 Sociological aspects of Kapore settlement. In, Hoskins Development: the role of oil palm and timber. 
New Guinea Research Bulletin No. 49. Port Moresby and Canberra, Australian National University, 21-118. 
Shamsuddin, N. 1977 An analysis of labour supply and productivity in the oil palm industry: a case study of the Cape 
Hoskins Settlement Scheme, Papua New Guinea. Master of Agricultural Development Economics thesis, Australian 
National University, Canberra. 
Shand, R.T. and W.F. Straatmans 1972 Activity patterns of oil palm smallholders. In, Hoskins Development: the role of 
oil palm and timber. New Guinea Research Bulletin No. 49. Port Moresby and Canberra, Australian National 
University, 119-152. 
Zijsvelt, M.F.W. 1977 Soil survey and land use potential of the Kapiura-Dagi area, West New Britain, Papua New 
Guinea. Research Bulletin No. 19, Department of Primary Industry, Port Moresby. 
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System Summary 
This subsystem occupies an estimated 20 per cent of garden area. Mature oil palms, about 20 years old, are poisoned 
and food gardens are established. After the garden phase, the area is replanted to oil palm. Palm fronds and other trash 
are usually burnt. Chinese taro, banana and sweet potato are important crops; other crops are cassava, taro and yam (D. 
alata and D. esculenta). Generally, only one planting is made before fallowing, but sometimes a second planting is 
made. Sweet potato, Chinese taro and yam (D. esculenta) are usually planted in separate sections of gardens. 
Extends across provincial border to System(s) None 
Altitude range (m) 0-150 Slope Gentle (2-10 degrees) 
 
CROPS 
STAPLES DOMINANT None 
STAPLES SUBDOMINANT Banana, Chinese taro, Sweet potato 
STAPLES PRESENT Banana, Cassava, Chinese taro, Sweet potato, Taro (Colocasia), Yam (D. alata), 
Yam (D. esculenta) 
OTHER VEGETABLES Aibika, Amaranthus spp., Corn, Kumu musong, Lowland pitpit, Peanuts, Pumpkin 
tips, Bean (snake), Karakap, Tomato 
FRUITS Malay apple, Mango, Pawpaw, Pineapple, Sugarcane, Ton, Watermelon, Guava 
NUTS Breadfruit, Coconut, Okari, Pao 
NARCOTICS Betel nut (lowland), Betel pepper (lowland), Tobacco 
 
FALLOW & CROPPING PERIOD 
FALLOW TYPE Tall woody regrowth 
SHORT FALLOW Minor 
LONG FALLOW PERIOD >15 years 
CROPPING PERIOD 1 planting 
R VALUE 5 (very low) 
GARDEN SEGREGATION 
GARDEN SEGREGATION None 
CROP SEGREGATION Significant 
CROP SEQUENCES Minor 
MIXED VEGETABLE GARDENS None 
HOUSEHOLD GARDENS Minor 
SOIL FERTILITY MAINTENANCE 
LEGUME ROTATION Minor 
PLANTED TREE FALLOW None 
COMPOST None 
ANIMAL MANURE None 
ISLAND BED None 
SILT FROM FLOOD None 
INORGANIC FERTILISER None 
CASH EARNING ACTIVITIES 
1  Oil Palm Very significant 
2  Fresh food Significant 
3  Betel nut Minor 
4  Cocoa Minor 
5  Tobacco Minor 
  
  
OTHER AGRONOMIC PRACTICES 
Water Management: 
DRAINAGE None 
IRRIGATION None 
Soil Management: 
PIGS PLACED IN GARDENS None 
BURN FALLOW VEGETATION Significant 
TILLAGE None 
MECHANIZATION None 
DEEP HOLING None 
MULCHING None 
SOIL RETENTION BARRIERS None 
Mounding Techniques: 
VERY SMALL MOUNDS None 
SMALL MOUNDS Minor 
MOUNDS None 
LARGE MOUNDS None 
Garden Bed Techniques: 
BEDS SQUARE None 
BEDS LONG None 
Other Features: 
FENCES None 
STAKING OF CROPS Minor 
FALLOW CUT ONTO CROPS None 
SEASONAL MAIN CROPS None 
SEASONAL SEC'DARY CROPS None 
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OTHER DOCUMENTATION 
Notes 
The fallow in this system are mature oil palms, about 20 years old, which have been poisoned. Gardens are established 
between the poisoned palms, with some land left under a weedy fallow for a further 1-3 years. There is some minor 
usage of ammonium chloride and ammonium sulphate fertiliser on mature oil palms, and presumably there is some 
residual effect on food crop growth. 
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System Summary 
Located on the Balima, Wilelo, Tiauru, Lalopo, Silanga, Uasilau, Salelubu/Malasi and Mamota Land Settlement 
Schemes in the Bialla-Kapiura area. Settlement blocks are usually divided into three sections, each approximately 2 ha 
in area. Two sections are planted with oil palm and the third is devoted to food gardens. Fallow vegetation is short 
woody regrowth, 1-3 years old. Fallow vegetation is usually cut, dried and burnt. Sweet potato, Chinese taro and 
banana are important crops; other crops are cassava, taro and yam (D. alata and D. esculenta). Generally, only one 
planting is made before fallowing, but after taro crops, Chinese taro and banana may be replanted. Taro, Chinese taro, 
yam and peanuts are usually planted in separate sections of gardens. Sweet potato and yams are planted in small 
mounds. 
Extends across provincial border to System(s) None 
Altitude range (m) 0-200 Slope Flat (<2 degrees) 
 
CROPS 
STAPLES DOMINANT None 
STAPLES SUBDOMINANT Banana, Chinese taro, Sweet potato 
STAPLES PRESENT Banana, Cassava, Chinese taro, Sweet potato, Taro (Colocasia), Yam (D. alata), 
Yam (D. esculenta) 
OTHER VEGETABLES Aibika, Corn, Ferns, Kumu musong, Lowland pitpit, Pumpkin tips, Tulip, 
Valangur, Bean (snake), Tomato 
FRUITS Malay apple, Mango, Marita pandanus, Pawpaw, Pineapple, Sugarcane, Ton, 
Guava 
NUTS Breadfruit, Coconut, Pao 
NARCOTICS Betel nut (lowland), Betel pepper (lowland), Tobacco 
 
FALLOW & CROPPING PERIOD 
FALLOW TYPE Short woody regrowth 
SHORT FALLOW Minor 
LONG FALLOW PERIOD 1-4 years 
CROPPING PERIOD 1 planting 
R VALUE 25 (low) 
GARDEN SEGREGATION 
GARDEN SEGREGATION Minor 
CROP SEGREGATION Significant 
CROP SEQUENCES Minor 
MIXED VEGETABLE GARDENS None 
HOUSEHOLD GARDENS Minor 
SOIL FERTILITY MAINTENANCE 
LEGUME ROTATION Minor 
PLANTED TREE FALLOW None 
COMPOST None 
ANIMAL MANURE None 
ISLAND BED None 
SILT FROM FLOOD None 
INORGANIC FERTILISER None 
CASH EARNING ACTIVITIES 
1  Oil Palm Very significant 
2  Fresh food Significant 
  
  
  
  
  
OTHER AGRONOMIC PRACTICES 
Water Management: 
DRAINAGE None 
IRRIGATION None 
Soil Management: 
PIGS PLACED IN GARDENS None 
BURN FALLOW VEGETATION Significant 
TILLAGE None 
MECHANIZATION None 
DEEP HOLING None 
MULCHING None 
SOIL RETENTION BARRIERS None 
Mounding Techniques: 
VERY SMALL MOUNDS None 
SMALL MOUNDS Significant 
MOUNDS None 
LARGE MOUNDS None 
Garden Bed Techniques: 
BEDS SQUARE None 
BEDS LONG Minor 
Other Features: 
FENCES None 
STAKING OF CROPS Minor 
FALLOW CUT ONTO CROPS None 
SEASONAL MAIN CROPS None 
SEASONAL SEC'DARY CROPS Minor 
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 Districts 1 Bialla Subsystem Extent  100 % Area (sq km)  193 
 Population  0 Population density 0 persons/sq km Population absent  0 % 
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OTHER DOCUMENTATION 
Survey description 
In June 1995, road traverses through the Tiauru, Silanga, Mamota, Lalopo, Balima and Wilelo Land Settlement 
Schemes, interviews and garden visits on 11 blocks (2 half days). 
 
Boundary definition 
The system boundaries are those of the land settlement schemes. Boundaries were drawn from generalised maps. They 
are less accurate than the boundaries between agricultural and non-agricultural land which are from Saunders' (1993) 
interpretation of 1972-73 aerial photographs. 
 
Notes 
This agricultural system falls between that used on the newly established Kabaia and Soi Land Settlement Schemes 
(System 1918), and that used on the long established schemes in the Stettin Bay area (System 1916). This system will 
continue to change until it resembles System 1916, where the back portions of settlement blocks are planted with oil 
palm and some food gardens are made after mature palms have been poisoned. This is likely to commence in 3-5 years 
on some of the subdivisions. No population has been assigned to this system because the Land Settlement Schemes 
were not established during the 1980 census. 
 
Food gardens are mostly made on the 2-2.5 ha portions at the back of the blocks. There is some minor interplanting of 
food crops with mature oil palm, particularly of kumu musong and pineapple. On some blocks, the back one-third have 
now been planted with oil palm seedlings. 
 
Some settlers are concerned about declining soil fertility because of short fallow periods. Cropping systems are variable 
depending on the origin of the settlers. Most (85 per cent) in the Mamota, Silanga, Uasilau and Salelubu/Malasi 
subdivision are local people. Some of these people migrated there from inland locations in the 1950s (van Rijswijck 
1966). In the Tiauru, Wilelo and Balima subdivisions, only 10 per cent of settlers are WNB people, but many of the 
others are the adult children of earlier migrants to WNB. 
 
Minor foods include ginger, Alocasia taro (Tolai blocks), lime, avocado and tulip seed. Some separate gardens are 
made for peanuts, and Chinese taro gardens are sometimes made on steep slopes of gullies. Banana and Chinese taro 
may occasionally be planted after taro or yams have been harvested. Minor use is made of peanuts grown in rotation 
with other crops, particularly by Tolai settlers. Yam (D. alata) are planted seasonally in about June. Yam and snake 
bean are grown on stakes about 2 m tall. Peanuts are occasionally planted in long drained beds. 
 
Oil palm is the major source of cash income and settlers' income is very high by rural PNG standards. Sale of fresh food 
is also a significant income source. At the end of 1995, the total area of settler and village oil palm in the Bialla area 
(Systems 1917 and 1918) was 8700 ha, with 2650 households growing oil palm (Daipo 1995). Diapo reported that, 
between 1981 and 1994, settlers and villagers produced 876,000 tonnes of oil palm bunches with a gross value of about 
K17.5 million. 
 
National Nutrition Survey 1982/83 
No villages from this system were included in the survey. 
 
Main References 
None. 
 
Other References 
Daipo, R. 1995 A brief report on Bialla Smallholder Oil Palm Scheme and OPIC - extension services. Unpublished 
report, Oil Palm Industry Corporation, Bialla. 
Grieve, R.B. 1986 The oil palm industry of Papua New Guinea. Australian Geographer 17, 72-76. 
Landell Mills 1991 Smallholder Oil Palm Productivity Study (ADB TA No. 790-PNG). Port Moresby, Department of 
Agriculture and Livestock. 
van Rijswijck, O. 1966 The Silanga resettlement project. New Guinea Research Bulletin No. 10, Australian National 
University, Port Moresby and Canberra. 
Zijsvelt, M.F.W. and D.A. Torlach 1975 Soil survey and land use potential of the Ala-Kapiura area, West New Britain, 
Papua New Guinea. Research Bulletin No. 17, Department of Agriculture, Stock and Fisheries, Port Moresby.
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System Summary 
Located on the recently settled Kabaia and Soi Land Settlement Schemes, northeast of Bialla station. Settlement blocks 
are usually divided into three sections, each approximately 2 ha in area. Two sections are planted with oil palm and the 
third is devoted to food gardens. Fallow vegetation of previously unused forest is cut, dried and burnt. Sweet potato, 
taro, Chinese taro and banana are important crops; other crops are cassava and yam (D. alata and D. esculenta). 
Generally, only one planting is made before fallowing. Taro, Chinese taro, yam, sweet potato and peanuts are usually 
planted in separate sections of gardens. 
Extends across provincial border to System(s) None 
Altitude range (m) 0-200 Slope Flat (<2 degrees) 
 
CROPS 
STAPLES DOMINANT None 
STAPLES SUBDOMINANT Banana, Chinese taro, Sweet potato, Taro (Colocasia) 
STAPLES PRESENT Banana, Cassava, Chinese taro, Sweet potato, Taro (Colocasia), Yam (D. alata), 
Yam (D. esculenta) 
OTHER VEGETABLES Aibika, Amaranthus spp., Corn, Lowland pitpit, Peanuts, Pumpkin tips, Valangur, 
Bean (snake), Karakap, Tomato 
FRUITS Mango, Pawpaw, Pineapple, Sugarcane, Watermelon, Guava 
NUTS Breadfruit, Coconut, Pao 
NARCOTICS Betel nut (lowland), Betel pepper (lowland), Tobacco 
 
FALLOW & CROPPING PERIOD 
FALLOW TYPE Forest 
SHORT FALLOW None 
LONG FALLOW PERIOD >15 years 
CROPPING PERIOD 1 planting 
R VALUE 5 (very low) 
GARDEN SEGREGATION 
GARDEN SEGREGATION None 
CROP SEGREGATION Significant 
CROP SEQUENCES None 
MIXED VEGETABLE GARDENS None 
HOUSEHOLD GARDENS Minor 
SOIL FERTILITY MAINTENANCE 
LEGUME ROTATION None 
PLANTED TREE FALLOW None 
COMPOST None 
ANIMAL MANURE None 
ISLAND BED None 
SILT FROM FLOOD None 
INORGANIC FERTILISER None 
CASH EARNING ACTIVITIES 
1  Oil Palm Very significant 
2  Fresh food Minor 
  
  
  
  
  
OTHER AGRONOMIC PRACTICES 
Water Management: 
DRAINAGE None 
IRRIGATION None 
Soil Management: 
PIGS PLACED IN GARDENS None 
BURN FALLOW VEGETATION Very significant 
TILLAGE None 
MECHANIZATION None 
DEEP HOLING None 
MULCHING None 
SOIL RETENTION BARRIERS None 
Mounding Techniques: 
VERY SMALL MOUNDS None 
SMALL MOUNDS Minor 
MOUNDS None 
LARGE MOUNDS None 
Garden Bed Techniques: 
BEDS SQUARE None 
BEDS LONG None 
Other Features: 
FENCES None 
STAKING OF CROPS Minor 
FALLOW CUT ONTO CROPS None 
SEASONAL MAIN CROPS None 
SEASONAL SEC'DARY CROPS None 
PROVINCE 19 West New Britain AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM No.  18 Subsystem No. 1 of 1 
 
 Districts 1 Bialla Subsystem Extent  100 % Area (sq km)  75 
 Population  0 Population density 0 persons/sq km Population absent  0 % 
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OTHER DOCUMENTATION 
Survey description 
In July 1995, a road traverse through the Soi and Kabaia Land Settlement Schemes and visits to six blocks (half day). 
 
Boundary definition 
The system boundaries are those of the land settlement schemes. Boundaries were drawn from generalised maps. They 
are less accurate than the boundaries between agricultural and non-agricultural land which are from Saunders' (1993) 
interpretation of 1972-73 aerial photographs. 
 
Notes 
The system is used on newly settled oil palm blocks. It closely resembles the system used on land settlement schemes 
elsewhere in WNB in their early development, such as those in the Stettin Bay area in the early 1970s (System 1916). 
In the future, the system is likely to change until it resembles System 1917 and eventually System 1916. 
 
No population has been assigned to this system because the Land Settlement Schemes were not established during the 
1980 census. 
 
These subdivisions were fully occupied in 1995. They probably will be the last land settlement schemes on the north 
coast of New Britain, because all significant areas of alienated land are now fully taken up. All settlers originate from 
WNB Province (28 per cent) or are the adult children of migrants who took up blocks elsewhere in WNB from 1968 
onwards (72 per cent) (Daipo 1995). 
 
Cropping systems are variable depending on the origin of settlers. Minor foods include ginger, cucumber, spring onion, 
kumu musong, granadilla and limes. Very occasionally, sweet potato is planted after yams have been harvested; and 
occasionally, peanuts are planted after other crops. Some people make household gardens containing aibika, cassava, 
pineapple and other crops. Yam, snake bean and sugarcane are grown on stakes; sweet potato is occasionally grown in 
small mounds. 
 
Oil palm is the major source of cash income and some fresh food is sold. 
 
National Nutrition Survey 1982/83 
No villages from this system were included in the survey. 
 
Main References 
None. 
 
Other References 
Daipo, R. 1995 A brief report on Bialla Smallholder Oil Palm Scheme and OPIC - extension services. Unpublished 
report, Oil Palm Industry Corporation, Bialla. 
Grieve, R.B. 1986 The oil palm industry of Papua New Guinea. Australian Geographer 17, 72-76. 
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4. AGRICULTURAL SYSTEMS:  MAPS 
 
The maps show the location of the Agricultural Systems identified in the Province and selected 
important characteristics of the systems.  Where subsystems exist within an Agricultural System, 
the maps display information from the first subsystem only.  Subsequent subsystem information is 
not displayed, but it is available in the text summaries.  For crop combinations, cash income 
activities, population density and population absent, the maps show information for the entire 
system.  A note in the key on the Agricultural Systems map lists the systems in which subsystems 
occur.  Maps can be produced from computer files at any scale down to 1:500 000. 
 
The following notes explain the classes used on the maps. 
 
 Map title Notes 
 
1. Agricultural Systems Boundaries and identification numbers 
(eg. 1 = System 1401).  See key for 
subsystem occurrences. 
  
2. Fallow vegetation The vegetation cleared from garden sites 
at the beginning of a new period of 
cultivation (8 classes). 
  
3. Long fallow period An estimate of the length of time land is 
left fallow before it is cultivated again (4 
classes). 
  
4. Number of plantings before fallow The number of times staple crops are 
planted in the main gardens before those 
gardens are returned to a long fallow (5 
classes). 
  
5. Intensity of land use Ratio of the cropping period (estimated 
from the number of plantings) to the 
length of the complete cultivation cycle, 
ie. cropping period plus fallow  period  (4 
classes based on Ruthenberg's R factor)1. 
 Very low:    (R < 10) 
 Low:           (R = 10 - 32) 
 Medium:     (R = 33 - 66) 
 High:          (R > 66).  
  
6. Crop combinations Combinations of the most important 
(dominant staple) and important 
(subdominant staple) crops in this 
Province. 
                                                          
1  R  = (Number of years of cultivation x 100) / (Number of years of cultivation + Number of years of long fallow),  
(Ruthenberg 1980, 15) 
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 Map title Notes 
 
7. Garden and crop segregation Separation of crops into different gardens or 
into different plots within a garden (4 
classes).  A combination of Fields 28 and 29. 
For both fields, 'nil' and 'minor or 
insignificant' are defined as 'absent'; and 
'significant' and 'very significant' as 'present'. 
Classes are: both absent = 'No segregation'; 
garden segregation present only = 'Garden 
segregation'; crop segregation present only = 
'Crop segregation'; both present = 'Garden 
and crop segregation'. 
  
8. Soil fertility maintenance The presence or absence of the following: 
legume rotation, planted tree fallow, 
composting and mulching.  For all features, 
'nil' and 'minor or insignificant' are defined 
as 'absent'; and 'significant' and 'very 
significant' as 'present'. 
  
9. Soil tillage The use of tillage in the preparation of land 
for cultivation (4 classes). 
  
10. Fallow clearing practices A combination of the practices of burning 
fallow vegetation before planting, and 
cutting down fallows onto crops after 
planting.  For both features, 'none' and 'minor 
or insignificant' are defined as 'absent'; and 
'significant' and 'very significant' as 'present' 
(3 classes). 
  
11. Soil mounds and beds A combination of measures of significance 
for mounds and beds: Medium and large 
mounds are classed together as 'large 
mounds'.  Square and long beds are classed 
together as 'beds'.  Very small mounds are 
excluded.  Absent = 'none' and 'minor or 
insignificant' for all mounds and beds.  
Present = 'significant' and 'very significant' 
for all mounds and beds (6 classes). 
  
12. Water management techniques The presence or absence of the following: 
drainage, irrigation and soil retention 
barriers.  For all features, 'nil' and 'minor or 
insignificant' are defined as 'absent'; and 
'significant' and 'very significant' as 'present'  
(4 classes). 
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 Map title Notes 
 
13. Cash income activities Combinations of cash earning activities 
specific to this province.  For all activities, 'nil' 
and 'minor or insignificant' are defined as 
'absent'; and 'significant' and 'very significant' 
as 'present'. 
  
14. Seasonality of the main food 
      crops 
Whether the dominant staple (most important) 
crops and the subdominant staple (important) 
are planted at about the same time each year. 
'Nil' and 'minor or insignificant' are defined as 
'absent'; and 'significant' and 'very significant' 
as 'present' (2 classes). 
  
15. Population density Persons per square kilometre, based on the 
1980 National Population Census and the area 
occupied by the System (6 classes).  'Not 
applicable' refers to Systems where there are 
no census points. 
  
16. Population absent The proportion of the 'total' population listed 
in the 1979 Provincial Data System Rural 
Community Register as being 'absent 6 
months or more' from the Census Unit  (5 
classes).  'Not applicable' refers to Systems 
where either there are no census points, or 
where the PDS data do not distinguish 
between the 'total' and 'resident' populations.  
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5.  AGRICULTURAL SYSTEMS: DATA LISTING BY CODES 
 
The following tables list all of the information contained within the database in coded form.  
The codes are contained in Section 2, Database Structure, Definitions and Codes.
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AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM DATA LISTING - CODES        Province:  19  West New Britain 
 
System Sub No. of Subsys Same sys Districts Census Divisions 
 sys subsys extent oth prov   
 
KEY 
Subsys Subsystem 
Same sys Same system in 
oth prov other province 
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1901 1 1 4  3 09 
1902 1 1 4  2-3-4 04-05-07-08-09-10 
1903 1 1 4  3-4 07-10 
1904 1 1 4  4 10 
1905 1 1 4  4 10-11-12 
1906 1 1 4  4 13-14 
1907 1 1 4 1801 2-4 03-12-14 
1908 1 1 4 1802 4 12 
1909 1 1 4  2 06 
1910 1 1 4  2 04 
1911 1 1 4  1-2 01-02-03-04 
1912 1 1 4  2 03 
1913 1 2 3  1 01 
1913 2 2 1  1  
1914 1 1 4 1806 1 01 
1915 1 1 4 1803 1 02 
1916 1 2 3  2  
1916 2 2 1  2  
1917 1 1 4  1  
1918 1 1 4  1 
AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM DATA LISTING - CODES        Province:  19  West New Britain 
 
System Sub Area Population Altitude range m Slope Fallows 
 sys km2 Total Abs Den Low High  Veg Sht Per 
 
KEY 
Subsys Subsystem 
Area km2 Area of System 
Population  Fallows 
Total Resident population 1980 Veg Type of Fallow vegetation 
Abs Absent population (%) Sht Short fallows 
Den Population density (persons/km2) Per Long fallow period 
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1901 1 33 1130 21 34 0 200 1 5 0 3 
1902 1 690 9189 19 13 0 400 2 5 0 3 
1903 1 886 2117 23 2 0 600 2 5 0 3 
1904 1 11 1066 22 97 0 40 1 3 0 1 
1905 1 386 7367 18 19 0 150 2 5 0 2 
1906 1 1161 5016 18 4 0 400 2 5 0 3 
1907 1 1384 2087 9 2 50 600 2 5 0 3 
1908 1 58 1093 5 19 0 300 2 5 0 2 
1909 1 73 8017 12 110 0 300 2 4 0 1 
1910 1 183 4794 18 26 0 300 2 5 0 2 
1911 1 269 8061 9 30 0 300 1 5 0 2 
1912 1 95 5582 14 59 0 300 1 4 0 2 
1913 1 52 1352 26 26 0 300 1 4 0 1 
1913 2 0 0 0 0 0 300 1 6 0 3 
1914 1 10 165 25 17 0 600 3 5 0 2 
1915 1 84 1474 9 18 300 1200 3 4 0 2 
1916 1 178 12052 0 68 0 150 2 4 1 1 
1916 2 0 0 0 0 0 150 2 5 1 3 
1917 1 193 0 0 0 0 200 1 4 1 1 
1918 1 75 0 0 0 0 200 1 6 0 3 
AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM DATA LISTING - CODES        Province:  19  West New Britain 
 
System Sub Staple crops Narcotic 
 sys Most import Important Present crops 
 
KEY 
Subsys Subsystem 
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1901 1 04-11 06-13-15 02-04-05-06-11-13-14-15 2-4-5 
1902 1 11 04-06-13 02-04-05-06-09-11-13 2-4-5 
1903 1 00 04-11-13 02-04-05-11-13 2-4-5 
1904 1 11 04-06-13 02-04-05-06-11-13-14 2-4-5 
1905 1 11 04-05-06-13 02-04-05-06-11-13 2-4-5 
1906 1 11-13 04 02-04-05-11-13-14-19 2-4-5 
1907 1 13 04-11 02-04-05-11-13-14 2-4-5 
1908 1 00 04-06-11-13 02-04-06-11-13-14 2-4-5 
1909 1 00 02-04-05-06-11 02-04-05-06-11-13-14-15-19 2-4-5 
1910 1 04-05 06-11-13 02-04-05-06-11-13 2-4 
1911 1 00 04-05-06-11-13 02-04-05-06-09-11-13 2-4-5 
1912 1 04 06-11-13 02-04-05-06-11-12-13 2-4-5 
1913 1 04 06-11 02-04-05-06-09-11-13 2-4 
1913 2 13 06 02-04-06-11-13 2-4 
1914 1 00 04-05-06-11-13 02-04-05-06-11-13 2-4-5 
1915 1 11-13 04 02-04-05-11-13 1-2-4-5 
1916 1 00 02-05-11 02-04-05-11-13-14-15 2-4-5 
1916 2 00 02-05-11 02-04-05-11-13-14-15 2-4-5 
1917 1 00 02-05-11 02-04-05-11-13-14-15 2-4-5 
1918 1 00 02-05-11-13 02-04-05-11-13-14-15 2-4-5 
AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM DATA LISTING - CODES        Province:  19  West New Britain 
 
System Sub Vegetable crops Fruit crops Nut crops 
 sys    
 
KEY 
Subsys Subsystem 
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1901 1 01-09-14-16-21-37 05-07-12-13-15-16-17-26 01-06-07-11-15 
1902 1 01-09-10-11-15-16-21-30-37 05-07-12-13-15-16-26 01-06-07-11-15 
1903 1 01-02-07-09-11-15-16-21-30-37 05-07-12-13-15-16-26 01-04-06-10-11 
1904 1 01-02-09-10-11-15-21-27-30-37 05-07-09-12-13-15-17-23 01-06-07-12-15 
1905 1 01-02-09-11-14-15-16-21-30-37 05-07-12-13-15-16-26-27 01-06-07-11-15 
1906 1 01-02-09-10-11-15-16-21-30-37 05-07-12-15-16-17-26 01-04-06-11-15 
1907 1 01-02-09-10-11-13-15-16-21-30 05-07-12-15-16-26 01-04-06-11 
1908 1 01-09-10-11-15-16-23-24-27-30 04-05-07-12-15-17-26 01-06-07-12-15 
1909 1 01-02-09-11-15-16-21-24-27-37 05-07-09-12-13-15-16-26 01-06-07-12-15 
1910 1 01-10-11-15-16-21-24-30-37 05-07-12-15-23-26 01-06-07-12-15 
1911 1 01-09-11-15-16-21-23-24-30-37 05-07-12-15-16-23-26-27 01-06-07-15 
1912 1 01-02-09-11-15-16-21-24-30-37 05-07-12-15-20-23-26-27 01-06-07-15 
1913 1 01-10-11-15-16-19-24-30-31-37 05-07-12-15-16-23-26-27 01-06-07-15 
1913 2 11-37-44 05-07-12-15-16-23-26-27 01-04-06-07-15 
1914 1 01-08-09-11-15-16-21-23-27 05-07-12-15-16-26 01-06-12-15 
1915 1 01-02-06-07-09-11-13-16-28-37 07-09-15-16 01 
1916 1 01-02-09-15-16-19-21-27-37-44 05-07-12-13-15-16-17-23 01-04-12 
1916 2 01-02-09-15-16-19-21-27-37-44 05-07-12-13-15-16-17-23 01-04-10-12 
1917 1 01-09-11-15-16-21-23-24-27-44 05-07-08-12-13-15-16-23 01-04-12 
1918 1 01-02-09-16-19-21-24-27-37-44 07-12-13-15-17-23 01-04-12 
AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM DATA LISTING - CODES        Province:  19  West New Britain 
 
System Sub Segregation Crop Gard types Soil fertility maintenance techniques 
 sys Gar Crp Seq Mix H’ld Leg Tre Com Man Isl Sil Fer 
 
KEY 
Subsys Subsystem 
Segregation  Soil fertility maintenance 
techniques 
Gar Garden Leg Legume rotation 
Crp Crop Tre Planted tree fallow 
  Com Compost 
Crop seq Crop sequences Man Animal manure 
  Isl Island bed 
Gard types Garden types Sil Silt from floods 
Mix Mixed vegetable gardens Fer Inorganic fertilizer 
H'ld Household gardens 
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1901 1 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1902 1 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1903 1 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1904 1 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1905 1 1 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1906 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1907 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1908 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1909 1 1 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1910 1 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1911 1 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1912 1 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1913 1 1 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1913 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1914 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1915 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1916 1 1 2 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1916 2 0 2 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1917 1 1 2 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1918 1 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM DATA LISTING - CODES        
Province:  19  West New Britain 
 
System Sub Management techniques 
 sys Water Soil Fallow Other 
  Irr Drn Pig Till Hol Bar Mul Mec Brn Cut Fen Stk 
 
KEY 
Subsys Subsystem 
Management techniques 
Water management Fallow management 
Irr Irrigation Brn Burning of cut vegetation 
Drn Drainage Cut Fallow cut onto crops 
Soil management Other 
Pig Pigs placed in gardens Fen Fencing 
Till Tillage Stk Staking of crops 
Hol Deep holing (for yams) 
Bar Soil retention 
Mul Mulching 
Mec Mechanized soil tillage 
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1901 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 2 1 
1902 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 2 0 
1903 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 2 0 
1904 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 1 
1905 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 
1906 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 0 
1907 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 2 0 
1908 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 
1909 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 1 1 
1910 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 
1911 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 
1912 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 
1913 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 0 
1913 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 
1914 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 0 
1915 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 1 0 
1916 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 
1916 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 
1917 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 
1918 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 1 
AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM DATA LISTING - CODES        Province:  19  West New Britain 
 
System Sub Management techniques Crop planting Cropping R value 
 sys Soil mounds Garden beds seasonality intensity  
  Vsm Sm Md Lge Sq Lg Maj Min   
 
KEY 
Subsys Subsystem 
Management techniques 
Soil mounds  Garden beds 
Vsm Very small Sq Square 
Sm Small Lg Long 
Md Medium Crop planting seasonality 
Lge Large Maj Dominant 
  Min Other crops 
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1901 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 9 
1902 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 5 
1903 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 5 
1904 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 40 
1905 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 9 
1906 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 5 
1907 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 5 
1908 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 9 
1909 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 40 
1910 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 17 
1911 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 9 
1912 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 9 
1913 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 25 
1913 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 5 
1914 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 9 
1915 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 9 
1916 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 25 
1916 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 5 
1917 1 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 25 
1918 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 5 
AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM DATA LISTING - CODES         
Province:  19  West New Britain 
 
System Sub Cash income sources 
 sys An Bet Crd Cat Chi Coc Cnt CfA CfR Crc Fwd Fsh 
 
KEY 
Subsys Subsystem 
Cash Income Sources 
An Animal skins Chi Chillie CfR Coffee Robusta 
Bet Betel nut Coc Cocoa Crc Crocodile 
Crd Cardamom Cnt Coconut Fwd Firewood 
Cat Cattle CfA Coffee Arabica Fsh Fish 
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1901 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
1902 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
1903 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1904 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
1905 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1906 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1907 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1908 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1909 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 3 0 0 0 0 1 
1910 1 0 2 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 
1911 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 
1912 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 
1913 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 
1913 2 0 1 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 
1914 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
1915 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1916 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1916 2 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1917 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1918 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM DATA LISTING - CODES         
Province:  19  West New Britain 
 
System Sub Cash income sources 
 sys Fod Op Pot Pyr Ric Rub Shp Tea Tob Ot1 Ot2 
 
KEY 
Subsys Subsystem 
Cash Income Sources 
Fod Fresh food Ric Rice  Tob Tobacco 
Op Oil Palm Rub Rubber Ot1 Other 1 
Pot Potato Shp Sheep Ot2 Other 2 
Pyr Pyrethrum Tea Tea 
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1901 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1902 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1903 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
1904 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1905 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1906 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
1907 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
1908 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1909 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1910 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
1911 1 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1912 1 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
1913 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1913 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1914 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1915 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
1916 1 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
1916 2 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
1917 1 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1918 1 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM DATA LISTING - CODES        Province:  19  West New Britain 
 
System Sub Survey 1 Survey 2 Survey 3 
 sys Date Period Sv Sv Date Period Sv Sv Date Period Sv Sv 
  mth  yr yrs tp in mth  yr yrs tp in mth  yr yrs tp in 
 
KEY 
Subsys Subsystem ABH B.J. Allen/R.M. Bourke/R.L. Hide 
Sv tp Survey type A/H B.J. Allen/R.L. Hide 
Sv in Surveyor initials B/H R.M. Bourke/S. Heai 
  B/N R.M. Bourke/T. Nen 
  L/N M.P. Levett/L. Nama 
  RLH R.L. Hide 
  RMB R.M. Bourke 
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1901 1 11  84 -    2 RLH 02  90 -    2 A/H 05  93 -    2 RMB 
1902 1 11  84 -    2 RLH 02  90 -    3 ABH 05  93 -    4 RMB 
1903 1 02  90 -    3 RMB 05  93 -    3 RMB -  - -    -  
1904 1 02  90 -    3 RMB 05  93 -    3 RMB -  - -    -  
1905 1 02  90 -    3 RMB 05  93 -    3 RMB 06  95 -    2 RMB 
1906 1 11  84 -    2 RLH 02  90 -    3 RMB 05  93 -    3 RMB 
1907 1 02  90 -    3 RLH 06  95 -    3 RMB -  - -    -  
1908 1 06  95 -    3 B/H -  - -    -  -  - -    -  
1909 1 11  84 -    3 RLH 06  95 -    3 B/N -  - -    -  
1910 1 07  95 -    3 B/N -  - -    -  -  - -    -  
1911 1 07  95 -    3 B/N -  - -    -  -  - -    -  
1912 1 11  84 -    3 RLH 07  95 -    3 B/N -  - -    -  
1913 1 06  95 -    2 L/N 07  95 -    2 B/N -  - -    -  
1913 2 06  95 -    2 L/N 07  95 -    2 B/N -  - -    -  
1914 1 -  - 1971-72 4 RMB 06  95 -    3 RMB -  - -    -  
1915 1 07  95 -    3 RMB -  - -    -  -  - -    -  
1916 1 10  72 -    3 RMB 07  95 -    3 L/N -  - -    -  
1916 2 10  72 -    3 RMB 07  95 -    3 L/N -  - -    -  
1917 1 06  95 -    3 L/N -  - -    -  -  - -    -  
1918 1 07  95 -    2 L/N -  - -    -  -  - -    -  
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6.  LISTINGS OF RURAL VILLAGES (CENSUS UNITS) 
INDEXED TO AGRICULTURAL SYSTEMS 
 
All rural village Census Units in the 1980 National Population Census which are 
locatable on either the 1980 or 1990 Census Maps are assigned to an Agricultural 
System.  The village name, National Population Census identification codes 
(Province, District, Census Division, Census Unit), population and Agricultural 
System number for each village is held as a single record in a population database 
(AGPOP).  District and Census Division codes for this Province are listed in 
Appendix A.2. 
 
This section provides three different listings from that database of rural villages 
indexed by Agricultural Systems: 
 
6.1 Rural villages listed in census order (District, Census Division). 
 
6.2 Rural villages listed in alphabetical order. 
 
6.3 Rural villages listed by Agricultural System number (alphabetically within 
agricultural systems) with PNGRIS Resource Mapping Unit (RMU) numbers. 
 
Abbreviations used are: 
 
Dist District name and number (see Appendix A.2) 
Div Census Division number (see Appendix A.2) 
Population 1980 National Population Census count of population in a Unit 
RMU Provincial Resource Mapping Unit number (PNGRIS) 
System Agricultural System number 
Village Census Unit name 
Unit Census Unit number 
 112 
 
6.1  RURAL VILLAGES WITH AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM NUMBERS IN CENSUS ORDER 
Province: 19 West New Britain 
 
 Village Population System Village Population System 
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DISTRICT 1 Bialla 
Division 1 East Nakanai 
 1 APUPULU 114 1911 
 2 BAIA 165 1914 
 3 BAIKAKEA 133 1911 
 4 BUBU 154 1911 
 5 EWASSE 328 1911 
 6 GIGIPUNA 83 1911 
 7 GOMU 244 1911 
 8 MATILILIU 389 1911 
 9 MATAURURU 71 1911 
 10 NANTAMBU 66 1913 
 11 NUAU 303 1913 
 12 POIPOI 155 1913 
 13 POTOU 266 1913 
 14 UBILI 562 1913 
Division 2 Central Nakanai 
 1 BABATA 299 1915 
 2 BAGELA 44 1915 
 3 BIBISI 60 1915 
 4 ELOBE 113 1911 
 5 GAIKEKE 77 1911 
 6 KAI 87 1911 
 7 KAIAMU 167 1911 
 8 KAILONA 97 1915 
 9 OLD KIAVA 67 1911 
 10 KILOLO 118 1911 
 11 KISILUVI 172 1911 
 12 KOROVASI 146 1911 
 13 KOTOU 255 1911 
 14 KUKULA 86 1911 
 15 LIGITE 210 1911 
 16 LOA 171 1911 
 17 MALASI 228 1911 
 18 MARAPU 207 1911 
 19 MOVAI 84 1915 
 20 MULUSI 159 1915 
 21 PARAGA 119 1911 
 22 PASUSU 62 1911 
 23 ROKU 169 1911 
 24 SALE 122 1911 
 25 SEGE 138 1911 
 26 SIPA 166 1915 
 27 SISIMI 54 1911 
 29 SULU 43 1911 
 30 TAROBI 160 1911 
 31 UASILAU 323 1915 
 32 UMU 242 1915 
 
DISTRICT 2 Kimbe 
Division 3 West Nakanai 
 1 BANAULE 387 1911 
 2 BULUMA 688 1911 
 3 GALILO 504 1912 
 4 GALOALE 370 1912 
 5 GAONGO 147 1911 
 6 GAVAIVA 354 1912 
 7 GAVUVU 214 1912 
 8 GOSLEMI 32 1911 
 9 GULE 222 1912 
 10 KOLOLO 157 1912 
 11 KASSIA 386 1912 
 12 KAVUTU 128 1912 
 13 KARAPI 383 1912 
 14 KOIMUMU 304 1912 
 15 KWALAKESSI 348 1912 
 16 LAVEGE 149 1911 
 17 MAI 572 1911 
 18 MAKASILI 189 1912 
 20 MOSA 291 1911 
 21 MUNGU 37 1911 
 22 PORAPORA/KALU 208 1912 
 23 RAPURI 193 1912 
 24 RIKAU 260 1912 
 25 SAMPANTABIL 71 1907 
 26 UBAI 332 1911 
 27 UMOA 102 1907 
 28 VALOKA 416 1912 
 29 VAVUA 425 1912 
 30 VOVOSI 245 1912 
 31 WAISSISI 276 1912 
 32 YANGAURA 30 1911 
 502 BUVUSSI S'MNT 2466 1916 
 503 DAMI RES'MNT 285 1916 
 504 GALAI 1&2 RES'MNT 1534 1916 
 506 KAPORE RES'MNT 1316 1916 
 507 KAVUI S'MNT 1901 1916 
 509 LAVILELO RES'MNT 103 1916 
 513 SARAKOLOK S'MNT & R1687 1916 
 514 TABAI RIKAU S'MNT 220 1916 
 515 TAMBA S'MNT 1138 1916 
Division 4 Bola 
 1 BAMBA 232 1911 
 2 BAGUM 202 1910 
 3 BOLA 217 1910 
 4 BULUDAWA 179 1910 
 5 BULUMURI 273 1910 
 6 BULUWARA 143 1910 
 7 DAMI 325 1910 
 8 DIRE 220 1910 
 9 GANEBOKU 294 1910 
 10 GARILE 262 1910 
 11 GARU 175 1910 
 12 KAMBILI 194 1910 
 13 KANDOKA 157 1902 
 14 KILU 339 1910 
 15 KOMARAKI 186 1910 
 16 KULUNGI 205 1911 
 17 KUMAVAVO 81 1910 
 18 LIAPO 195 1910 
 19 MINDA 100 1910 
 20 MOROKEA 312 1911 
 21 PANGALU 1&2 345 1910 
 22 PATANGA 225 1910 
 23 RUANGO 160 1911 
 24 VALUPAI 155 1910 
6.1  RURAL VILLAGES WITH AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM NUMBERS IN CENSUS ORDER 
Province: 19 West New Britain 
 
 Village Population System Village Population System 
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 25 WAROU 475 1910 
 26 WAGANAKAI 209 1910 
Division 5 Kombe 
 1 GUHI 286 1902 
 2 KALAPIAI 292 1902 
 3 KAPO 246 1902 
 4 KOU 232 1902 
 5 MULIANGANI 188 1902 
 6 NUKAKAU 214 1902 
 7 NUKUHU 34 1902 
 8 NUTANAVUA 303 1902 
 9 POI-MAKATI 304 1902 
 10 RANGIHI 80 1902 
 11 SUMALANI 153 1902 
 12 TALANGONI 172 1902 
 13 TARAUA 127 1902 
 14 VESSE 166 1902 
 15 WOGEWOGE 117 1902 
Division 6 Bali-Witu 
 1 BALAGORI 1 395 1909 
 2 BALAGORI 2 423 1909 
 3 GORU 214 1909 
 4 KARRAMATA 116 1909 
 5 KOREI 137 1909 
 6 KUMBU 212 1909 
 7 KUMBURI 1 448 1909 
 8 KUMBURI 2 493 1909 
 9 KURAVU 186 1909 
 10 LAMA 188 1909 
 11 LAMBE 372 1909 
 12 MAKIRI 312 1909 
 13 MALANGTE 464 1909 
 14 MANOPO 446 1909 
 15 MATAPUPURU 222 1909 
 16 NDOLI 134 1909 
 18 PALINANGAKUBU 482 1909 
 19 PENATA 675 1909 
 20 PENATABOTONG 470 1909 
 21 PENATE-KETINEAVE 427 1909 
 22 POT POT 122 1909 
 24 RUKAMBOROKO 314 1909 
 25 SILENGE 150 1909 
 26 TAMANGONE 367 1909 
 27 WIDU 248 1909 
Division 4  Bola 
 403 PANGALU SETTLEMENT125 1916 
 404 BULU SETTLEMENT 105 1916 
 505 KAVUGARA ST'N/RIVER1172 1916 
 
DISTRICT 3 Gloucester 
Division 7 Kaliai 
 1 AIKON 115 1903 
 2 ANGAL 139 1903 
 3 ARUMIGI 115 1902 
 4 BAGAI 91 1903 
 5 BATIULING 116 1903 
 6 BOLO 133 1903 
 7 BULAWATNE 66 1903 
 8 DENGA 80 1902 
 9 GELEI 47 1902 
 10 GIGINA 150 1903 
 11 GILAU 126 1902 
 12 GOGOLA 46 1902 
 13 KANDOKA 317 1902 
 14 KARAIAI 75 1902 
 15 KETENGE 239 1902 
 16 KWAKO 74 1903 
 17 LAUBORE 237 1902 
 18 MOKUKLI 62 1903 
 19 MOLUOR 206 1903 
 20 MOROU 97 1903 
 21 PURELING 160 1902 
 22 ROBOS 219 1903 
 23 SALKE 170 1903 
 24 TALIWAGA 109 1903 
 25 TAMUNIAI 146 1902 
 26 TAVELIAI 151 1902 
 27 UPMADUNG 80 1903 
Division 8 Bariai 
 1 AKONGA 161 1902 
 2 ALAIDO 96 1902 
 3 BAMBAK 80 1902 
 4 GURISSI 102 1902 
 5 KOKOPO 201 1902 
 6 MALASONGNO 48 1902 
 7 MAREKA 41 1902 
 8 NAMARAMANGA 46 1902 
 9 SIAMATAI 49 1902 
Division 9 Kilengi Lollo 
 1 AIMAGA 114 1902 
 2 AIMOLA 120 1902 
 3 AIPATE 91 1902 
 4 AIRAGILPUA 137 1902 
 5 AISEGA 143 1902 
 6 AISILMAPUA 127 1902 
 7 ALIAPUA 53 1902 
 8 ARARAU 90 1902 
 9 AUMO 219 1902 
 10 GARIMATE 91 1902 
 11 GIE 123 1902 
 12 GILINIT 149 1902 
 13 GILVA 83 1902 
 14 KAKUMO 59 1902 
 15 LAUT 90 1902 
 16 MANGAILAPUA 48 1902 
 17 NAMATOTO 68 1902 
 18 NATAMU 90 1902 
 19 NEKAROP 97 1902 
 20 NIAPAUR 67 1902 
 21 ONGAIA 302 1901 
 22 ORELMO 37 1902 
 23 PALILI 52 1902 
 24 POTNE 292 1901 
 25 POTPOTPUA 114 1902 
 26 RELMEN 96 1902 
 27 ROVATA 106 1902 
6.1  RURAL VILLAGES WITH AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM NUMBERS IN CENSUS ORDER 
Province: 19 West New Britain 
 
 Village Population System Village Population System 
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 28 SAGSAG 101 1902 
 29 SIKAL 57 1902 
 30 SILIMATE 116 1902 
 31 TAUALI 200 1901 
 32 ULIMAINGE 167 1901 
 33 URA 30 1902 
 34 WALAWALAPUA 87 1902 
 35 WARIMO 169 1901 
 36 WITNARI 112 1902 
 
DISTRICT 4 Kandrian 
Division 10 Arawe 
 1 ANEPMETE 122 1902 
 3 BENIM 130 1903 
 4 BOROWAI 62 1903 
 5 DEMGALU 208 1905 
 6 EKREK 142 1905 
 7 IUNGPUN 101 1902 
 8 KAUPTAMETE 101 1904 
 9 KUMBUN 259 1904 
 10 LUPON 187 1905 
 11 MAKLO 133 1904 
 12 MESELIA 190 1905 
 13 MOLO 100 1902 
 14 PALINGMETE 311 1904 
 15 RENGLEMETE 52 1902 
 16 SAUREN 213 1902 
 18 UWILAITNO 66 1903 
 19 WAKO 256 1905 
 20 WINGURU 262 1904 
 21 WORO 32 1903 
Division 11 Kandrian Coastal 
 1 AIS 186 1905 
 2 AKINUM 96 1905 
 3 ALIMBIT 100 1905 
 4 AMBUNGI 91 1905 
 5 AMGORENG 105 1905 
 6 ANALO 62 1905 
 7 APUGI 287 1905 
 8 ASEPSEP 166 1905 
 9 AVIKLO 396 1905 
 10 BUPON 91 1905 
 11 HUAVI 169 1905 
 12 IUMIELO 154 1905 
 13 KALAMLO 110 1905 
 14 KURIL 74 1905 
 15 MURIEN 282 1905 
 16 OKUR 200 1905 
 17 POI'EK 63 1905 
 18 RENGRENG 48 1905 
 19 SAPULO 98 1905 
 20 SARA 211 1905 
 21 WASUM 258 1905 
Division 12 Gasmata 
 1 ABLINGI 271 1905 
 2 AIVET 210 1905 
 3 AKAM 167 1905 
 4 AKIWOK 151 1905 
 5 AKUKU 69 1907 
 6 AKUR 132 1905 
 7 AMI 102 1905 
 8 AMIO 338 1908 
 9 ANARO 124 1905 
 10 ARINGRING 108 1905 
 11 ATUI 243 1908 
 12 ATUO 141 1905 
 13 AU 89 1905 
 14 AVIAHAIN 56 1905 
 15 AVIO 178 1905 
 16 AVIRIN 84 1905 
 17 GETMATA 59 1905 
 18 KALAGEN 221 1905 
 19 KASKAS 224 1908 
 20 KAVENG 114 1905 
 21 LULAKEVI 92 1905 
 23 MAI-IEO 81 1905 
 24 MELEI 178 1908 
 25 MELENGLO 241 1905 
 26 NGATI 10 1905 
 27 PARIWA 87 1907 
 28 PARONGA 49 1905 
 29 PENLOLO 110 1908 
 30 SINGILNA 116 1905 
 31 WAKIS 91 1905 
 32 ZEBU 138 1905 
 33 ZITUS 112 1905 
Division 13 Gimi-Rauto 
 1 AIWO 96 1906 
 2 ASLINGPUN 81 1906 
 3 AUDI 36 1906 
 4 AIKU 100 1906 
 5 AWANGLO 185 1906 
 6 ESELI 293 1906 
 7 GIRING 122 1906 
 8 HUALIL 47 1906 
 9 IAKAS 67 1906 
 10 I'IGI 118 1906 
 11 IPUK 267 1906 
 12 KULWANGO 170 1906 
 13 LAIAMA 228 1906 
 14 LANGARUM 95 1906 
 15 LAHURING 98 1906 
 16 LUALU 102 1906 
 17 MAKLONGMERANG 50 1906 
 18 MANG 149 1906 
 19 MOLO 149 1906 
 20 MOLOPUN 73 1906 
 21 NAMAKLONGLONG 106 1906 
 22 PANGAI 92 1906 
 23 PAPSA 96 1906 
 24 PAUNG 120 1906 
 25 PINIR 83 1906 
 26 SABDIDI 81 1906 
 27 SELENG 79 1906 
 28 TEKAMAP 78 1906 
 29 TEKARAPNA 81 1906 
6.1  RURAL VILLAGES WITH AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM NUMBERS IN CENSUS ORDER 
Province: 19 West New Britain 
 
 Village Population System Village Population System 
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 30 UMUS 71 1906 
 31 URIN 297 1906 
Division 14 Passismanua 
 1 AKA 104 1906 
 2 AKIULI 41 1906 
 3 ALIWO 62 1906 
 4 AMA 94 1907 
 5 AMUNSONG 129 1906 
 6 ANGELEK 171 1906 
 7 ARHI 120 1906 
 8 ASIAM 45 1907 
 9 AURE 82 1906 
 10 AU 111 1906 
 11 AWAT 68 1907 
 12 DULAGO 47 1907 
 13 GISAMOLO 130 1906 
 14 HULEM 97 1907 
 15 IOMBON 122 1907 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 16 KAREKDEK 64 1907 
 17 LAKUNGKUNG 117 1907 
 18 LAPALAM 118 1907 
 19 MAUM 48 1906 
 20 MIHAK 112 1907 
 21 MOI-IA 150 1907 
 22 POMALAL 63 1907 
 23 POMUGU 141 1906 
 24 PONGUAL 35 1907 
 25 SAIHI 153 1907 
 26 SANGKIAP 79 1907 
 27 SEIAGIT 48 1907 
 28 SENEMSI 133 1906 
 29 SIMIMLA 34 1906 
 30 TINHANG 75 1907 
 31 UMBI 84 1907 
 32 UTKIHU 90 1907 
 33 UTKUMBU 97 1907 
6.2  RURAL VILLAGES WITH AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM NUMBERS IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER 
Province:  19 West New Britain 
 
Village Dist Div Unit System Village Dist Div  Unit System 
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ABLINGI 4 12 1 1905 
AIKON 3 7 1 1903 
AIKU 4 13 4 1906 
AIMAGA 3 9 1 1902 
AIMOLA 3 9 2 1902 
AIPATE 3 9 3 1902 
AIRAGILPUA 3 9 4 1902 
AIS 4 11 1 1905 
AISEGA 3 9 5 1902 
AISILMAPUA 3 9 6 1902 
AIVET 4 12 2 1905 
AIWO 4 13 1 1906 
AKA 4 14 1 1906 
AKAM 4 12 3 1905 
AKINUM 4 11 2 1905 
AKIULI 4 14 2 1906 
AKIWOK 4 12 4 1905 
AKONGA 3 8 1 1902 
AKUKU 4 12 5 1907 
AKUR 4 12 6 1905 
ALAIDO 3 8 2 1902 
ALIAPUA 3 9 7 1902 
ALIMBIT 4 11 3 1905 
ALIWO 4 14 3 1906 
AMA 4 14 4 1907 
AMBUNGI 4 11 4 1905 
AMGORENG 4 11 5 1905 
AMI 4 12 7 1905 
AMIO 4 12 8 1908 
AMUNSONG 4 14 5 1906 
ANALO 4 11 6 1905 
ANARO 4 12 9 1905 
ANEPMETE 4 10 1 1902 
ANGAL 3 7 2 1903 
ANGELEK 4 14 6 1906 
APUGI 4 11 7 1905 
APUPULU 1 1 1 1911 
ARARAU 3 9 8 1902 
ARHI 4 14 7 1906 
ARINGRING 4 12 10 1905 
ARUMIGI 3 7 3 1902 
ASEPSEP 4 11 8 1905 
ASIAM 4 14 8 1907 
ASLINGPUN 4 13 2 1906 
ATUI 4 12 11 1908 
ATUO 4 12 12 1905 
AU 4 12 13 1905 
AU 4 14 10 1906 
AUDI 4 13 3 1906 
AUMO 3 9 9 1902 
AURE 4 14 9 1906 
AVIAHAIN 4 12 14 1905 
AVIKLO 4 11 9 1905 
AVIO 4 12 15 1905 
AVIRIN 4 12 16 1905 
AWANGLO 4 13 5 1906 
AWAT 4 14 11 1907 
 
BABATA 1 2 1 1915 
BAGAI 3 7 4 1903 
BAGELA 1 2 2 1915 
BAGUM 2 4 2 1910 
BAIA 1 1 2 1914 
BAIKAKEA 1 1 3 1911 
BALAGORI 1 2 6 1 1909 
BALAGORI 2 2 6 2 1909 
BAMBA 2 4 1 1911 
BAMBAK 3 8 3 1902 
BANAULE 2 3 1 1911 
BATIULING 3 7 5 1903 
BENIM 4 10 3 1903 
BIBISI 1 2 3 1915 
BOLA 2 4 3 1910 
BOLO 3 7 6 1903 
BOROWAI 4 10 4 1903 
BUBU 1 1 4 1911 
BULAWATNE 3 7 7 1903 
BULU SETTLEMENT 2 4  404 1916 
BULUDAWA 2 4 4 1910 
BULUMA 2 3 2 1911 
BULUMURI 2 4 5 1910 
BULUWARA 2 4 6 1910 
BUPON 4 11 10 1905 
BUVUSSI S'MNT 2 3 502 1916 
 
DAMI 2 4 7 1910 
DAMI RES'MNT 2 3 503 1916 
DEMGALU 4 10 5 1905 
DENGA 3 7 8 1902 
DIRE 2 4 8 1910 
DULAGO 4 14 12 1907 
 
EKREK 4 10 6 1905 
ELOBE 1 2 4 1911 
ESELI 4 13 6 1906 
EWASSE 1 1 5 1911 
 
GAIKEKE 1 2 5 1911 
GALAI 1&2 RES'MNT 2 3 504 1916 
GALILO 2 3 3 1912 
GALOALE 2 3 4 1912 
GANEBOKU 2 4 9 1910 
GAONGO 2 3 5 1911 
GARILE 2 4 10 1910 
GARIMATE 3 9 10 1902 
GARU 2 4 11 1910 
GAVAIVA 2 3 6 1912 
GAVUVU 2 3 7 1912 
GELEI 3 7 9 1902 
GETMATA 4 12 17 1905 
GIE 3 9 11 1902 
GIGINA 3 7 10 1903 
GIGIPUNA 1 1 6 1911 
GILAU 3 7 11 1902 
GILINIT 3 9 12 1902 
GILVA 3 9 13 1902 
6.2  RURAL VILLAGES WITH AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM NUMBERS IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER 
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GIRING 4 13 7 1906 
GISAMOLO 4 14 13 1906 
GOGOLA 3 7 12 1902 
GOMU 1 1 7 1911 
GORU 2 6 3 1909 
GOSLEMI 2 3 8 1911 
GUHI 2 5 1 1902 
GULE 2 3 9 1912 
GURISSI 3 8 4 1902 
 
HUALIL 4 13 8 1906 
HUAVI 4 11 11 1905 
HULEM 4 14 14 1907 
 
I'IGI 4 13 10 1906 
IAKAS 4 13 9 1906 
IOMBON 4 14 15 1907 
IPUK 4 13 11 1906 
IUMIELO 4 11 12 1905 
IUNGPUN 4 10 7 1902 
 
KAI 1 2 6 1911 
KAIAMU 1 2 7 1911 
KAILONA 1 2 8 1915 
KAKUMO 3 9 14 1902 
KALAGEN 4 12 18 1905 
KALAMLO 4 11 13 1905 
KALAPIAI 2 5 2 1902 
KAMBILI 2 4 12 1910 
KANDOKA 2 4 13 1902 
KANDOKA 3 7 13 1902 
KAPO 2 5 3 1902 
KAPORE RES'MNT 2 3 506 1916 
KARAIAI 3 7 14 1902 
KARAPI 2 3 13 1912 
KAREKDEK 4 14 16 1907 
KARRAMATA 2 6 4 1909 
KASKAS 4 12 19 1908 
KASSIA 2 3 11 1912 
KAUPTAMETE 4 10 8 1904 
KAVENG 4 12 20 1905 
KAVUGARA ST'N/RIVER 2 4  505 1916 
KAVUI S'MNT 2 3 507 1916 
KAVUTU 2 3 12 1912 
KETENGE 3 7 15 1902 
KILOLO 1 2 10 1911 
KILU 2 4 14 1910 
KISILUVI 1 2 11 1911 
KOIMUMU 2 3 14 1912 
KOKOPO 3 8 5 1902 
KOLOLO 2 3 10 1912 
KOMARAKI 2 4 15 1910 
KOREI 2 6 5 1909 
KOROVASI 1 2 12 1911 
KOTOU 1 2 13 1911 
KOU 2 5 4 1902 
KUKULA 1 2 14 1911 
KULUNGI 2 4 16 1911 
KULWANGO 4 13 12 1906 
KUMAVAVO 2 4 17 1910 
KUMBU 2 6 6 1909 
KUMBUN 4 10 9 1904 
KUMBURI 1 2 6 7 1909 
KUMBURI 2 2 6 8 1909 
KURAVU 2 6 9 1909 
KURIL 4 11 14 1905 
KWAKO 3 7 16 1903 
KWALAKESSI 2 3 15 1912 
 
LAHURING 4 13 15 1906 
LAIAMA 4 13 13 1906 
LAKUNGKUNG 4 14 17 1907 
LAMA 2 6 10 1909 
LAMBE 2 6 11 1909 
LANGARUM 4 13 14 1906 
LAPALAM 4 14 18 1907 
LAUBORE 3 7 17 1902 
LAUT 3 9 15 1902 
LAVEGE 2 3 16 1911 
LAVILELO RES'MNT 2 3 509 1916 
LIAPO 2 4 18 1910 
LIGITE 1 2 15 1911 
LOA 1 2 16 1911 
LUALU 4 13 16 1906 
LULAKEVI 4 12 21 1905 
LUPON 4 10 10 1905 
 
MAI 2 3 17 1911 
MAI-IEO 4 12 23 1905 
MAKASILI 2 3 18 1912 
MAKIRI 2 6 12 1909 
MAKLO 4 10 11 1904 
MAKLONGMERANG 4 13 17 1906 
MALANGTE 2 6 13 1909 
MALASI 1 2 17 1911 
MALASONGNO 3 8 6 1902 
MANG 4 13 18 1906 
MANGAILAPUA 3 9 16 1902 
MANOPO 2 6 14 1909 
MARAPU 1 2 18 1911 
MAREKA 3 8 7 1902 
MATAPUPURU 2 6 15 1909 
MATAURURU 1 1 9 1911 
MATILILIU 1 1 8 1911 
MAUM 4 14 19 1906 
MELEI 4 12 24 1908 
MELENGLO 4 12 25 1905 
MESELIA 4 10 12 1905 
MIHAK 4 14 20 1907 
MINDA 2 4 19 1910 
MOI-IA 4 14 21 1907 
MOKUKLI 3 7 18 1903 
MOLO 4 10 13 1902 
MOLO 4 13 19 1906 
MOLOPUN 4 13 20 1906 
MOLUOR 3 7 19 1903 
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MOROKEA 2 4 20 1911 
MOROU 3 7 20 1903 
MOSA 2 3 20 1911 
MOVAI 1 2 19 1915 
MULIANGANI 2 5 5 1902 
MULUSI 1 2 20 1915 
MUNGU 2 3 21 1911 
MURIEN 4 11 15 1905 
 
NAMAKLONGLONG 4 13 21 1906 
NAMARAMANGA 3 8 8 1902 
NAMATOTO 3 9 17 1902 
NANTAMBU 1 1 10 1913 
NATAMU 3 9 18 1902 
NDOLI 2 6 16 1909 
NEKAROP 3 9 19 1902 
NGATI 4 12 26 1905 
NIAPAUR 3 9 20 1902 
NUAU 1 1 11 1913 
NUKAKAU 2 5 6 1902 
NUKUHU 2 5 7 1902 
NUTANAVUA 2 5 8 1902 
 
OKUR 4 11 16 1905 
OLD KIAVA 1 2 9 1911 
ONGAIA 3 9 21 1901 
ORELMO 3 9 22 1902 
 
PALILI 3 9 23 1902 
PALINANGAKUBU 2 6 18 1909 
PALINGMETE 4 10 14 1904 
PANGAI 4 13 22 1906 
PANGALU 1&2 2 4 21 1910 
PANGALU S’MNT 2 4 403 1916 
PAPSA 4 13 23 1906 
PARAGA 1 2 21 1911 
PARIWA 4 12 27 1907 
PARONGA 4 12 28 1905 
PASUSU 1 2 22 1911 
PATANGA 2 4 22 1910 
PAUNG 4 13 24 1906 
PENATA 2 6 19 1909 
PENATABOTONG 2 6 20 1909 
PENATE-KETINEAVE 2 6 21 1909 
PENLOLO 4 12 29 1908 
PINIR 4 13 25 1906 
POI'EK 4 11 17 1905 
POI-MAKATI 2 5 9 1902 
POIPOI 1 1 12 1913 
POMALAL 4 14 22 1907 
POMUGU 4 14 23 1906 
PONGUAL 4 14 24 1907 
PORAPORA/KALU 2 3 22 1912 
POT POT 2 6 22 1909 
POTNE 3 9 24 1901 
POTOU 1 1 13 1913 
POTPOTPUA 3 9 25 1902 
PURELING 3 7 21 1902 
 
RANGIHI 2 5 10 1902 
RAPURI 2 3 23 1912 
RELMEN 3 9 26 1902 
RENGLEMETE 4 10 15 1902 
RENGRENG 4 11 18 1905 
RIKAU 2 3 24 1912 
ROBOS 3 7 22 1903 
ROKU 1 2 23 1911 
ROVATA 3 9 27 1902 
RUANGO 2 4 23 1911 
RUKAMBOROKO 2 6 24 1909 
 
SABDIDI 4 13 26 1906 
SAGSAG 3 9 28 1902 
SAIHI 4 14 25 1907 
SALE 1 2 24 1911 
SALKE 3 7 23 1903 
SAMPANTABIL 2 3 25 1907 
SANGKIAP 4 14 26 1907 
SAPULO 4 11 19 1905 
SARA 4 11 20 1905 
SARAKOLOK S'MNT & R 2 3 513 1916 
SAUREN 4 10 16 1902 
SEGE 1 2 25 1911 
SEIAGIT 4 14 27 1907 
SELENG 4 13 27 1906 
SENEMSI 4 14 28 1906 
SIAMATAI 3 8 9 1902 
SIKAL 3 9 29 1902 
SILENGE 2 6 25 1909 
SILIMATE 3 9 30 1902 
SIMIMLA 4 14 29 1906 
SINGILNA 4 12 30 1905 
SIPA 1 2 26 1915 
SISIMI 1 2 27 1911 
SULU 1 2 29 1911 
SUMALANI 2 5 11 1902 
 
TABAI RIKAU S'MNT 2 3 514 1916 
TALANGONI 2 5 12 1902 
TALIWAGA 3 7 24 1903 
TAMANGONE 2 6 26 1909 
TAMBA S'MNT 2 3 515 1916 
TAMUNIAI 3 7 25 1902 
TARAUA 2 5 13 1902 
TAROBI 1 2 30 1911 
TAUALI 3 9 31 1901 
TAVELIAI 3 7 26 1902 
TEKAMAP 4 13 28 1906 
TEKARAPNA 4 13 29 1906 
TINHANG 4 14 30 1907 
 
UASILAU 1 2 31 1915 
UBAI 2 3 26 1911 
UBILI 1 1 14 1913 
ULIMAINGE 3 9 32 1901 
UMBI 4 14 31 1907 
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UMOA 2 3 27 1907 
UMU 1 2 32 1915 
UMUS 4 13 30 1906 
UPMADUNG 3 7 27 1903 
URA 3 9 33 1902 
URIN 4 13 31 1906 
UTKIHU 4 14 32 1907 
UTKUMBU 4 14 33 1907 
UWILAITNO 4 10 18 1903 
 
VALOKA 2 3 28 1912 
VALUPAI 2 4 24 1910 
VAVUA 2 3 29 1912 
VESSE 2 5 14 1902 
VOVOSI 2 3 30 1912 
 
WAGANAKAI 2 4 26 1910 
WAISSISI 2 3 31 1912 
WAKIS 4 12 31 1905 
WAKO 4 10 19 1905 
WALAWALAPUA 3 9 34 1902 
WARIMO 3 9 35 1901 
WAROU 2 4 25 1910 
WASUM 4 11 21 1905 
WIDU 2 6 27 1909 
WINGURU 4 10 20 1904 
WITNARI 3 9 36 1902 
WOGEWOGE 2 5 15 1902 
WORO 4 10 21 1903 
 
YANGAURA 2 3 32 1911 
 
ZEBU 4 12 32 1905 
ZITUS 4 12 33 1905 
6.3  RURAL VILLAGES LISTED BY AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM Province:  19 West New Britain 
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SYSTEM   1901 
 ONGAIA 3 9 21 1 
 POTNE 3 9 24 1 
 TAUALI 3 9 31 1 
 ULIMAINGE 3 9 32 1 
 WARIMO 3 9 35 1 
      
SYSTEM   1902 
 AIMAGA 3 9 1 4 
 AIMOLA 3 9 2 3 
 AIPATE 3 9 3 4 
 AIRAGILPUA 3 9 4 3 
 AISEGA 3 9 5 3 
 AISILMAPUA 3 9 6 10 
 AKONGA 3 8 1 11 
 ALAIDO 3 8 2 11 
 ALIAPUA 3 9 7 3 
 ANEPMETE 4 10 1 17 
 ARARAU 3 9 8 3 
 ARUMIGI 3 7 3 214 
 AUMO 3 9 9 7 
 BAMBAK 3 8 3 11 
 DENGA 3 7 8 10 
 GARIMATE 3 9 10 11 
 GELEI 3 7 9 38 
 GIE 3 9 11 2 
 GILAU 3 7 11 10 
 GILINIT 3 9 12 10 
 GILVA 3 9 13 7 
 GOGOLA 3 7 12 10 
 GUHI 2 5 1 209 
 GURISSI 3 8 4 11 
 IUNGPUN 4 10 7 21 
 KAKUMO 3 9 14 10 
 KALAPIAI 2 5 2 50 
 KANDOKA 2 4 13 55 
 KANDOKA 3 7 13 36 
 KAPO 2 5 3 211 
 KARAIAI 3 7 14 214 
 KETENGE 3 7 15 36 
 KOKOPO 3 8 5 11 
 KOU 2 5 4 52 
 LAUBORE 3 7 17 36 
 LAUT 3 9 15 1 
 MALASONGNO 3 8 6 10 
 MANGAILAPUA 3 9 16 11 
 MAREKA 3 8 7 11 
 MOLO 4 10 13 17 
 MULIANGANI 2 5 5 39 
 NAMARAMANGA 3 8 8 11 
 NAMATOTO 3 9 17 3 
 NATAMU 3 9 18 11 
 NEKAROP 3 9 19 11 
 NIAPAUR 3 9 20 3 
 NUKAKAU 2 5 6 42 
 NUKUHU 2 5 7 208 
 NUTANAVUA 2 5 8 212 
 ORELMO 3 9 22 3 
 PALILI 3 9 23 7 
 POI-MAKATI 2 5 9 207 
 POTPOTPUA 3 9 25 2 
 PURELING 3 7 21 214 
 RANGIHI 2 5 10 41 
 RELMEN 3 9 26 3 
 RENGLEMETE 4 10 15 22 
 ROVATA 3 9 27 3 
 SAGSAG 3 9 28 2 
 SAUREN 4 10 16 213 
 SIAMATAI 3 8 9 11 
 SIKAL 3 9 29 4 
 SILIMATE 3 9 30 11 
 SUMALANI 2 5 11 209 
 TALANGONI 2 5 12 52 
 TAMUNIAI 3 7 25 206 
 TARAUA 2 5 13 208 
 TAVELIAI 3 7 26 36 
 URA 3 9 33 3 
 VESSE 2 5 14 50 
 WALAWALAPUA 3 9 34 3 
 WITNARI 3 9 36 3 
 WOGEWOGE 2 5 15 209 
      
SYSTEM   1903 
 AIKON 3 7 1 10 
 ANGAL 3 7 2 10 
 BAGAI 3 7 4 25 
 BATIULING 3 7 5 33 
 BENIM 4 10 3 213 
 BOLO 3 7 6 10 
 BOROWAI 4 10 4 20 
 BULAWATNE 3 7 7 35 
 GIGINA 3 7 10 10 
 KWAKO 3 7 16 37 
 MOKUKLI 3 7 18 33 
 MOLUOR 3 7 19 25 
 MOROU 3 7 20 33 
 ROBOS 3 7 22 25 
 SALKE 3 7 23 10 
 TALIWAGA 3 7 24 37 
 UPMADUNG 3 7 27 37 
 UWILAITNO 4 10 18 213 
 WORO 4 10 21 20 
      
SYSTEM   1904 
 KAUPTAMETE 4 10 8 28 
 KUMBUN 4 10 9 29 
 MAKLO 4 10 11 28 
 PALINGMETE 4 10 14 29 
 WINGURU 4 10 20 29 
      
SYSTEM   1905 
 ABLINGI 4 12 1 75 
 AIS 4 11 1 31 
 AIVET 4 12 2 69 
 AKAM 4 12 3 80 
 AKINUM 4 11 2 31 
 AKIWOK 4 12 4 82 
 AKUR 4 12 6 81 
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 ALIMBIT 4 11 3 31 
 AMBUNGI 4 11 4 66 
 AMGORENG 4 11 5 31 
 AMI 4 12 7 79 
 ANALO 4 11 6 31 
 ANARO 4 12 9 80 
 APUGI 4 11 7 63 
 ARINGRING 4 12 10 80 
 ASEPSEP 4 11 8 66 
 ATUO 4 12 12 71 
 AU 4 12 13 79 
 AVIAHAIN 4 12 14 80 
 AVIKLO 4 11 9 63 
 AVIO 4 12 15 76 
 AVIRIN 4 12 16 81 
 BUPON 4 11 10 31 
 DEMGALU 4 10 5 30 
 EKREK 4 10 6 30 
 GETMATA 4 12 17 80 
 HUAVI 4 11 11 31 
 IUMIELO 4 11 12 31 
 KALAGEN 4 12 18 80 
 KALAMLO 4 11 13 31 
 KAVENG 4 12 20 67 
 KURIL 4 11 14 64 
 LULAKEVI 4 12 21 87 
 LUPON 4 10 10 31 
 MAI-IEO 4 12 23 31 
 MELENGLO 4 12 25 67 
 MESELIA 4 10 12 31 
 MURIEN 4 11 15 31 
 NGATI 4 12 26 79 
 OKUR 4 11 16 31 
 PARONGA 4 12 28 87 
 POI'EK 4 11 17 31 
 RENGRENG 4 11 18 64 
 SAPULO 4 11 19 31 
 SARA 4 11 20 31 
 SINGILNA 4 12 30 80 
 WAKIS 4 12 31 79 
 WAKO 4 10 19 31 
 WASUM 4 11 21 31 
 ZEBU 4 12 32 80 
 ZITUS 4 12 33 83 
      
SYSTEM   1906 
 AIKU 4 13 4 31 
 AIWO 4 13 1 31 
 AKA 4 14 1 62 
 AKIULI 4 14 2 62 
 ALIWO 4 14 3 31 
 AMUNSONG 4 14 5 62 
 ANGELEK 4 14 6 62 
 ARHI 4 14 7 57 
 ASLINGPUN 4 13 2 31 
 AU 4 14 10 62 
 AUDI 4 13 3 31 
 AURE 4 14 9 31 
 AWANGLO 4 13 5 31 
 ESELI 4 13 6 31 
 GIRING 4 13 7 31 
 GISAMOLO 4 14 13 62 
 HUALIL 4 13 8 57 
 I'IGI 4 13 10 57 
 IAKAS 4 13 9 31 
 IPUK 4 13 11 31 
 KULWANGO 4 13 12 31 
 LAHURING 4 13 15 31 
 LAIAMA 4 13 13 31 
 LANGARUM 4 13 14 57 
 LUALU 4 13 16 35 
 MAKLONGMERANG 4 13 17 31 
 MANG 4 13 18 31 
 MAUM 4 14 19 62 
 MOLO 4 13 19 31 
 MOLOPUN 4 13 20 31 
 NAMAKLONGLONG 4 13 21 31 
 PANGAI 4 13 22 31 
 PAPSA 4 13 23 31 
 PAUNG 4 13 24 35 
 PINIR 4 13 25 31 
 POMUGU 4 14 23 31 
 SABDIDI 4 13 26 35 
 SELENG 4 13 27 31 
 SENEMSI 4 14 28 31 
 SIMIMLA 4 14 29 62 
 TEKAMAP 4 13 28 31 
 TEKARAPNA 4 13 29 35 
 UMUS 4 13 30 31 
 URIN 4 13 31 35 
      
SYSTEM   1907 
 AKUKU 4 12 5 77 
 AMA 4 14 4 62 
 ASIAM 4 14 8 62 
 AWAT 4 14 11 62 
 DULAGO 4 14 12 62 
 HULEM 4 14 14 62 
 IOMBON 4 14 15 62 
 KAREKDEK 4 14 16 31 
 LAKUNGKUNG 4 14 17 62 
 LAPALAM 4 14 18 62 
 MIHAK 4 14 20 31 
 MOI-IA 4 14 21 62 
 PARIWA 4 12 27 74 
 POMALAL 4 14 22 62 
 PONGUAL 4 14 24 31 
 SAIHI 4 14 25 62 
 SAMPANTABIL 2 3 25 134 
 SANGKIAP 4 14 26 62 
 SEIAGIT 4 14 27 62 
 TINHANG 4 14 30 62 
 UMBI 4 14 31 57 
 UMOA 2 3 27 134 
 UTKIHU 4 14 32 62 
 UTKUMBU 4 14 33 62 
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SYSTEM   1908 
 AMIO 4 12 8 91 
 ATUI 4 12 11 210 
 KASKAS 4 12 19 92 
 MELEI 4 12 24 84 
 PENLOLO 4 12 29 89 
      
SYSTEM   1909 
 BALAGORI 1 2 6 1 198 
 BALAGORI 2 2 6 2 198 
 GORU 2 6 3 200 
 KARRAMATA 2 6 4 200 
 KOREI 2 6 5 200 
 KUMBU 2 6 6 202 
 KUMBURI 1 2 6 7 202 
 KUMBURI 2 2 6 8 202 
 KURAVU 2 6 9 200 
 LAMA 2 6 10 197 
 LAMBE 2 6 11 197 
 MAKIRI 2 6 12 203 
 MALANGTE 2 6 13 202 
 MANOPO 2 6 14 204 
 MATAPUPURU 2 6 15 203 
 NDOLI 2 6 16 197 
 PALINANGAKUBU 2 6 18 202 
 PENATA 2 6 19 204 
 PENATABOTONG 2 6 20 203 
 PENATE-KETINEAVE 2 6 21 203 
 POT POT 2 6 22 197 
 RUKAMBOROKO 2 6 24 202 
 SILENGE 2 6 25 201 
 TAMANGONE 2 6 26 203 
 WIDU 2 6 27 197 
      
SYSTEM   1910 
 BAGUM 2 4 2 112 
 BOLA 2 4 3 112 
 BULUDAWA 2 4 4 112 
 BULUMURI 2 4 5 123 
 BULUWARA 2 4 6 112 
 DAMI 2 4 7 112 
 DIRE 2 4 8 112 
 GANEBOKU 2 4 9 112 
 GARILE 2 4 10 112 
 GARU 2 4 11 112 
 KAMBILI 2 4 12 112 
 KILU 2 4 14 112 
 KOMARAKI 2 4 15 112 
 KUMAVAVO 2 4 17 112 
 LIAPO 2 4 18 112 
 MINDA 2 4 19 112 
 PANGALU 1&2 2 4 21 112 
 PATANGA 2 4 22 112 
 VALUPAI 2 4 24 112 
 WAGANAKAI 2 4 26 112 
 WAROU 2 4 25 112 
SYSTEM   1911 
 APUPULU 1 1 1 175 
 BAIKAKEA 1 1 3 175 
 BAMBA 2 4 1 112 
 BANAULE 2 3 1 132 
 BUBU 1 1 4 175 
 BULUMA 2 3 2 132 
 ELOBE 1 2 4 160 
 EWASSE 1 1 5 174 
 GAIKEKE 1 2 5 149 
 GAONGO 2 3 5 132 
 GIGIPUNA 1 1 6 174 
 GOMU 1 1 7 174 
 GOSLEMI 2 3 8 133 
 KAI 1 2 6 149 
 KAIAMU 1 2 7 151 
 KILOLO 1 2 10 149 
 KISILUVI 1 2 11 149 
 KOROVASI 1 2 12 160 
 KOTOU 1 2 13 149 
 KUKULA 1 2 14 149 
 KULUNGI 2 4 16 112 
 LAVEGE 2 3 16 146 
 LIGITE 1 2 15 149 
 LOA 1 2 16 151 
 MAI 2 3 17 132 
 MALASI 1 2 17 161 
 MARAPU 1 2 18 134 
 MATAURURU 1 1 9 164 
 MATILILIU 1 1 8 175 
 MOROKEA 2 4 20 127 
 MOSA 2 3 20 132 
 MUNGU 2 3 21 133 
 OLD KIAVA 1 2 9 162 
 PARAGA 1 2 21 154 
 PASUSU 1 2 22 150 
 ROKU 1 2 23 154 
 RUANGO 2 4 23 127 
 SALE 1 2 24 160 
 SEGE 1 2 25 160 
 SISIMI 1 2 27 149 
 SULU 1 2 29 161 
 TAROBI 1 2 30 150 
 UBAI 2 3 26 134 
 YANGAURA 2 3 32 132 
      
SYSTEM   1912 
 GALILO 2 3 3 139 
 GALOALE 2 3 4 132 
 GAVAIVA 2 3 6 132 
 GAVUVU 2 3 7 139 
 GULE 2 3 9 137 
 KARAPI 2 3 13 139 
 KASSIA 2 3 11 132 
 KAVUTU 2 3 12 132 
 KOIMUMU 2 3 14 139 
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 KOLOLO 2 3 10 132 
 KWALAKESSI 2 3 15 132 
 MAKASILI 2 3 18 139 
 PORAPORA/KALU 2 3 22 132 
 RAPURI 2 3 23 139 
 RIKAU 2 3 24 137 
 VALOKA 2 3 28 132 
 VAVUA 2 3 29 139 
 VOVOSI 2 3 30 132 
 WAISSISI 2 3 31 139 
      
SYSTEM   1913 
 NANTAMBU 1 1 10 185 
 NUAU 1 1 11 174 
 POIPOI 1 1 12 194 
 POTOU 1 1 13 194 
 UBILI 1 1 14 174 
      
SYSTEM   1914 
 BAIA 1 1 2 191 
      
SYSTEM   1915 
 BABATA 1 2 1 154 
 BAGELA 1 2 2 157 
 BIBISI 1 2 3 157 
 KAILONA 1 2 8 219 
 MOVAI 1 2 19 157 
 MULUSI 1 2 20 157 
 SIPA 1 2 26 157 
 UASILAU 1 2 31 157 
 UMU 1 2 32 157 
  
SYSTEM   1916 
 BULU SETTLEMENT 2 4  404  
 BUVUSSI S'MNT 2 3 502 133 
 DAMI RES'MNT 2 3 503 132 
 GALAI 1&2 RES'MNT 2 3 504 133 
 KAPORE RES'MNT 2 3 506 132 
 KAVUGARA ST'N/RIVER 2 4  505  
 KAVUI S'MNT 2 3 507 132 
 LAVILELO RES'MNT 2 3 509 132 
 PANGALU SETTLEMENT 2 4  403  
 SARAKOLOK S'MNT & R 2 3 513 132 
 TABAI RIKAU S'MNT 2 3 514 139 
 TAMBA S'MNT 2 3 515 132 
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APPENDIX A.1 
 
 
 
NATIONAL POPULATION CENSUS PROVINCIAL CODES 
 
 
 Province Abbreviation Code 
 
Western WES 01 
Gulf GUL 02 
Central CEN 03 
National Capital District NCD 04 
Milne Bay MBP 05 
Oro (Northern) ORO 06 
Southern Highlands SHP 07 
Enga ENG 08 
Western Highlands WHP 09 
Simbu (Chimbu) SIM 10 
Eastern Highlands EHP 11 
Morobe MOR 12 
Madang MAD 13 
East Sepik ESP 14 
West Sepik (Sandaun) WSP 15 
Manus MAN 16 
New Ireland NIP 17 
East New Britain ENB 18 
West New Britain WNB 19 
Bougainville NSP 20 
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NATIONAL POPULATION CENSUS CODES FOR DISTRICTS AND CENSUS 
DIVISIONS, WEST NEW BRITAIN PROVINCE1  
 
 
Code Division Code Division 
 
01 BIALLA 03 GLOUCESTER 
1 East Nakanai 07 Kaliai 
2 Central Nakanai 08 Bariai 
  09 Kilengi Lollo 
02 KIMBE   
03 West Nakanai 04 KANDRIAN 
04 Bola 10 Arawe 
05 Kombe 11 Kandrian 
06 Bali-Witu 12 Gasmata 
  13 Gimi-Rauto 
  14 Passismanua 
 
 
                                                          
1 The Census Division names and codes are from the 1980 National Population Census. However, because the district 
definitions in some provinces changed between the 1980 and 1990 censuses, and because districts are important for 
provincial administrative purposes, the district names and codes are from the 1990 National Population Census.  Some 
provinces have further changed district definitions since 1990 but these are not shown. 
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